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Greatest Educational Work of the Age

Prepare Now

Secure More Pupils Next Season
A Business Builder
for Musicians
Some pupils come to you
purely by chance.
If you
wait for all of them to come
by chance you are looking fail¬
ure in the face. The Business
Manual for Music Teachers,
by G. C. Bender, tells:
How to Locate Pros¬
pective Pupils.
How to Secure Pros¬
pective Pupils.
How to “Follow Up’
Prospects.
How to Hold Pupils.
How to Interest
Parents.
How to Collect Ac¬
counts.
How to Give Pupils'
Recitals.
How to Keep Your
Class “Alive.”
In fact, this very practical
book gives every sensible, dig¬
nified means that the active
teacher can use to get ahead.
It has helped many, many
teachers who were in a rut and
it will help you.
The price is
$1.00. Send for a copy “On
Sale.” THE ETUDE also
gives innumerable practical
business hints to teachers. But
of course the subject can only
be covered exhaustively in a
book such as The Business
Manual for Music Teachers. \

Five Definite Summer Plans
for Action
Summer is about the only time the teacher has to
rebuild—to get a fresh start—to make new and better
plans. Here is a page of help for those who do not know
just how to take the first steps.
I.

II.

III.

IV.

RESOLVE TO START THE SEASON NEXT FALL PLAYING
BETTER, TEACHING BETTER, with a larger class of pupils. A
strong resolve backed up by continued determination often works
wonders.
RESOLVE TO POLISH UP YOUR OWN TECHNIC. Be ready to
surprise your pupils with a new facility in playing. Make out a
daily technical plan and live up to it. See Exceptional Material
on this page.
EXTEND YOUR OWN REPERTOIRE. Perhaps you have “gone
stale” and do not know it. Work hard—master a group of new
pieces and your whole next season will take on a new interest.
See the list of new and attractive things on this page.
INCREASE YOUR WHOLE RANGE OF TEACHING PIECES.
Just as the Merchant knows that it is suicidal not to have new
patterns and new goods to display, the teacher should realize
that in a community new and fresh teaching material is impera¬
tive. We knew of one teacher who boasted that she had taught
Lange’s “Flower Song” twenty-seven times in one season and
she wondered why she did not get along.

Obtain all supplies early, especially this season.
Note at the bottom of this page.

FOR NEXT SEASON
Order Teaching Material Early
Abundant

Reasons and

Convincing

Argu¬

ments can be Advanced in Favor of this

MM
W'-M

But the Average Teacher has come to realize
the wisdom of ordering next season’s supplies
well in advance, and therefore to most teach¬
ers nothing more than a reminder is necessary
at this time.

Ordering Early Imperative
This Year

5

m

This season there are additional factors that
make it more vital than ever to the teacher
to make this step.
In spite of the utmost
promptness in filling orders, the usual rush of
early fall shipments coupled with war time
traffic conditions may more or less retard

Descriptive Analyses of
Pianoforte Works, by E.
B. Perry, Price, $1.50.

their final delivery.

How to Play
Well
Known Pianoforte Solos,
by C. IV. Wilkinson, Price,
$i.5°-

Czerny-Liebling—three

vol¬

umes, Price each, 90 cents. The
cream of Czerny’s Studies care¬
fully selected and edited by
one of Liszt’s best known
teacher pupils.
Daily work
with a few of these will advance
your technic surprisingly.

Philipp’s Works

Touch and Technic

Philipp’s “Complete School
of Technic” (Price, SI.SO) and
The New Gradus Ad Parnassum, eight volumes, covering
all special phases of Technic
(left hand, right hand, hands
together, double notes, etc.
Price, each, SI.00.) Map out
a summer self-study practice
schedule of immense value.

Mason’s “Touch and Tech¬
nic” follow the advice of Pader¬
ewski, Gabrilowitsch, Joseffy,
Liszt and others who realized
that this method is one of the
most distinctive and artistic of
all.
Four volumes.
I, TwoFinger Exercises;
II, Scales;
III, Arpeggios; IV, Octaves,
etc. Price, each, Sl-00.

WRITE

NOW

Give the date the material should reach
you.

We will send a selected supply of material
on our On Sale terms, all not used being
returnable at end of next teaching season
when settlement is made.

Material will reach you at time desired.

A prompt start of the season's work to the
profit and satisfaction of both teacher and
pupil.

1
‘PUBLISHERS
~
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OF AND DEAD
ERS IN SHEET
MUSIC AND
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Any teacher may inspect any or all of the ten volumes of the Standard Graded
Course in the home studio through our “On Sale” mail order system. You pay
only for what you use.

Two Complimentary Books to All Writing Now
To all inquiring about the Standard Graded Course we shall be glad to send,
with our compliments, when requested, our booklet “Selected Graded List" giving
the particulars of 800 classic, semi-classic and popular pieces, books and exercises,
a teacher's desk book to answer the vital question, “What Shall I Teach in Each
Grade?” We shall also be glad to send free the 96-page “Year Book of Teachers.”
Ask for them.

THE BEGINNER’S BOOK
School of the Pianoforte
PRICE 75 CENTS
This elementary piano instructor has had an unprecedented
success, being welcomed by teachers everywhere as just the thing
for the young beginner; the next thing to a kindergarten method.
Send for a copy for examination

A PRONOUNCED SUCCESS

THE STUDENT’S BOOK

TH£0
PRESSER
CO. order
—^
inEAS. r
IXEiOOLbIY w.
music
i iiuw
qitppiy HOUSF
1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT ST.
null Ann DUTA DA

SUPPLY .HOUSE
rwiMF<s ANn

By THEO. PRESSER

PRICE, 75 CENTS

Intended to follow THE BEGINNER’S BOOK or any other
first instructor, this volume has met with a flattering reception. It
bridges the gap between the instruction book and the graded course
or the conventional series of studies and exercises.
Send for a copy for examination

THEO. PRESSER CO.

TEACHING PIECES

Philadelphia, Pa.
By MRS. A. M. VIRGIL

ATTRACTIVE, INSTRUCTIVE-FINE FOR RECITALS
GRADES 1 to 6.
GRADED CATALOG
ORDER THROUGH YOUR DEALER OR DIRECT

THE VIRGIL PIANO CONS.
—

Philadelphia, Pa.

School of the Pianoforte

1.00

As soon as the following note arrives it is placed in the hands of experts. They immediately select from our
immense stock the best possible materials for your purposes. Keep this music in the home or the studio as long as it
is of use.
Pay for what you use at the lowest possible rates with the most liberal terms. Return the balance
Thousands employ this convenient and successful system.

" ** '*

Free Inspection at Home of the Standard Graded Course

RESULT—

Let Our “On Sale System” Help You Get This Music Now

Your Note to the Theo. Presser Company.
“Please send me ’On Sale’ the following works mentioned it.____
cations). Also a selection of teaching pieces for grades (state the grades fro

Make No Mistake
Great success brings imitators. The Standard Graded Course is the only
course which has constantly kept step with the never ending progress of the art.
It is a method for real "Every Day" pupils, made by real music teaching experts
with a sympathetic understanding of the teacher's every day needs.

THEO. PRESSER COMPANY,

m

9551. Moszkowski, M. Grande Valse de
13414. Schuett, E. ' A la jean.,,.. ' Op.‘ 88 «
Rhapsody.

The Standard Graded Course may be used by any teacher without previous
special training. Directions are given for the special application of the famous
"Touch and Technic” system of Dr. William Mason, for those who desire to em¬
ploy that system so strongly endorsed by Liszt, Paderewski, Joseffy and Gabrilo¬
witsch—but it does not make the Mason “Touch and Technic ’ obligatory.

By THEO. PRESSER
State the grades and styles of music desired.

Increase Your Repertoire With These Interesting Modern Piano Pieces
15302. Bossi, M. E. On S
9257. Poldini, E. Val*e C
11230. Lacome, P.

Constantly Revised, Enlarged and Re-edited
by other educators of equal note. It is always new—always the best selected
material from the world’s most useful and interesting studies.

NEWEST AND BEST

AND-

Let us know the number of pupils expected
next season.

Mastering the Scales
and Arpeggios
Mastering the Scales and Arpeggios,
by James Francis Cooke. Price, SI.25.
Most of the world renowned teachers
have depended upon Scales and Arpeg¬
gios to form the background of technic.
There is nothing like a good drill in
them to give new life to sluggish play¬
ing. This work covers the entire sub¬
ject from A to Z.

One Dollar Each

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Stories of Standard
Teaching Pieces, by E. B.
Perry, Price, $1.50.

Works That Will Help You Rebuild Your Own Technic
Czerny - Liebling

Ten Grades

Compiled originally by the late W. S. B. Mathews, this course which has been
like the structural steel skeleton in the work of more students in all parts of the
musical world than any other system has been.

Fits in With Any System or Method

Order Early Plan

The Education of the
Music Teacher, by Thomas
Tapper, Price, $1.50.

Great Pianists onPiano
Playing,by J. Francis Cooke.
Conferences on the art with
most of the foremost Pianists
of the day, Price, $2.00.

Ten Books

An Accepted Standard for Thirty Years

Freshen up your whole out¬
look on teaching. Get the ideas
of others and digest them.
Here are some books that are
almost as good as a normal
course for the ambitious
teacher.

The Leschetizky Meth¬
od,
by
Marie Prentner,
Price, $1.50.
This book has
a long section in text telling
what Leschetizky used in pre¬
paring all his pupils.

Complete, progressive series of the indispensable studies from the
very beginning to the highest grade.

Better Methods
Next Season

Ma s t er Le s s o n s in
Piano Playing, by E. M.
Bowman, Price, $i.oo.

MATHEW’S STANDARD GRADED COURSE

::

11 W. G8th St., NEW YORK
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Dependable Publications fo Teachers
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Examine Any of
These Books That
Interest at Leisure
in Your Own Home

r
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LIST

Spelling

MARKS,n£aF?n Writing Be
Has pages alternating ,
CUMMINGS?wqLLkeRudimenu'ef Mueic. With

" FkTs'tudy o°f Bach (Leef.on\. ...
“ Well Tempered Clavichord, Vol. I
BERTIN1, H. 25 Studies for Pienoforte, Op. 29
'• 25 Studies for Pianoforte, Op. 100
3IEHL. A. Element, of Piano Playing, Op. 30
B.^BRO, MATHILDE. General Study Book
lupple-

i and teacherc
MATHEWS. W.S B. FuriLe««,„p„
’’ Studies io Phrasing. Book I

LANDON, C. W. Writing Book lor Musk Pupils,

del, ’Chopio,’ Beethoven, 1\
Haydn and Wagner. Each. . .

“ Writing Book for Music Pupils, Book L.. .

PIANO INSTRUCTORS
ABBOTT Mrs. A. T. A Method for Gaining .
Perfect Knowledge of the Note*.
BATCHELLOR-LANDON Musical Kindergarten
^ Method...^
BEGINNER'S METHOD." Theo. Presser.
pCrfectly adapted to their needs and insuring
not only pleasant but rapid progr
PheB$ER? F.UPElementary School of Piano PIi
FIRST STEPS IN PIANO STUDY

KOHLER, LOUIS. Pra al Piano Methad, Op.
249. Vols. I. II ana ...
LANDON.C.W. Foundation
Leads to solid musi<
easily graded, pleasa

CONCERT DUETS.
24 pieces, 150 pages, classical and popula
medium difficulty.
DUET HOUR. 31 Minuets in Easy Grades
ENGELMANN FOUR HAND ALBUM .
FOUR HAND MISCELLANY.
FOUR HAND PARLOR PIECES.
JUVENILE OUET PLAYERS.
MARCH ALBUM.
MOSZKOWSKI, M. Spanish Dances .
OPERATIC FOUR HAND ALBUM. 22 Duets.

I arranged in practical and pr

Unildffion. m°" *“Wlr
PISCHNA. Sixty Pregfe.nr. Eimuet
PLAIDY I Technical E.ertue.
PRESSER . THEO. Fieri Stadi.. n Od... Pteyt:
Selected Ortete Stadieo Eeael riidnmen! of hath haodi.fW
4SOM. E. Through the M
ROGERS. J.H. Octave Vrloc
*

Ecole Prin
GURLITT, C. Easiest Velocity S:
“ First Les.ons. Op. 117.
“ School of Velocity. Op. 141
HANON, C L. Virtuoso Pianist. (
HELLER, STEPHEN. Thirty S,
The best studies from the tr
HELLER. STEPHEN. 25 Melodiou

STANDARD VIOLINIST, 32 pieces
STUDENT’S POPULAR ALBUM. 22 Fare
TOURS, B^Coniplme Instructor for Violin
WATSON, MABEL M. Bel Canto Method for Vk

ne by an artist-teacher,

’ Melody and Velocity. Op. 872
’ Ten Moled lews Studio, lor AdvmcwtPhW
Op. 874.
' Melodious Second Grade Studies. 0,. W
' Twelve Melodious Studies in Eaibellidotd.
Op.902 .
’ Tea Brilliant Octave Studio.. Op. 1W
SCHMITT. A. Preparatory Eawoaw. Op. Ih
SCHMOLL. A. Studio, tad Stadv Pirns.J*

KOHLER, L. First Studies. Op. 5i
“ 12 Little Studies, Op. 157
Small School of Velocity. Op. 242
KROEGER,
e„lii... . of< ^
the EleftR.handIS Etude. for the culHvatton
inemusicil vaUeU'ifU"y m*de and °< *'<">-

WOHLFAHRT, F. Elementary Violin Melhod f«
Beginners. Os. 38.
“ Fifty Easy Melodic Studies, Op. 74, 2 Books

KVN\K^;0

,

LESCHETIZ^METHOD. The Modern Pieui.,.
lqeschhorn,

1

JR.!"— —

Theo. Presser Co. “On Sale” Plan
guarantees satisfaction. Any of the Presser publications (works listed here or
any of our book or sheet music publications) will be sent for examination upon
request. You may specify special item3 that you would care to examine. Send
your order now. no preliminary correspondence is necessary. Tell us your needs,
(name a few pieces or studies of style desired) and let us send you a package of
material to select from. You pay only for what you use and return the re¬
mainder. The same large discount allowed as though the music was purchased
outright. Music not used is returned to us but once a year. Settlements are
to be made at least once a year, preferably in June or July.

Op 65, complete

'*'h

HAYDN. J. Sonatas. Vol. 1. 1
o P1M.fwt. piece.i!! ’
' lUDSON. Muriel Poem, for ChUdren
I “ Murid Picture Book
[ERN, C. W. Miuieeppi Ri.er Sketches
1
IROGMANN.C.W. Fire-1

nai equipment as wed as a **■>« «
SCHNECKES. P. A. Mriediw. Si.ies u W>
and Mechanism. To devdo. etpcnW
fluency, continuity end ftod side
SCHULZ. F A. Scries snd Checd.
SCHWALM. R. Daily Exercise.
SPAULDING. G. L Eludes M*M><** •

CHOIR BOOK" FOREWOMEN'S VOICES !
!
CHURCH AND HOME. Sacred Songs, High Voice
“ Sacred Songs. Low Voice.
GALLOWAY. TOD B. Seven Memory Songa
1
GLEE SINGERS’ COLLECTION. Mixed voices

’’ Standard Compositions, Vol. I, Grade I to
Vol. VII. Crado VII, each .
MENDELSSOHN. Songs Withou Words (Com-

Grade 4.

MODERN DANCE ALBUM.
MODERN DRAWING-ROOM PIECES.
MOSZKOWSKI. M. Favorite Compositions.
MOZART, W. A. Sonatas. 2 vols.. each.
“ Sonatas, Complete.
NEW AND MODERN SONATINA ALBUM.
PARLOR and SCHOOL MARCHES.
PIANO PLAYER’S REPERTOIRE OF POPULAR
PIECES. 39 Popular Pieces.
POPULAR HOME ALBUM. 46 Pieces !.
POPULAR PARLOR ALBUM
POPULAR RECITAL REPERTOIRE. 31 Piece. .
ROCERS, J. H. Toy Shop Sketches
ROWE. DANIEL. Tone Stories for Boys and Girl,
kindergarten work. 'Lively and pleasing.
SCHOOL AND HOME MARCHES.
SCHUBERT, F. Impromptus, Moments Musicals.
SCHUMANN, R- Selected Works.
• Album for the Young, Op. 68.
• Scone, from Childhood, Op. 15.
SLATER, D. D. Pictures from Fairyland
“ Pleasant Pas.imes..
Second grade teaching pieces of upusual
merit. Melodiouh and music'anly.
SONATA ALBUM, Vol. I, 15 Senetes by Haydn,
Motarl. Beethoven ... .
i Kohler).
_ Souvenir, of the
_ Introducing famous melodies

ORGAN WORKS
1
i
I

AMERICAN ORGANIST.
Preludes, postludes and offertotic. for chi
id recital, all by prominent American writ
BACH. j. S. Eight Short Prelude, and Fugm
CLASSIC AND MODERN GEMS for Reed Oi
LANDON. C. W. Organ Melodiaa.

V School ol Reed Organ’Playing, 4 soil.. 4 grades.
OREM.'p. W. The Orgen Player-Pip. Orgen

YER, EDMUND J. Vocal Instructo
;
guide to artistic methods
fDDALE, F. The School Singer.
,
)(
f

)
1

’’ Yonlhlul Diversion. I with words!'.'.'.
“ Well-known Fables Sel to Music (with words)
STANDARD ADVANCED PIECES. 28 Pieces
STANDARD BRILLIANT ALBUM. 27 Pieces
STANDARD FIRST PIANO PIECES. 72 Pieces .
STANDARD OPERA ALBUM
Melodies from the great operas arramjed in
the best manner in intermediate difficulty
not beyond the fourth grade. Subjects with
which all should be familiar.
STANDIRD PARLOl ALBUM. 41 Pieces
STAND VRO STUDENT'S CLASSIC ALBUM
SUNDAY PiANO MUSIC
Qu et piano music, especially useful for tht

“ Op. 94, Alto.
VACCAI. N. Practical Italian Vocal Melhod
VIEHL, G. Grafed Studies in Sight Singing
A complete sight singing manual for class or
WHELPTON. C. Vocal Studies for Soprano and
“ Student’s Manual ol Sight Singing. Clear,

Adopted by leading school., college, and
BENDER.G.C. Bn.ine..M.nurilorMari.T..cher.
CLARKE, H, A. Harmony, A Teal-Book
Intended to enable the pupil to graap easily
and comprehensively the facts and rules of the
art of Harmony.
* Key la Harmony, A Teat-Boak.
CLARKE, H. A. Counterpoint, Strict and Free
1

THEO. PRESSER C0MPANY

suppl?housues'c

All the Book publications

PERRY. Descriptive Anal,,., ol Piano Work..
’’ Stories ol Standard Teaching Pieces.

I SO
I SO

4c Biography
rrsonal conference, on Technic, interpretation, exp
m and style with our most distinguished virtuosos.
ELSON. L. C. Mistake, and Di,puled Point, in
Music and Music Trad ing
1
CROVES DICTIONARY OF MUSIC AND MUSI-

BILLS OR RECEIPTS. Package oflOO.
BLANK BILLS. Large size (50).
BLANK MUSIC BOOKS. 6 staves, 32 pages
BLANK MUSIC
12, 14 or' 16 stave.!
and Vocal, size 11 x 14 inches, per quire
Octavo size, 7x11 inches. 10 or 12 staves.
PC6 Smes^ wIdespacing!' 7 x'S#. ICO sheets!!!
CLARKE, H. A. Harmony Tab.’et.
GUARD, F. P. Music Pupi' FLesson Book and
MUSIC TEACHER’S Dl

temporary
i prices.

ROGERS?). H. G?.d?d Material, lor Pipe Org

each composer’s life with portrait, and oth
“ “Education of the Music Teacher.
WILKINSON, C. W. Hew to Pity Well-knot
Pianoforte eel...
WODELL, F. W. Choir and Chorus Conducting.

TEACHERS’ SPECIALTIES

Elementary Esercisei

'*
‘ Guide for Male Voice..

STANDARD CONCERT ETUDES
j
iINHEIMER. S. Tune Stad«sl«**|,i,lW“''
A near and attractive set ot stadia i«
second and third r»de work Eadt
|
mended to exemplify snd w™ 001
I
special rhythmical device
STREABBOG. L. T-rive Mriedk Stv--” T waive Easy end Melodious Stedies. Op. o
VOGT. d. 24 Octave Stadia.. Op. 1&
WIECK.F. P,a»e$.u<h..

REED ORGAN PLAYER. Collection of cla.
STAINER, Dr. J. The Organ .
STANDARD ORGANIST. Pipe Organ Pl.ee.
WHITING,GEO. E. 24 Pr.gres.lre Studies lor I
Pips Organ. To follow the elemanlary ilai
“ The Beginner’, Pipe Organ Beak. A alandt

MUSICAL THEORY, REFERENCE
BOOKS, GENERAL MUSICAL
LITERATURE

VOCAL METHODS AND STUDIES
Standard Graded Course o
4 books, each
20 Elementary and Progressiri

JUVENILE SONG BOOK.
LIEURANCE, THURLOW. Indian Songa .
MEN S CLUB COLLECTION
SACRED DUETS. For all Voice..
SINGER’S REPERTOIR. 36 Sonys.
STANDARD SONG TREASURY. 48 Son,
STANDARD VOCALIST. 50 Songs.
TWO PART SONGS. Women’, voice.
WOMEN’S CLUB COLLECTION.

1

TREBLE CLEF ALBUM
20 m CENTURY DANCE ALBUM
VERY FIRST PIECES. THE
WAGNER-L'SZT. Album of Transcriptions
1
YOUNG PLAYERS ALBUM. 70 Pieces .

JkjHLAU. F. Sonatina?
1 EFT HAND RECREATION ALBUM
h ICHNER. H. Sonatinas Ops. 4. 49. 66...
feZT.F. Album of Celebraied Works .
I ITTLE HOME PLAYER. Piano or Organ.

on^rnV^rdioVaf

VIOLIN MATERIAL
AIQOUNI, K. H. Practical Method for the Young
Violinist
.SI
DANCLA, CH. Sis Petits Airs Varies, Op. 89
FRANKLIN. F. A. Operatic Selection..
“ Selected Classics..
IIOHMANN, C. H Practical Violin School, Ger¬
man and Engl iah Teat, complete
2
“ Same in 5 Books, each
KAYSER, H. E. Elemanlary and Pregre.sire
Studies, Op. 20. 3 Books, each
LIEURANCE. THURLOW. Indian Melodies..
PLEYEL, I. J. Petit Duos for Two Violinr, Op. 8

Many original features founi
CRAMER. J. B. Filly Selected
CZERNY. C. One Hundred Sh

Pwfa^8epei^,m^&V,rtalmen,Clfan^

BUGBEE-DAVIS, L.
hood Time
CHAMINADE. C. Album of Fa
CHOPIN, F. Complete Wriu«
“ Lighter Compositioc
1“ Complete Nocturne*
U “ Selected Works (I.
“ Polonaises.
-EMENT1, M. Sonatii
RAMM. H. M. New
Little Pianists

PARLOW E First and Second Grads Shady Piacu 1
^room“p'kceV?tadrdffi"'‘Mri(!dr’rid"™'
PERRY, E. B. Lyric Stadias.
, first DANCE ALBUM.
I FIRST PARLOR PIECES.
PHILLIP.
Eierrises is Eil.siu. Wp, FIRST RECITAL PIECES.
Si,...the. snd stretch Ike had FIRST SONATINAS.
V School et Technic. Dt^yafa plRST PIECES IN THE CLASSICS.
meet essawli.li
I GODARD ALBUM
“dtal Z '****“- ■**• *“**‘1"' '*** CREENWALD. M. Children’. Sang, an I Game.
The New Gradn ed Pcrnunm. ie op: ranged as piano pieces.
*
“ Melodic, of the Pec!
Book I. left Hand Tech*: Bash II.Rigb “ Children’s Rhyme, front A le Z.
GRIEG. ED First Peer Cynt Suite, Op. 46 .
Booh IV. Arpc,[,oi. Beck \. DseUc Ndll:
... „[ Miscellaneous Pieces
1
Book VI. Oclcici snd Chcrdi: Bed ill. r„BI rTT klhnTl.,™! tal th. Younv
The Triil. Beck VIII, Vcrisci DiUho: ,
"^..tad C^^W.nriM.th.w.)
“
,,
„
'hANDEL ALBUM (Prec.er).
1 he ..rntributmec ol I r
» HANDEL. G. F. Twel.e Piece, lar he P ,noforte
'V.' "!!:'!':!! HARTMANN, A. Fill,-one Old Hung.r i.n Melodie. I
■:
■ ar

with very young pupils and
highest degree of proheienj

SCHMOLL, A. New Piano Method. In Two

SARTORIO, A. Instructive Four Hand Album.
20 Melodious duets for Teacher and Pupil SI
“ Pleasant Hours, Eight Instructire Four Hand
Pieces, Op. 1042 . 1
SPAULDING, G. L. You and I.
For young studants. Both parts easy.
“ Just We Two.
STANDARD DUET PLAYERS’ ALBUM*"
STANDARD OVERTURE ALBUM.
1

MATHEWS. Standard First
Pieces.
“ Standard Third and Fourt
’’ Standard Fifth and Si:

EASY DANCE ALBUM.
ENGELMANN, H. 21 Piece, for Small Hand. „

6 Octave Studies, Op. 553
ir, Op. 599
exterity. Op. (’
ml. Op. 740

PIANO COLLECTIONS—FOUR HANDS
BASCHINSKY, P. One Year in the Life <

BURGMULLER, F. 25 Studio., Op. 100
’’ 12 Brilliant and Melodious Studies. Op
“ 18 Elude, de Genre, Characteristic I
Op. 109
CLEMENTI. M. Credu. >d P.rne..um
CONCONE. J. Selected Studies
at Preludes, Op. 37
“ Twenty-four Bt
COOKE, J.F. Me.t

PRESSER, THEO. School of

duction to pianoforte study. Carefully gra
Material for nine months of pleasant worl
HUDSON, H.
ABC of Piano Music.

CHILDHOOD DAYS (Harthan). Instructive Due

|rs3«i.fich
n ipite v :c-r,
uoimufl* imH
.t;,^
rvr-l 'l,,r«r. rr.l
-a ajxtvehr
knowledge of ss well at finished skaiapiano

ARTISTIC VOCAL ALBUM FOR HIGH VOICE J
ARTISTIC VOCAL ALBUM FOR LOW VOICE . 1
CEC1LIAN CHO R. Sacred t..o pert Song, for

MASTERPIECES. The21b.

MASON Dr. WM Touch sod Technic
ALBUM OF DESCRIPTIVE PIECES
The Two Finger Eserciisi; pjj if l
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METRONOMES
MAELZEL. METRONOME. Without Bell Detachable Door. American. a
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Without Bell, Attached Door, American.
3
With Bell, Attached Door, America ....!! 4

Catalogs That Are Classified Guides
of musical works, including Singer’s Hand Book, Piano Study Guide, Hand
Book for Violin Music. Hand Book for Pipe and Reed Organ. Choir and Chorus
Hand Book. Hand Book for 4, 6. 8 and 12 Hands. Catalog of Juvenile Musical
Publications. Thematic Catalogs and complete Catalogs of Vocal and Instru.
mental Music will be sent to you on request, without obligating you to buy.
Our Octavo Catalog is extensive and comprehensive, continually increasing
with many notable accessions. We publish anthems, choruses and part songs.
all styles, and in all degrees of difficulty. We aim to assist in every way possible
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In Puzzle Guise

The World of Music

Each of th
Our puzzle solvers exhibited so much interest
in the POPULAR SONGS puzzle contest, of a
few months ago, that in this month’s puzzle page
we again deal with the titles of favorite songs,
old and,new.
Each, of the eleven little sketches represents
the title of some popular melody, with which we
are alL familiar.
How many can you guess
correctly?

Pictures Represents a Favorite Song—O iand New
PRIZES FOR THE CLEVER ONES
Write your answers out on one side of a single
sheet of paper and send by post not later than
September ISth, to SAM LOYD, Puzzle Editor,
The Etude, 1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia'
Penna.
To each of the 5 persons who send the beu
answers to all of the puzzles will be awarded a
copy of a Musical Book valued at least at one

dollar and a regular subscription to The Etude
for one year.
By “ Best ” is meant, in the first place, abso¬
lute correctness of answers. Then if minor points
of merit must be taken into consideration in
selecting the winners, neatness, clearness, etc.,
will be deciding factors.
Our adjudications must be accepted as final by
all contestants.
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THE ULTONA-a unique feature of The new
Brunswick Method of Reproduction. Here Th,
Ultona is in position for playing a Pathe Record.
The Ultona is adapted, very simply, to play j||
records, whatever make, and play them at their best
Only The Brunswick has this wonderful feature
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HE choice is now distinct. When
you buy, it is one or the other—
old type or new.
Of the old,
there are many.
So far the in¬
strument that has attained the coveted
new standards is The Brunswick.
And this is due to The Brunswick
Method of Reproduction.
Until all phonographs abandon the
one-record idea, until all discard metal
in tone amplification, until all forsake
old crudities. The new Brunswick will
have few rivals.
It stands magnificently alone—the
surpreme phonograph achievement of
recent years.

Only The Brunswick
Until the coming of The Brunswick,
each phonograph had its own chief at¬
tractions. None had them all.
And mostly, the fame depended on
the make of records with which the in¬
strument was co-named,
Some folks said all phonographs were
alike—all good.
And that the records
depended upon luck for their tone.
But The Brunswick has gained its
nation-wide fame by combining all the
better features and discarding the
troublesome. And so it is called “ All
Phonographs in One.”
The Brunswick Method of Reproduc¬

tion sets higher standards. Never before
have records been played so faithfully

“Phenomenal ”—The Verdict
The new Brunswick came out in April.
Now thousands know them. All over the
country. And these thousands will tell
you that there is no phonograph like
The Brunswick.
They will speak of The Ultona, and
The Brunswick Tone Amplifier, two
features of The Brunswick Method of
Reproduction.
The Ultona is adapted, at the turn of
a hand, to any type of record.
It is
practica ly automatic.
Each type of
record is reproduced according to its ex¬
act requirements—the proper diaohragm,
the exact needle, the precise weight.
The Ultona is a distinctly new crea¬
tion, not an attachment nor a makeshift.
Every record is played at its best, what¬
ever make.
The Brunswick Tone Amplifier is
equally far in advance.
Old acoustic
problems have been solved. This brings
the utmost in fine tone.

Your Ear Will Decide
No one can afford now to even think
ot buying a phonograph without first
considering The Super-Brunswick.
You 11 surely want this new-type—not
only because it plays all records, but be¬
cause ot its superior tone.

ask a Brunswick dealer to show you his new models
Reproduction. Hove yon, f...,it. .oooed,

_
no.C^r.^^^^.'n^”'

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.
General Offices: Chicago

addressing our advertisers.
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“Who’s who in America,” is a standard work presenting
the names of thousands of Americans who have risen to positions
of prominence in all manner of occupations. There are, of
course, large numbers of very worthy people who have not been
included in the book although the compilers have been very
anxious to make their publication as exact and comprehensive
as possible.
Our point to the readers of The Etude is that a survey
of the pages of Who’s Who conducted some time ago by the
publishers makes very clear that the majority of men and women
of prominence in America are those who have had the advantage
of a good education. The actual figures are very surprising.
Out of 15,591 names, 8,958 were college graduates, 2,049 at¬
tended college but did not graduate (total collegians, 11,007),
2,003 were educated in academies, seminaries, etc., 926 entered
life at the end of their high school or normal school studies,
1,555 at the end of their public school studies, and only 67
could be classed among those who could be called self-taught.
It often happens that some giant soul kept down by cir¬
cumstances can fight his way up to the top and declare proudly
that he is “self-taught.” The figures above, however, show that
if this proportion applies to the country as a whole, it pays and
pays enormously to get a good education.
Music students
should think over this matter very carefully. Never neglect
your general education for anything else. Most of the great
masters have been exceedingly well educated men. Wagner,
who was self-taught in music, has a fine schooling in other fields,
Schumann, Mendelssohn, Brahms, and, indeed, the greater num¬
ber of the illustrious, have been well educated. God bless the
teachers! It is they who are leading the world to higher and
nobler altitudes.
il’Tis education forms the common mind.
Just as the twig is bent the tree’s inclined.”
.__
—Pope.

Possibilities of Negro Music
Why is it with our immense Negro population that we
have yet to produce a Negro composer whose achievements rank
with those of Coleridge Taylor? One answer is given in The
Southern Workman in an excellent article by R. Nathaniel Dett,
of Hampton Institute, himself a musician of pronounced gifts.
He gives the following reasons why more has not been accom¬
plished by Negro musicians:
1. “General indifference, amounting almost to contempt
for things of native origin, and a slavish admiration on the part
of American composers, critics and to some extent, publishers
for European ideals in music and art.
2. Lack of proper musical and academic training among
Negro composers.
3. Lack of literary masterpieces on Negro themes which
might furnish librettos or programs and which would be sources
of inspiration for great idiomatic musical works.
4. Lack of time for racial study and composition on the
part of Negro composers.
The writer asks “if Dvorak,, Busoni, Coleridge Taylor and
Laparra, all foreigners, could discover in America, after only a
few months sojourn, enough native material for a symphony, a
piano concerto, an oratorio, a great quantity of salon music
and an opera, it is rather safe to conclude that if American com¬

posers themselves have not found home inspiration for similar
works, defective eyesight rather than the lack of well-springs
from which to draw must be to blame.”
Americans are proud of the genius of Harry Burleigh,
whose songs, notably Jean, have been sung with great success
by thousands. His greatest successes, however, have not been
upon negro themes. He has written some very beautiful num¬
bers in oriental types but it cannot be gainsaid that if he had
had enough leisure during his life to have continued his studies
(he was a pupil of Dvorak), and to have devoted time to re¬
search work his great genius would have developed something
from the rich folk music of the American negro akin to MacDowell’s Indian Suite or Coleridge Taylor’s Hiawatha. Let us
hope that he and other American negro composers will work
with such an object in view instead of following alien models.

m

Definite Progress
The old geometrical proposition, “A straight line is the
shortest distance between two points,” is perhaps the very es¬
sence of all the modern principles of efficiency. It is very easy
to ramble hither and thither in the pursuit of an object, but
definite progress is that which follows the straight line.
The difficulty with most students is that they cannot see
the straight line. Music is such an enchanting work, that even
when they are supposed to be working many students waste
time in apparently harmless but really very trying fashions.
If you want to improvise or explore new music books, don’t take
your practice hours to do it.
The practice hour should be a straight road to a definite
end. Set down those things which should be done and strive to
do those things and nothing else. It is all very simple if you get
the spirit of the thing.
For instance, if you are starting out to find out what a
Fugue is, you will have to comprehend in order, the meaning of
Subject,
Answer,
Countersubject,
Real Answer,
Tonal Answer,
Episode,
Stretto,
Pedal ( Organ-point).
Then you will have to be able to recognize
The Exposition (the original entry of the subjects),
The Middle Group (in freer style),
The Final Group (various forms of stretto, etc.).
With this simple outline your next task is that of securing
some very simple fugues and applying your knowledge to the
understanding of the form of the fugue before starting to
master one. If you want to go further get some such book as
Higgs’ Fugue and read as you work. Some things will baffle you,
of course. You will wonder, for instance, where the counter¬
subjects are in eighteen out of the “Forty-eight” famous Bach
Fugues. As a matter of fact Bach did not see fit to introduce
regular counter-subjects in eighteen of his Well-tempered
Clavichords. There are thousands of students who would be
immeasurably proud to master the art of playing fugues. Defi¬
nite study along one line will place them in the possession of
the ability. This means that when one goes out for Fugue it is
best not to have one’s mind full of Sonatas and Nocturnes.
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How Beethoven Worked
Composers have differed from each other in the mat¬
ter of routine. Schubert, we know from the best testi¬
mony, would sit down and write a composition from
beginning to end, without any apparent premeditation,
and often seemed to retain very little memory of what
he had written, on one occasion failing to recognize a
song of his own of which a friend had made a neat
copy. Mozart, on the contrary, worked over his compositions mentally until they were complete in every
detail, after which his writing them down was merely
a mechanical or clerical task. Chopin, according to his
friend, George Sand, worked largely at the keyboard,
in Beethoven’s case, however, we are so fortunate as
to be able to trace the workings of his master mind
from the first germ of an idea, up to the finished and
wonderful form in which he finally would leave it.
In many cases, the first sketch is of so unpromising a
nature as to excite a musician’s surprise that anything
could be made of it. Improvements soon follow, the
idea showing growth, as of a plant from the seed. We
can follow every step but the last:—between the most
highly-developed sketch and the finished composition,
there is “a great gulf fixed,” which only a genius could
cross, and crpss unseen.

"The hearers should be allowed to discover the
situations."
"Sinfonia caracteristica, or a recollection of country
life.”
A recollection of country life.”
“All painting in instrumental music, if pushed too far
is a failure.”
' “Sinfonia Pastorella. Anyone who has an idea of
country life can make out for himself the intentions of
the author without many titles.”
“People will not require titles to recognise the gen¬
eral intention to be more a matter of feeling than of
painting in sounds.”
“Pastoral Symphony: no picture, but something in
which the emotions are expressed which are aroused in
men by the pleasure of the country (or), in which some
feelings of country life are set forth.”
The form which he ultimately adopted for the title is
this:
“Pastoral Symphony: more expression of feeling,
than painting."
The Song of the Brook
The second movement of this symphony is entitled
By the Brook and is based largely on the following
motive:

Beethoven’s Sketch Books
■' Beethoven kept little blank books of music paper in
which he jotted Sown musical ideas as they occurred to
him; also, from time to time, such improvements in the
ideas as migHt occur to him. There are several such
books still iexistence, and we are able to present
typical examples from them, of great interest. Take for
instance the grand and incisive beginning of the great
Sonata in B fiat. Op. 106. The earliest form was this :
It will be interesting to compare this with his record
of the actual sound of running water, in a sketch book
dated 1803 (five years earlier than the completion of the
Pastorale Symphony).

which was presently changed to

The Reflection of Neatness

The Sense Touch
IJy A. Eagle-field HuD

Now turn to the completed sonata, and see what a
genius like Beethoven made of this originally rather
unpromising idea.

mu.
mm mm
It would be incorrect, however, to entertain the
thought that Beethoven took a commonplace theme
and turned it into something worth while merely by
dint of laborious fussing. That would be as far aside
the mark as to imagine that an architect designed a
great building by first erecting a scaffolding. It is
much rriore probable that the idea of the movement he
wished to compose was present in his mind as a definite
whole, and that these sketches of themes were merely
the gathering of such material as would work into this
larger idea. Any composer who has himself worked in
the larger forms will understand what this means: to
others it will be a difficult matter to explain more
intelligibly.
Sketches of Titles and Directions
Although not of equal importance to the art of music,
it is highly interesting to observe how this same habit
was followed by Beethoven in the matter of titles and
explanatory text, on the few occasions where such was
demanded. Thus, in the case of his Pastoral Symphony,
we find the following variety of inscriptions which in
turn suggested themselves to him:

Most certainly this is the origin of the theme, vet he
does not adhere slavishly to the actual sounds, but ideal¬
izes them.
It is said that a certain great painter was once
addressed by some callow amateur critic: “Why, Mr. X,
I can’t see all those colors in the landscape.” “No,"
responded the artist, “but don’t you wish you could ?”

vjuuiiuu s romantic rmiantnropy
One night near the middle of the last century, thre
lively young students were strolling along a Pari
boulevard in quest of exercise and recreation. In th
course of their walk they came across an old man wh(
was trying to play a violin he was almost too feebli
to manage. The generous young fellows went dowr
in their pockets, but the whole trio could only raise
a few cents and a piece of rosin.
Thereupon one of them proposed to take the ole
man’s violin and accompany the voices of his com¬
panions. No sooner said than done. Commencing
with a solo upon the theme of the Carnival of Venice
a large concourse of listeners was soon attracted. Then
came a favorite cavatina from La Dame Blanche, sung
in such a manner as to keep the audience spell-bound •
and yet again the trio from William Tell. By this
time the poor old man was galvanized into life and
activity by the artistic performance. He stood erect
and with his stick directed the concert with the author¬
ity of the practiced leader. Meanwhile contributions
of gold and silver rained into the old man’s hat
To his astonished and grateful demand to’know
who were his benefactors, he received from the first
the name of Faith, and from the others the response
of Hope and Charity. “And I,” said the poor old
fellow, “used to direct the opera at Strasburg. You
have saved my life, for now I can go back to my native
place, where I shall be able to teach what I can no
longer perform.”
The young violinist was Adolph Hermann, the tenor
was Gustav Roger, and the originator of this charitable
scheme was Charles Gounod.—From Life Stories of
Great Composers, R. A. Satterfield.
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By L. E. Neuter
Upon coming near a certain piano and music cal.
inet some time ago I was literally forced to stop am
size up the prospect. The piano was loaded down'
every available spot with all manner of music; the shm
music overflowed the cabinet onto the floor, yet the
was sufficient room for it all inside. Order was cha '
Nothing was in its proper place.
To make the matter worse, the fault was all my own
Instantly came the thought—what would a strange
think? Wouldn’t my ability be rated in accordant
with the manner in which I kept my immediate m,.
foundings? I often take the measure of others by
their personal neatness of dress and general appear,
ance. Never before had I realized what force, neat'
ness and order might have upon the general character
of work done. If I ever could expect results from
work it was surely my fault if order was not my („
well as heaven’s) first law.
It was some time before 1 had all that mass of music
carefully placed where each sheet and book belonged.
The piano presented an entirely different appearance
All music not actually in use was carefully placed in
systematic arrangement where, at a moment's notice,
1 could find exactly what 1 desired without sorting
feverishly through all the music that formerly littered
the piano.
Yes! The result was entirely satisfactory. The
stranger was now welcome to enter the doorway and
size up the situation. The best part of the transforma¬
tion reflected itself in the feeling of better work that
I knew I was doing, because the confusion of nosystern had given over to a definite aim of one thing well
done at a time, and that done in a careful and wellordered manner.

vili. Andante molto

arid lastly (as regards the sketch-book) to
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Those eminent blind organists, Mr. Alfred Hollins
and Mr. William Wolstenholme, prove the marvelous
perfection one can attain by the sense of touch alone;
and pianists like Pachmann, whose head is nearly
always slewed round to the audience as he plavs, and
Hambourg. Myra Hess, and others who concentrate
on a cornice of the concert-hall, must have acquired
this faculty to a large extent. It is worth while to
experiment on tactile lines by playing pieces in the dark.
In the direction of acquiring a full, rich, singing tone,
the sense of touch plays a vital part, for it is that alone
which informs the mind of the relative lever (key)
resistance. For all those wide downward skips to bass
notes (such as occur frequently in dance music) the
mitial assurance of the touch-sense is invaluable.
There is another sense which is applied to that of
touch in some subtle way which I am unable to define
namely, that of space-measurement, or judging dis¬
tances. It plays a great part in all the “touches”hnger, hand, and arm—but is required at its fullest
pow er in the playing of quick, loud staccato chords from

. Try this simple experiment. Seat yourself at tl
Piano and test your correct seat by placing each ban
on the nearest shoulder of the kevboard. Dose yoi
eyes and locate C or G by the touch-sense alone. The
practice striking intervals, seconds, thirds, and so oi
m various parts of the piano by the sense of measun
ment. For the initial location of a note, at first, th
edges of the black note sets may be felt. I have on!
partly opened the door to this subject; but sufficiently
1 Hope to show that the better development of th
sense of touch would conduce to much more accural
na easier playing, a greater command over tone am
phrasing, and it would be a great help in sight-reading
paycrs care to strike a note at the extreme
without looking first.
1 he following list affords the titles of a few piece
w ere trying leaps and hand-crossing occur frequently
Beethoven: Rondo (H’aldstein Sonata); Schern
(rantasy-Sonata in E flat).
Schumann: Faschingsschuunk aus Wien.
Brahms: Rhapsody in G Minor.
Liszt: Etude in D flat (Three Concert Studies)
IRELAND:
The Scarlet Ceremonies (Decorations).
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What Gives Brilliancy to Pianoforte Playing?
By M. ISIDOR PHILIPP
Professor of Piano Playing at the Paris Conservatoire
The following, article was written at the suggestion of the Editor of The Etude for a very specific reason.
Three years ago a young Brazilian
■bianist Guiomar Novaes, made her first appearance in New York City, along with the usual number of young pianists who chose the metropolis
for their debuts
The day after her name was heralded in all the New York papers as the second Carreno
Since then she has made two highly
.'successful tours of America. Her playing was distinguished by .unusual brilliancy
When we learned that M. Philipp who has written so
frequently for The Etude, was her teacher, we asked him to prepare a special article upon the subject of What Gives Brilliancy to Pianoforte
Playing.”

The article follows :

It is a very common error to believe that the quality
and power of tone—the brilliant quality—depends solely
on the perfection of the instrument on which one plays.
On certain pianos the tone is more or less ready¬
made, say some. How false! Listen to Busoni or
Paderewski, Hofmann or Guiomar Novaes, and you
will be ready to give due credit to the difference in
the quality of the sonority of the virtuosos. No! Each
artist has his own sonority, which is, so to speak, the
reflection of his own mind, the manifestation of his
sensibility. The conformation of his hand; the nature
of its bone and muscle; the fineness or hardness of the
skin; the form, tapering or large, of the tips of the
fingers; the temperament of the executant, all have
their influence on the quality of tone obtained by the
virtuoso.
“Touch” is a matter of great refinement in tone pro¬
duction, ' which can only be developed to perfection
through hard work. The gradation, the variety of
tone, is one of the greatest difficulties of- the piano,
and also one of the qualities which one should seek
to acquire if one has the ambition of true talent. Tone,
then, is by no means something ready-made. The
method employed to make the piano speak under good
conditions varies sensibly according to the nature of
the keyboard action—whether it is light or heavy, and
whether it is prompt or sluggish' in the impulsion of
the hammers and their return to their point of de¬
parture. The finest grand pianos respond in the most
docile way to the most delicate pressure of the fingers.
But one does not always have perfect instruments
A too great ease in going down, a too great slug¬
gishness of the keys, the non-flexibility of the mechan;sm are all to be taken into account equally in playing.
It is true that a very clever pianist will find ways and
means to deal with an imperfect instrument by modify¬
ing his execution. This absolute command of the key¬
board is, however, very rare.
Dynamic Signs Have a Relative Not a Positive Value
The signs indicating the accents which modify the
tone, augmenting or diminishing the sonority, have not
an absolute signification. Their interpretation varies
in accordance with the character and movement of the
piece, and, above all, the particular expression of each
phrase. A sforzato in a passage of sweetness will evi¬
dently be less forceable than one in a passage of
strength.
The signs are the same, but the manner of express¬
ing them varies according to the character of the piece
which one interprets, be it tranquil or passionate, sweet
or brilliant. We repeat then: Sonority is modified
under the intelligent, sensible, reasoning action of the
fingers. It can be firm, mellow, energetic or brilliant.
The tone can vary its tint infinitely according to the
organism of the artist, according to his open-hearted
or his dreamy nature, according to his more or less
impressionable character, according to his impulsive or
reflective temperament. A short, fat hand; a long, fine
hand; a hand bony or brutal, have not at all the same
tone. But the spirit of observation, coupled with in¬
telligent work, can always modify the native disposiDo Not Force the Tone of the Piano
' One should not demand of the piano more than it is
able to give. Our modern instruments offer extraor¬
dinary and sufficient resources. To play louder than

one should is to affect the carrying power of the tone
unfavorably. A singer who yells does not make him¬
self heard any better than one who keeps close to the
natural volume of his voice. The tone becomes harder
—but thrills less and is wanting in intensity. If one
allows himself to follow the example of certain virtu¬
osos in giving free rein to what some call “tempera¬
ment,” one may succeed in “making an exhibition of
himself” but not an exhibition of fine piano-playing.
This is not brilliant playing.
In other respects nuances play a most important role
One should submit to the indications of the author
whose works he is supposed to interpret. Variety,

prets. Playing, which is brilliant without expression,
without style, produces no effect. “Style adds a per¬
fume to the work,” a certain master has said.
Touch and Tone
But we arrive at length at the manner of working at
tone which alone gives the play brilliancy. The nature
and intensity of sonorous vibrations is directly en
rapport with the impulsive force which gives rise to
them. Such is the point of departure of the art of
sonority. In imitation of the violinist who modifies the
strokes of his bow, the pianist should modify his ar¬
ticulation. But in front of the body, the arms must.be
supple and free, the hands light. Notwithstanding this,
the fingers should keep a certain firmness. Prolonged
slow practice imparts a perfect sureness. That is the
ideal of all executants, as a lack of sureness is some¬
thing hopeless.
Slow Practice Cannot Last Forever
But this slow practice is not practical for constant
use. The changes of accent, the modifications of
rhythm and modifications of tone going from ff to pp
and passing through the intermediate nuances mf—mp
and p, are to acquire rapidity. Reflective and intelli¬
gent work will give them this precious result: tone and
rapidity. The slower one practices, the more one must
articulate; without violence, of course, but kneading
the keyboard: the more one approaches rapidity, the
less one must articulate. One ought to be able to play
each technical passage even faster than its real move¬
ment. One should master the technic for the sake of
being able to play musically.
Material for Technical Practice
To acquire brilliancy, the study of scales and arpfeggios (both with the regular fingering, and with the
fingering of all like the key of C) is absplutely neces¬
sary. It will be of benefit to work rhythmically, and
with all possible different nuances. I counsel also the
practice of thirds; sixths; hands crossing; one piano
the other forte; one hand staccato, the other legato.
In one of my articles, Essay on the Scale, I have indi¬
cated a rhythmic manner of working which can also
be applied to arpeggios and which will give certain
results.

M. Isidor Philipp

richness of nuances, accentuation which is correct and
conforms to the laws of good taste, all contribute to ren¬
der the play vital and brilliant. The spirit of interpretation
denotes an interesting organization in the case of the
artist. It is his task to penetrate into the sentiment,
the particular expression of each work, to analyze the
manner in which the ideas present themselves, succeed
each other and develop themselves, are served by the
effects of sonority, harmohy and rhythm. It is his
to identify himself with the spirit of the composer,
without renouncing his own individuality.
Objective Correctness Not Sufficient
The best photographs have one fault which excludes
them from the domain of art They have not been
thought and felt. Music has also her photographers;
they are the pianists who reduce themselves to nothing
more than the objective mind which operates in place
of the soul which feels, the intelligence which inter¬

Importance of the Pedal
The correct and clever use of the pedal is also of
great importance for brilliant playing. The pedal, on
the one hand, gives force, glitter, fullness, richness;
on the other hand, sweetness, charm and grace. But,
on the contrary, to employ the pedal falsely has for
its effect the deplorable effacement of clearness, con¬
fusing the design of the melody and making'trouble
with the harmony.
The pedal has been styled the soul of the piano.
There is something of truth in this application.;- The
pedal helps to banish from the piano tone its quality
of dryness. Well employed, it permits one to draw
from the piano a series of the most charming and
beautiful musical effects. The damper pedal (mis¬
called “loud pedal), the soft pedal (una corda) alone,
or the two used in combination, multiply the nuances
which a pianist of talent obtains from the piano.. The
pedal, properly used, depends on the sensibility of the
ear, the taste, the spirit of the virtuoso. In general,
one may say that any playing which does not sound
very clear has too much pedal. The employment of
the pedal is so intimately bound up with the poetic con¬
tents of the work interpreted, with the personality' of
the executant, with the perfection of the instrument,
that it is difficult to give absolute rules.
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“Is Standardization in Piano Technic
Really Worth While?”
By Allen Spencer

poetry all have their part in this phase of study which
may be made into a period of great stimulation to
teacher and pupil alike.
The place held by-music, as a necessary part of life,
is now too definitely established to need any argument
in its favor. Therefore the effort to translate the
master-works for the piano into palpable sound may
become a purpose of the highest earnestness and
nobility. It is in the accomplishment of this purpose,
with even a few of his many pupils, that the piano
teacher finds the reward for all his labor.

The standards of piano playing, in our country, have
raised so immeasurably during the past generation that
it becomes incumbent upon the teacher so to organize
his plan of work that no time shall be wasted upon nonessentials. The student must not alone have a compre¬
hensive mastery of all forms of technic but must have,
as well, a repertoire of such scope and seriousness as
would have been considered imp'ossible even a decade
ago. The pupil who goes to fill a college position of
How Much Value Do You Receive
moderate importance must to-day play, and play well,
From Your Practicing ?
compositions of real importance and musical worth. A
few salon pieces, no matter how cleverly they are
played, are no longer sufficient to meet the prevailing
By Joseph George Jacobson
high .standards of music in college life. After an
experience of over twenty-five years in fitting students
During the years that I have been teaching, I have
for such positions, the writer is prepared to state with
watched many pupils who toil and wear themselves out
considerable authority that few pupils ever give the soby drilling and drilling year in, year out, over the most
called “advanced piano teacher” more than three years
monotonous exercises, who wade through innumerable
of their time to fit them for their life work. More
technical
studies and etudes when it seems to me they
frequently he is given a much shorter period. Most of
share of work. For advanced pupils, try all the scales
could
• acquire what they seek—technical skill—in half
these pupils come to the large musical centers, for
with C major fingering. For every lesson, the popji
the time and save their nerves, health and above all
advanced study, with a certain amount of light facility,
should bring (1) one Scale played as above with &
their natural talent, a gift from a higher power.
little musicianship, no well formed habits of study, no
ferent accents, (2) the Arpeggios with similar variety
A good teacher should always aim to see that his
real muscular development and without the semblance
of accent, in three positions. (3) Broken Chords, (4)
pupil obtains the highest value possible from the time
of a repertoire. It will be easily seen that the teacher
Dominant 7th Chord in various forms, (5) Octaves
allotted for his practicing. It is not the amount of
has no time to waste if he is to give the student a
(6) Two-finger exercise, the value of which is so well
hours that a student works, even if conscientiously done,
chance.to attain a professional position and earn a
demonstrated
in Mason's Touch and Technic, (7)
that counts, but how much profit he gains from the
livelihood.
Thirds.
The metronome should be used according to
exercises and pieces he is studying; just as it is not so
In all of these requirements there are none that can
the advancement of the student. Then, from the
much of value how much you earn as how much you
be set aside to wait some future period when there shall
masterworks, invent for the pupil exercises to overare able to save from your earnings. Of the many
be more time. They all must be started together and
come weaknesses.
To follow a certain method is
examples that have come to my notice, I quote a
kept going as long as possible. Musicianship may be
ridiculous. There is no such a thing as a method for
young American girl who was brought to Berlin during
partially handed over to the teacher of musical theory,
all.
Leschetizky scorned the idea and laughed at
my
sojourn
there
to
study
music.
She
was
then
17
but not entirely. The piano teacher must keep a con¬
teachers
following
the “Leschetizky method.” For
years of age, overflowing with vitality and enthusiasm
stant supervision of this side of the work, and make sure
beginners, however, it is well to use one of the
and undoubtedly possessed of talent. I heard her play
that it is absorbed into the pupil’s every piano-playing
standard books. Theo. Prcsser’s Beginner's Book and
much, shortly after her arrival, and enjoyed listening
moment. Muscular development is a process of long
Sartorio’s Instructive Pour-Hand Album have given
to her, as did everybody else. . To be sure there were
and slow growth, hence the pupil must be set simple
great satisfaction in my studio. To become well ac¬
many faults to be found, but her interpretation of the
daily tasks at which he is to work doggedly—week in
quainted with scales, etc., 1 know of no more useful
compositions she played showed individuality and was
and week out—without too much expenditure of the
work
than Scales and Arpeggios by James Francs
most
interesting.
“All
she
needs
is
to
have
her
technic
valuable lesson time. If the pupil has been taught
Cooke.
developed more” was the verdict of the majority. She
orderly habits of thought and knows how to concentrate
set to work—no, not to work, but to toil. For three
Have you ever stopped to consider how much benefit
on his work it is a simple matter to form right processes
years she drudged four hours in the morning and two
a pupil can derive from the following simple exercise,
for careful practice. Most frequently, however, the
if played intelligently?
to three hours in the afternoon. She had the physique
piano teacher has to organize and keep in order what¬
and the will-power. I heard her again after three years
ever. mental and concentrative work the pupil can be
of hard labor.
Her technique was wonderful, she
induced to do. The repertoire work must start from
played the same works I had heard her play before,
almost the first lesson. No matter how clear and
flawlessly, but where was the soul, the charm of her
simple the material must be to meet the needs of the
individuality? It had flown away while watching only
pupil there is something of real musical worth which
the mechanical part of her study. Those who were so
may be used as a short number in a recital program
later that can be made to serve the double purpose of
interested years ago now hardly listened to her. She
(1) Very legato. (2) Finger staccato. (3) Wrist
aid not amount to much.
pedagogics and of repertoire. Many modern piano
staccato. (4) Place thumb where fifth was. (5) In
teachers entirely brush aside the wide range of etude
Octaves. (6) In Thirds. Lastly, use the same fora
Excessive Speed Not Altogether Good
literature of the Czerny-Clementi type as too unmusical
with the Dominant 9th Chord: G, B. D, F, A, which
to be of use to the student. This plan would seem to
What does it matter if you are able to play a few
will serve well to develop the stretch of the fingers
be a little extreme. A few may be of great practical
dozen notes more in a minute than another pianist
benefit in building up weak spots in the pupil’s technical
does; if the Perfietuum Mobile by Weber is played
equipment and for a certain type of student the memo¬
rizing of a study like the Czerny Op. 740 No. 5 may be
J =160 or J =176? Has the D flat raise Op. 64 by
The Music Teacher Worth While
a harder mental task than learning Bach. Outside of
Chopin ever charmed when played in a minute, com¬
special work of this kind there is no need for the pupil
By T. L. Rickaby
pelling
the
beautiful
middle
movement
to
be
rushed
to learn other than the best in piano literature. It
through as if driven by demons?
would seem impossible therefore to formulate any
What must one look for in a teacher? What must
I .do not condemn the technical books. They all
system which can be applied to all pupils alike in anv
°kiC e^pect? What ought one to expect? It is reason¬
contain a world of good, but too much of them, at the
branch of the study, outside of the building up of
able that there should be some standard by which one
physical side of the playing. All hands have the same
expense of the mental development, is. detrimental.
could gauge the returns for the money and energy
number of bones and muscles and hand gymnastics may
I he secret is, how to obtain the maximum of economy
xpended. Well, unless you take with you the capacity
be worked out to advantage in the same way by a class
in time and get the best results. Technique is necessary.
to ‘earn, the willingness to work, and the ability to
of pupils who may widely differ individually in musical
tmnk for yourself, you will go in vain to any teacher,
talent and mental equipment. The arm must be both
Exercises That Hit the Right Spot
however eminent he mav be, and whatever he may
completely relaxed and responsive to every mental de¬
Take for example the scales. Thev are of great
Fh,°°se to charge for his services. The fact that
mand as a whole or in movements of its separate joints.
value and^ should be played every day. But have you
indifferent performers have produced great artists, and
The hand must be built up and stretched and the fingers
considered that the strong fingers are used nearly twice
hat many famous musicians were indebted to unknown
made strong and independent. The muscular and
teachers for the best that they possessed, is ample proof
as
much
as
the
weak
ones?
Take
the
C
major
scale
nervous action that govern the playing of scales broken
a t ere is another side to teaching besides profes¬
through two octaves. The fourth finger is used twice
chords and arpeggios must be established. The hand,
sional prestige and technical skill. Ask these questions:
and
the
third
only
once,
and
it
is
known
that
a
stronger
wrist and arm must be able to combine to resist the
oes the teacher inspire you to greater efforts, and
muscle develops faster than a weaker one does in corn
impact wiffi the keyboard in octaves and chords. All
point out the best way to reach the goal set? Does he.
parison to its size. To overcome what seems to me
of these principles may be successfully formulated and
*Ver>' fesfon» give you something by means of which
taught, but they are not technic; they are only the
you can help yourself if Vou never return? Does he
witbhe:
scaies ** *£
machinery which, combined with brains and musical
lead
you to the mountain top and enable you to look
intelligence, may sometime produce a genuine interpre¬
bm
r, l.w°ndrous realm which he may not enter himself
tative technic. This higher development cannot be
may be yours if you follow his guidance and
formulated; it requires, for its working out. the Greatest
p ecepts.
Does he keep himself in the background
skill and experience from the teacher and enthusiasm
and cause you to focus your mind and work on the
and unremitting industry from the riudent. M”«ician„y great
in music and what they did? If these
ship, finely poised sense of hearing, imagination and
? ** answered affirmatively lessons from
such a teacher are cheap at any price.
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Are We Cutting Off Our Musical Noses?
Mr. Harold Bauer and John Luther Long
loin in a Most Interesting Musical Discussion

|

j
I
'
'

Bauer made a short address which made a deep im¬
pression. Mr. Bauer is, as is generally known, of
English birth. Much of his life has been spent in
Paris. His sympathies are universal. Since the be¬
ginning of the war he has worked unsparingly and
produced large sums of money for the Parisian
organization, which is contributing to the support of
musicians afflicted by the war in Paris (L’Aide
Affecteuse aux Musiciens). His judgment upon such
matters is obviously unbiased.
In his remarks at the dinn.er mentioned,—remarks
that were warmly applauded by many of the two
hundred and fifty leading Philadelphia teachers —
Mr. Bauer said that he hoped that Americans might
be spared placing themselves in a position of discard¬
ing music of the great masters of Germany of the
past. This, he said, would be merely cutting off
our noses to spite our faces. He inferred that if our
enemies in Europe could have the satisfaction of
cutting off our noses, it would not disturb them in
the least.

The Etude, since the beginning of our participa
tion in the world-war, has consistently and energet¬
ically supported every possible means for directing
and mobilizing the forces of American musical
artivity toward helping in th,e great battle for
humanity. It is not necessary for us to proclaim
our Americanism. That, we trust, has been too evi¬
dent indeed to be concealed. The Etude is most
anxious that its readers may form their own opin¬
ions upon important matters of the present and the
following is presented for that reason. There is no
impediment to intellectual progress like prejudice.
We must see both sides of every question. To ad¬
mit that one may be wrong, is usually one pf the
first signs of mental awakening.
At the seventh annual dinner of the Philadelphia
Music Teachers’ Association, held in June, at the
Bellevue-Stratford Hotel in Philadelphia (a dinner
held to aid in mobilizing musical interests in Amer-

The Etude desires at all times to present bo
sides of every important question and present them
without bias. It is fortunate in having the negative
side presented by Mr. John Luther Long, the dis¬
tinguished author and dramatist of Madame auterfly and other works. Before making literature nis
profession, Mr. Long was known SQlely as an at¬
torney and his case as he presented it, is an inter¬
esting and decided one. Mr. Long was also presen
at the Music Teachers’ Dinner. Mr. Bauer, in his
address, did not mean to infer that all music was
born in Germany, but he did refer to the music that
was born in Germany. Mr. Long’s attitude on Ger¬
man art is that of many in America.
In several American communities, notably Pitts¬
burgh, music of German and Austrian composers
has been publicly debarred and the step has met
with warm approval from many in those localities.
Such definite stands taken in different parts of the
United States, makes this discussion of peculiar in¬
terest at this time.

What Shall We Do with German Music ?
By JOHN LUTHER LONG

I
,

|
J

To the Editor of The Etude:
There was only one note, in all the interesting
evening with the Philadelphia Music Teachers’ Asso¬
ciation, that was not joyous. To wit, the saying of
Mr. Harold Bauer, that music was born in Germany.
I dislike very much to criticise an artist of such
distinction, especially after he had played Chopin
with a grace and daintiness I thought I had never
heard approached. But, being from Missouri, Mr.
Bauer will have to prove to me that music was born
in Germany, before I will believe it. Why wasn’t it
born in France, or Italy or Russia, or AMERICA
as well? For the fact is that music was born when
the morning stars sang together and all the earth
shouted for joy. Yes, and before that! There was
music in Old Night and Chaos! Then in the thun¬
ders and lightenings, and when the breezes lanquished their love songs to th.e trees, and the
brooks chanted madrigals to the blossoms on their
banks. But what has Germany to do with these—
especially THIS Germany? The fact is that we do
now, and have always, overrated the influence of
German music, together with other German things
we have now found that we can do without—or
make better ourselves. Germany has, for half a

century, been diligently fitting our complaisant eyes
with German-focaled spectacles, until now that com¬
munication has ceased we are obliged to fit ourselves
with our own spectacles. And, heavens! what a dif¬
ference! We now see that there is absolutely noth¬
ing Germany gave us which we cannot do without
—INCLUDING MUSIC.
There! I know the heresy I will be accused of
for that! But it is coming and we may as well face
it. In another year or two there will be as little
German music in America as German speech. The
Chicago and the Metropolitan Opera Companies
have already said the word which to the wise is suf¬
ficient. And just as we are pleasantly surprised to
find that we get along nicely without material Ger¬
man things, so we will be—SO WE ARE!-to find
that we can get along without German music. In¬
stead of the German language we are going to teach
the more useful (to us) French and Spanish. In¬
stead of German music, we are going to have
French, Italian, Russian and American music!
And, as I said before, referring to the latter state¬
ment, we must keep on in the creation of American
music. I sincerely believe we are at the spot where
not only music but all other art will find its peace¬

ful home. For nothing can possibly be expected
from the monsters who are murdering and devastat¬
ing ART as well as HUMANITY in Europe. They
are committed to that work. All this will be very
good for us. For the abovesaid spectacles with
which Germany has so carefully fitted us, have pre¬
vented us from seeing better things elsewhere which
we shall now see.
An important Berlin newspaper said, the other
day, that not all the Ukraines and other acquisitions
in the East could make up for what Germany has
lost in America. It is said that forever her.eafter
Germans and German things would be anathema in
America. There could be no commerce between th.e
two nations. America would buy nothing in whole
or in part German. She would, probably, not find a
place to moor her ships which she might send to
us. H.er ships and docks had been taken. This, I
believe to be an accurate prophecy. And I believe
further, that it will include all those things which we
have, often erroneously, thought to be "German Art.”
It is not impossible that in a long time we may
come to admit that “German Art” is like “German
Silver” and that golden yacht trophy which the
ALL-HIGHEST sent us with his image and super¬
scription—pewter!

Riches No Enemy Can Take Away
By AN AMERICAN
To the Editor of The Etude :
It must be obvious to any sensible person that the
"English” Handel, the industrious Bach, the loving
Mozart, the quaint Haydn, the romantic Schubert, the
intense Schumann, the gentle Mendelssohn, and many
others of their contemporary music workers have had
no more to do with the present great war than un¬
born polywogs have had to do with the building of the
Panama Canal. They produced masterpieces of im¬
perishable beauty, not for a handful of people of their
own nationality, but for all the world for all time.
Shall we then, in a moment of hate, cast them aside?
If so, what harm can we do to the enemy, and what
can we gain ourselves? Would we knowingly throw
away enemy ammunition just because it was enemy
ammunition?
The great masterpieces of the great composers of
the world are ours. No Zeppelins or submarines or

armies of millions couM take them away from us.
They are not the product of any enemy, as the masters
who wrote them were, first of all, the friends and
benefactors of all humanity. To consider them as an
enemy product would be analogous to refusing to rec¬
ognize the fragrance of a rose grown on enemy soil.
The rose is not responsible for the place of its origin.
Shall we cultivate the love of hate to the point that
we condemn in our enemy or shall we conduct our
battles so that the world will forever recognizt Ameri¬
cans as fighters who wage war as men should make
war, by fighting, and not by making faces?
Anything that in any conceivable way might give
military or physical aid to the enemy should at this
time be cut out, root and branch. If it were possible
for the music of the masters to do this the writer
would be among the first to condemn its use. The
psychology of the mass is, however, unthinking, and

everything bearing the enemy label is tabooed, even
though men like Beethoven and Wagner made great
sacrifices for Democracy when many of the ancestors
of those who now stupidly protest against them were
wheedling sycophants to an autocratic system. Let us
keep our senses. One cannot make white black through
prejudice or hate.
In England and in France there was the same up¬
heaval of bitter attacks upon the enemy’s music when
the war broke out. It took nearly a year for those
countries to recover. Now in France the leading mu¬
sicians of the country are carefully editing new, special
French editions of Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, Schu
mann. That is legitimate commercial warfare,' and it
is easily conceivable that the enemy's greatest lo
aside from her man power in this war, will be that h '
industries, that she spent long years in developing “
being demolished, and in their stead are being buJt
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p"acetneS m the all‘ed countries that wiI1 take their
After the war the number of works which were
formerly published only in Germany will be published
in all parts of. the world in superior editions. A vic¬
tory of this kind is one which must not be belittled.
Even before a shot was fired on the Belgian border
the enemy suffered hideous economic loss of industrial
potency—a loss irrecoverable and unforgivable.

may inspire young American composers to reach ne», I
heights.
Meanwhile let us not, in the frenzy of hate, discard
masterpieces which are ours to keep forever. If 0
were at war with Holland we would not, in spas of madness, rip holes in the precious works of
:
brandt, Rubens and Van Dyke in our galleries. And
if we did what possible harm could it do to the armies
or to the philosophy of the enemy?

In England during the past two years concerts of
music containing works from the great masters of the
enemy countries have been incessant. At the same time
there has been a highly praiseworthy effort to develop
the work of contemporary British composers. This is
also the time when American composers of the present
day should have fresh opportunities. Let us hope that
th; great stress of the times which has already pro¬
duced some popular songs of great merit in their class

A Reply from Mr. Bauer
[Before the publication „
^
courtesy, and he has written the following
•Editor of
Seal Harbor, Maine, June 27, 1918
value unless
English or American music has
To the Editor of The Etude:
can be shown that the compositions emanating from
Many thanks for your letter and also for the note
these countries are devoid of German influences, and as
which I received from you last week. As you are going . the contrary is only too obvious, it becomes evident
to publication to-day I have just wired, asking you to
that proper understanding of this music is only pos¬
deny, with all possible emphasis, the statement attrib¬
sible when both the listener and performer are famil¬
uted to me in regard to the birth of music
iar with the sources of origin to which most of it can
Mr. John Luther Long starts, of course, from a to¬
be traced. Did not Chopin say that the study of Bach
tally incorrect standpoint, and I fear he will be ac¬
was the best preparation for his own works? And is
cused, not of heresy, but of lack of knowledge for he
it conceivable that Mr. Long’s collaborator, Puccini,
apparently confuses primitive musical sounds with the
could ever have composed “Madame Butterfly” without
highly elaborate and complex product of our opera
being thoroughly familiar with Wagner’s score?
houses and concert halls. The question is not one of
I cannot agree that Mr. Long’s case represents the
feeling, but of fact, and it is useless to blind oneself
attitude of many in this country. Mr. Long is a
to things as they really are.
gifted and distinguished author, and his condemnation
I never said or implied that music, per se, was born
of German art must not be placed in the same category
in Germany. No musician would make such an asser¬
with the utterances of ignorant and irresponsible people
tion, and I do not have to prove the correctness of a
who, in the name of patriotism, are endeavoring to
statement which was never made in order to furnish
deprive this country of the enjoyment of master works
a weapon to someone who is determined to “cut off his
and, consequently, of some of the most elevated senti¬
nose to spite his face.”
ments and emotions to which human beings can rise.
What I did say was that our musical education is
But an argument based upon the principle that Ge’rman
based, upon music that was born in Germany, and it
art is meretricious because the present system of gov¬
seems hardly necessary to add that no musical educa¬
ernment in Germany is monstrous and barbarous re¬
tion can be considered adequate which is not formed
sembles too much the schoolboy’s problem of dividing
upon knowledge and appreciation of the German class¬
the middle of next week by a smoked herring to be
ics. There must be no mistake about this: if we can
in the least convincing.
do without education we can do without German music
As the writer who has replied to Mr. Long pointed
but not otherwise. The contention that German musicout, the performance of works by the great German
can be-entirely replaced by French, Italian, Russian
composers, after a short period of disuse, was resumed

and has been normal ever since in the countries at war
with Germany. It is over two years ago that I re.
ceived a letter from London describing a performance
of Tristan and Isolde, which was interrupted by an air
raid and concluded after the signal “all dear” was
given, the audience having sojourned in the cellars of
the opera house for fwo hours in the interim. Recent
newspapers from Paris give accounts of a Schumann
Festival amongst other musical happenings, at all of
which, apparently, the usual proportion of German
music was given.
Can France and England be all wrong and Mr. Lone
only, right?
Or is America’s cause of war with Germany so much
graver than cither England’s or France's, that music
which is not only tolerated but enthusiastically received
in these countries should be deemed unfit for the ears
of the United States? I confess I find it difficult to
assume the correctness of cither of these alternatives,
and my earnest hope is that the present agitation, which
is limited, although violent, may very shortly be crushed
under the weight of an enlightened public opinion.
The writer who has replied to Mr. l.ong deals with
the matter from an eminently sympathetic and practical
standpoint, and I am glad he has written it 1 take
this opportunity of telling you once more how much
I enjoyed the meeting of the Teachers’ Association, and
remain, with kindest regards,
Yours very sincerely,
H ahold Bales.

“Music Rally” in Philadelphia
On the evening of June 11th a great music rally of
the leading teachers and music lovers of the city of
Philadelphia was held at the Hotel Bellevue-Stratford.
The occasion was the seventh annual dinner of the
Philadelphia Music Teachers' Association. This organization was founded in 1891 by a group of Philadel¬
phia teachers, including Daniel Batchelor, Richard
Zeckwer, Constantin von Sternberg and Theodore
Presser. In recent years it has developed until its
membership is believed to be larger than that of any
music teachers’ organization in America.
Seven years ago the custom of having an annual din¬
ner was established. Thus, four years before the be¬
ginning of the great European war, the association an¬
nounced a set purpose of bringing together each year
men and women from all walks of life to emphasize
the fact “that music is, first of all, a great human neces¬
sity.” In this time there have been some 14,000 guests
who have attended these dinners, among them many
very prominent men and women. 1 The force for good
in the direction announced has been unquestionably
very great as the dinners have been widely reported.
This year the actual need for music has been empha¬
sized by war conditions, and the public is beginning to
realize the wisdom of the seven year long campaign of
the Philadelphia Music Teachers’ Association.
It was with great pride that the Philadelphia teachers
witnessed the great success of the dinner this year. Mr.
Harold Bauer was a guest of honor, and received a
veritable ovation. He played the B Flat Minor Scherzo
of Chopin, the D Flat Major Etude of Liszt and the
Gluck-Brahms Gavotte. So great was the enthusiasm
that many minutes passed before the program could
proceed. Mr. E. T. Stotesbury, who has given amounts
which total a large fortune to opera in Philadelphia,
spoke, and was followed by Mrs. E. T. Stotesbury.
Among the other speakers were Chaplain Dickins, who
told how beneficial music was in the work at the Navy
Yard in Philadelphia; Mrs. E. P. Linch, Mrs. Frederick

W. Abbott, president of Philadelphia’s largest club of
musical women. The Matinee Club (900 members) •
Mr. E. J. Cattell, Mr. Courtenay Baylor, Dr. A. Carey
Thomas, president of Bryn Mawr College; Mr Henry
La Barre Jayne, president of the Philadelphia Univer¬
sity Extension Society; Mr. Theodore Presser and
Lieutenant Skidmore. Mr. Stanley Muschamp was the
accompanist.
The vocal soloists of the evening were Mr. Horatio
Connell, the noted baritone, who is one of the vice
piesidents of the organization, and Miss Elsie Baker,
contralto. Mr. John F. Braun, president of the Penn¬
sylvania Community Singing Association, opened the
meeting with the singing of America. Mr. James Fran¬
cis Cooke, who has been president of the Association
for eight years, presided at the dinner, and Mr. Ken¬
neth Clark, Divisional Song Leader at Camp Meade
set the assembly “wild” with his inimitable methods of
leading showing just how he was doing it with thou¬
sands of boys who are going to the front. He was one
of the great hits of the- evening.
Lieut. J. W. P. Skidmore, of the First Canadian Regi¬
ment, who saw three years at the front in France
told of the wonderful benefits of music for the sol¬
diers behind the trenches. He said:
“When Canada went to war the troops had no mu¬
sical organizations connected with the army not even
a band, so the soldiers themselves organized bugle
bands, etc. Troops must have a little music to help
l u°Uf A S°ng WlH hdp more to
them over the
shock of their experience ,n the trenches than anything
else. Therefore, people have come from all over the
world, and have organized recreation camps for the
boys to help them fill m their spare time. Sometimes
a boy spends two to three, or five weeks, in the trenches
over in b ranee, and when he arrives in the rear for the
rest period he needs something to bring him back to
hfe and down to earth. There is nothing that helps
to kill melancholy as does music.
p

“I understand that you are trying to organize a
thing like that over here to amuse your boys during
their spare time, and I can only say that it is a very
good thing. The boys like it; they enjoy it. There is
another organization over in France made up of British
men of the civilian ranks, all sorts of actors and enter¬
tainers, and they are doing their part to amuse the sol¬
diers, and in that way to keep up the morale. A great
deal depends on morale. 1 f a man is a good shot why
he is very valuable, but if lie, at the crucial moment,
loses his nerve, then he is not as good as a medium
good shot who, at the given time, keeps his courage.”
Among the active officers of the association who par¬
ticipated m the dinner this year were: President. James
Francis Cooke; Vice-President, Mrs. Frances Elliott
Clarke; Vice-President, Mr. Horatio Connell; Secretary, Miss Anna Colesberry Barrow; Treasurer, Mr.
Henry S. Fry; Honorary President, Mr. Theodore
Presser; Executive Committee, Mr. Perlev Dunn Aldneh, Mrs. G C. Anthony, Mf Johamj Gro„e Mr
iu-aSSI.' *teps’ ^r- Stanley Muschamp, Mr. Charlton L
Murphy, Miss Emma Arabella Price. Miss May Porter,
Mr. Samuel J. Riegel, Miss Agnes Clune Quinlan. Miss
l\.r T- Seabury, Mrs. D. D. Wood; Reception Comnuttee, Mr. Horatio Connell chairman, Mr. Perky
Dunn Aldrich, Dr. George C. Anthonv, John F. Braun.
Fr,'„ur S°w
Ches,nut> Gilbert Raynolds Combs, Mr.
W r '2 k- Gresson, Mr. D. Hendrick Eztrmann. Mr.
r', He Roy F raim, Mr. William Hatten Green. Mr.
Johann Grolle. Mr. Ellis Clark Hammann. Mr. Henry
x7£ ™ayne’ Mr‘ Ra,l>h Kinder, Mr. Maurits Leefson, Mr. Wassili Leps. Mr. Ralph Lewars. Mr. Frederick
Maxson Mr. Charlton L. Murphy. Mr. W. W. Shaw,
w * p. ^esJey Sears, Mr. Constantin von Sternberg,
chairml
ZewWer: Ushers’ M'ss A. C. Barrow.
weTl M :
Marion Gross- Miss Josephine Bonni’ *\»ISS Adelina Patti Noir, Miss Marguerite Strehle,

SwSLSSE:
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Whenever was music so privileged to minister to mankind as nowi
so magnificently recognized? Musicians and music lovers servo ™?,; Whenever was music
limits of your time and strength in the art in which you are Me c£Untl*y to the utmost
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The Democracy of Ludwig Van
Beethoven
The Debt of All Musicians to the First Great Master to Uphold the Dignity
of His Profession in the Presence of Arrogance of the Aristocracy
By WILLIAM ROBERTS TILFORD
To do all the good one can
To love liberty above everything
And even if it be for a kingdom
Never to betray truth.
—Ludwig Van Beethoven.
(.Written on an album leaf in I792-)
When Mile, de Montpensier, favorite of the Che¬
valier de Guise, sent the fourteen-year-old Jean Bap¬
tiste de Lully down to the kitchen to help the scullery
maids, the youth knew full well that he was of noble
birth and that at one time he, through his music,
WOuld be in position to rise and rebuke those who
had so little respect for his art. The case of Ludwig
van Beethoven was, however, totally different. The
prefix “van” was no token of noble blood, and, more¬
over, his mother was a cook and his father and his
grandfather “merely musicians.” Worse still, his
father was a dissolute, shiftless drunkard, who could
scarcely be expected to have even the respect of those
in his own class. How Beethoven, through sheer
force of his own genius, was able to command an in¬
dependent position and rise above the groveling syco¬
phancy through which musicians expected to flatter an
existence from their titled patrons is one of the most
interesting pages in musical history.
Beethoven’s High Ideals
In Beethoven we find a man whose ideals of life
were of signal height. It is true that he was at times
guilty of what seemed boorishness in matters of eti¬
quette, but in the big things of human development he
was truly magnificent. One of his most enthusiastic
biographers insists that he was never without some
intense love for some woman who had won his admira¬
tion. Yet, lie never married, doubtless because he car¬
ried a physical disability which he realized could never
permit him to live happily in the bonds of matrimony.
His love was rare in its purity, and he held himself
above the licentious thoughts and conversation which
inflamed the life of the salon in his day.
His greatness and purity of thought is certainly re¬
flected in his works. In all of the sonatas, particularly
those following the Opus 27, when the mature Beet¬
hoven is so clearly evidenced, there is a loftiness which
is so marked that it cannot be concealed. Fire, bril¬
liancy and intensity of emotion are not lacking, but
still, above all, is the serene and noble soul of a giant
among men. Even in as simple a movement as the
Andante Con Moto from the Fifth Symphony there is
nobility and power, while, in the last movement, we
find the spirit of independence in a marked degree.
Beethoven’s Love Letters
Beethoven’s love letters give a sharp insight to the
character of the man. To read them is to be ennobled
by the splendid attitude of the man. He realized the
position that social castes had given to him, and also
he was keenly sensitive to his deafness, which barred
him so cruelly from mankind. He wrote thus to a
friend:
"Oh if I were only free from my deafness I would
embrace tile world. No rest! At least none that I
know of except sleep; and I am so unhappy that I have
to give more time to it than formerly. I will wage
war against destiny. It shall not overcome me com¬
pletely. Oh how fine it would'be to live one thousand
lives in one!”
Although Beethoven detested war he was an intense
admirer of Napoleon until that hour when Napoleon
sought to become a second Caesar. It is well known
that he had Napoleon in mind when he wrote the Eroica
symphony. The original manuscript still bears the title
“Bonaparte.” When he heard of the coronation of Na¬
poleon his anger knew no bounds. Tearing off the
dedication page of his symphony, he screamed, "He
is only an ordinary man!” In its place he wrote "Sin-

fonia Eroica composta per festeggiare il souvemre di
un grand Uomo" (Heroic Symphony composed to com¬
memorate the recollection of a Great Man.) Later,
when he heard of Napoleon’s imprisonment on St.
Helena, he thought of the Funeral March in his great
symphony, and said, “Seventeen years ago I composed
music for this tragedy.”
Beethoven’s Republican Tendencies
That Beethoven’s tendency was toward republican¬
ism is well known. He was not merely a hairbrained
revolutionary desiring to overthrow monarchy without
putting something substantial in its place. Anton
Schindler, who decorated his calling cards with "friend
of Beethoven," and who knew the master probably bet¬
ter than any of his friends, wrote:
“Beethoven strongly upheld unlimited liberty and na¬
tional independence. He thought that every citizen
should take part in the government of the state. It was
hij hope that Bonaparte would bring about universal
suffrage in France and thus establish human happiness.”
Beethoven’s detestation for war and absolute mon¬
archy is also well known. What he would have thought
of the present Kaiser (Kaiser is German for Caesar)
can easily be imagined. Twice he had seen the armies
of the French revolution victorious in Vienna. His
house was near to the defensive fortifications of the
city which were demolished by Napoleon. Beethoven,
who hated war, wrote to a friend at the time:
"What an awful life, with ruins all about me, nothing
but drums, trumpets, and misery of every kind."
Yet he could condone even war if it might lead to
the triumph of those principles which he believed were
represented in the person of his mistaken hero, Na¬
poleon Bonaparte. Perhaps his hatred of toadying to
nobility is best indicated in an incident related from
a letter received by Bettina von Arnim. In 1812 Beet¬
hoven went to a Bohemian watering place with Goethe.
Goethe was, first of all, the elegant gentleman, and
although he was unconventional enough to believe that
the marriage ceremony was purely a form (and thereby
dispensed with it for many years of his married life,
capitulating to popular opinion in the end) he at the
same time fell conveniently into the caste routine and
bowed and scraped in turn like any flunkey when the
proper time came. Beethoven abhorred this, and in the
account mentioned he is said to have written that he
told Goethe, the Court Councillor to the Grand Duke:
What Kings and Princes Could Not Do
"Kings and princes readily make professors and
privy councillors; they can grant titles and decorations
but they cannot create great men or minds which tower
above the base rabble of this world. Thus, when two
men are together, men such as Goethe and myself, these
titled gentlemen should become conscious of the dif¬
ference between them and ourselves. Yesterday, when
we were returning home on foot, we met the whole
Imperial family.
Goethe took his arm from mine
to stand at the side of the road with the crowd. I
talked to him in vain. Say what I would he would not
move a single step. I jammed my hat down on my
head, buttoned up my overcoat and forced my way
through the crowd. Princes and Courtiers stood aside.
Duke Rudolph raised his hat to me, the Empress bow¬
ing to me first. The great of the earth know me and
recognize me. I amused myself in watching the proces¬
sion pass by Goethe. He remained on the side of the
road, bowing low, hat in hand. I took him to task for
it pretty severely, and did not spare him.”

BEETHOVEN, FROM A STATUE BV ARONSON
While the accuracy of this report has been doubted
by some of Beethoven’s chroniclers there is enough
credence given to it by others to permit it to stand.
His whole attitude was strongly epitomized in his letter
to Kauka, which reads:
"To my mind the empire of the spirit is the dearest
of all. It is the first of all kingdoms, temporal and
spiritual.”
In any event, the truth of Beethoven’s estimate of his
importance, compared with that of his emperor, is at¬
tested by the fact that only a very few of those who
read this article could give the name of the emperor.
It was probably in such a frame of mind that he said
of Napoleon after the famous battle of Jena.
"How unfortunate that I do not know as much about
warfare as about music! I would then show myself
his master."
And an infinitely greater man spiritually and morally
he was. In a letter t» a friend he wrote:
“Bring up your children to be virtuous. That alone
can make them happy; money will not. I speak from
experience. It is that which sustained me in my misery.
Virtue and art alone have saved me from taking my
life.”
Beethoven’s Patrons Wealthy
It is true that Beethoven had many wealthy and noble
patrons, and in his personal address to them he fol¬
lowed the customs of the times in dignified and courte¬
ous manner, but it is known that at all times they rec¬
ognized Beethoven as their intellectual equal. Indeed,
they regarded him in a wholly different light from that
which the royal patrons of Mozart, and even Haydn,
preserved. Mozart and his teacher were always classed
with the household servants, a necessary part of the
royal menage, but not differing so very greatly from
the major domo or the gentlemen of the equerry.
There can be slight doubt that Beethoven’s social
altitude which he maintained at all costs, had much to
do in permitting him to develop his wonderfully pro¬
gressive musical ideas. As it was astonishing for
anyone living in a monarchy over one hundred years
ago to preserve the attitude which Beethoven held, it
was equally difficult for a composer to write in the
iconoclastic mould which Beethoven adopted. It is not
surprising that even in Prague the critics found the
Eroica Symphony, the musical apotheosis of democracy,
“a dangerously immoral composition” (sittenverderbendes Werk).
Beethoven’s stormy life is pictured in splendid verbal
imagery by the great French critic, Romain Roland,
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bedfound°re appropriate endinS to this appreciation can
His whole life is like a stormy day. At the beginmng—a fresh, clear morning, perhaps a languid breeze
scarcely a breath of air. But there is already in the
still am a secret menace, a dark foreboding. Large
shadows loom and pass; tragic rumblings; murmuring,
awesome silences; the furious gusts of the winds of the
Eroica and the C Minor. However, the freshness of
„
n°J y€t 90ne' Joy remains ioy; the bright¬
ness of the sky is not overcast; sadness is never without
fUt af‘U/8io the poise of the soul is
d'sturbed A strange light glows. Mists obscure his
deepest thoughts; some of the clearer thoughts appear
as vapor rising; they disappear, are dispelled, yet form
anew; hey obscure the heart with their melancholy
and capricious gloom; often the musical idea seems to
vanish entirely, to be submerged, but only to reappear

again at the end of a piece in a veritable storm of mel¬
ody. Even joy has assumed a rough and riotous char¬
acter. A bitter feeling becomes mingled in all his senti¬
ments. Storms gather as evening comes on. Heavy
clouds are big with tempest, the darkness is dispersed.
Night is driven away and the clear, tranquil atmos¬
phere is restored by a sheer act of will power. What
a conquest was this! What Napoleonic battle can be
likened to itf What was Austerlitz glory to the radiance
of this superhuman effort, this victory, the most bril¬
liant that has ever been won by an infirm and lonely
spirit. Sorrow personified, to whom the world refused
joy, created joy himself to give to the world. He forged
it from his own misery, as he proudly said, in review¬
ing his life. And, indeed, it was the motto of his whole
heroic soul:
JOY THROUGH SUFFERING

How to Enjoy Your Reed Organ
A good reed organ in proper good order, in the hands
of a skilful player, is a fine musical instrument. Many
people who possess one fail to appreciate it because they
do not understand its possibilities. Either they are con
sumed with a desire to trade it off and buy a piano, or
if unable to do so they lose interest in music. About
the years 1905—1910 this substitution was going on so
rapidly that second-hand reed organs were a drug on
the market—the writer bought a good second-hand one
for six dollars which had cost just ten times that when
new. Since then, however, a reaction has set in and
people are generally holding on to their reed organssuch bargains are no longer in the market.
„ \h,er? wer?, tw° causes which Save the reed organ
a black eye.
First, a large number of instruments
with cumbrous, gaudy cases, numerous stop knobs, but
poor tone; second, the futile effort to render piano
music on the organ. It cannot be too strongly stated nor
too often repeated that while the reed organ is very
unsatisfactory for the rendering of most piano music
it has a fairly large repertoire of excellent music spe¬
cially composed or skilfully arranged for it. It is not
even necessary to draw upon the European publishers
of Harmonium” music. At the present moment the
writer has on his desk a pile of excellent reed organ
music three inches deep and aggregating 700 pages, put
out by one American publisher. Enough to last a lifeDeslrable Reed Organ Music
The first thing that naturally occurs to one in this
connection is an instruction book for beginners, and
there is nothing better than Landon’s Reed Organ
Method, which contains a good variety of practice ma¬
terial, along with very clear and explicit directions. One
should not suppose, however, that every exercise and
piece in this book is a model of good organ style. A
number of them are more properly piano music, and
were probably introduced solely with a view to giving
practice in certain familiar musical figures such as ar¬
peggios, repeated chords, etc. As soon as they have

served their purpose one should abandon them in favor
of proper organ music.
After one has completed the Method, a most excel¬
lent book, and withal a low-priced one, is the Reed
Organ Player, by Walter Lewis. This contains pieces
by representative classic composers, such as Beethoven,
Mendelssohn, Schumann, Tschaikowsky, Grieg, etc., ar¬
ranged specially for the reed organ in such a skilful
manner as to be most effective on that instrument. It
also contains a goodly number of pieces by modern com¬
posers originally and specially composed for the pur¬
pose. Another book of much the same scope is Classic
and Modern Gems for the Reed Organ, which furnishes
further variety, in about the same grade of difficulty.
For the Cultured Musician
When one has reached the point where he is able to
appreciate organ compositions of the highest type—not
necessarily the most difficult—but those appealing to an
educated and refined musical taste, Laus Organi, for
the reed organ, a collection in three volumes, arranged
by Justus P. Weston, is of priceless value. The compo¬
sitions are those of the best modern organists in Amer¬
ica, England and Europe, written especially for the
organ, and in true organ style. The reed organ may
rightly be reckoned as a sort of little brother of the
pipe organ: whatever is suitable for the big brother,
provided it is not too heavy and elaborate, is suitable
for the little one. The piano, on the contrary, is scarcely
related at all.
3
In closing we would mention one more book, One
Hundred Voluntaries, Preludes and Interludes, by C H
Kinck. These are excellent for church use and also give
one practice in the polyphonic style—a sort of introducnuh t0Jrh<Jy thf ,7ay’ there are many (^0^ not
nn
r
prehides and fugues which go to make
up Bachs famous Well-Tempered Clavichord (two
books each containing 24 preludes and fugues) which
go well on the reed organ. The writer used to particularly enjoy playing the Fugue in E flat, from the second book.

How Shall We Meet Our New Fall Pupils?
By Russell Snively Gilbert
When we open our studio for the winter what a
variety of personalities come to us. In order to work
with them successfully the personality of the teacher
must be the dominant factor. He must be in good
physical health, and his mind must be free from all
material cares during the lesson. Concentration on the
teacher’s part is absolutely essential to success. No
pupil will keep his mind on the lesson if he feels that
the teacher is studying over his finances or planning
for new fall clothes. Children are especially keen about
catching the mood of the teacher. Faith in the abili¬
ties of the pupils must be continually radiated by the
teacher. Many earnest pupils are driven away from
good teachers because the spirit of these teachers is
so pessimistic that it dampens all the desire of the
pupils to study. Without the confidence of faith in
his own and his pupil’s abilities, the teacher becomes
the victim of his own fears, and he rouses in his
pupils a lack of faith in themselves that is disastrous
to them.
The personality of rach new pupil either does or
does not attract us at first sight. We all know that
some are coming who will not attract us. and we

should prepare ourselves to meet them. We should try
to make our own personality attract them, and keep
watch on our minds that we look only for the best
qualities in such pupils. Every pupil has one good
poin from which we can begin to build. Children are
apt to be very quick in their likes and dislikes, and

t0

new
are g°'ng
the
new "tlnrh?
teacher kn°W
or not. °"tr
If ,f.
thethCy
teacher
creates Iike
a bad
impression on the child’s mind at the first lesson it
is almost impossible to entirely erase it
selfhae
be YtUdy
of the P»Pil
him¬
self assfiwerileSSOnfSvUld
well as of his musical
knowledge.
We m„tt
accept him as he is and not try to camouflage him as
we would like to have him. It frequently requires several lessons before the inner self of the pupil is entirely
revealed and almost always the pupil never sees him
self as he is. When we are really sure tw
know and understand him, then it is time fcTtont
ahead and try to see him as we would Idle
i°°k
him at the end of the winter. Then we must m
defimte pian and stick to it. Only
faith

d
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Mental Grasp and Silent Practice
By Chas. Johnstone, Mus.Bac.

The Breaking of Ties
Many teachers endeavor mistakenly to correct the
common error of disregarding ties (the pupil striking
time instead of holding the two notes as one) by cross¬
ing out the second note with a good deal of pencil
scribble! Nothing could be a more flagrant violation
of the true principles of teaching; it puts the blame
on the wrong shoulders. It is not the copy which nerds
correction, but the pupil. Further, it is apt to defeat
the very end the composer had in view in writing tied
notes—namely, to have the tone sustained for a defi¬
nite length of time, equal to the sum of the two tied
notes.

A Present of Lute Strings
In Shakespeare’s time the lute was the common mu¬
sical stringed instrument of the house, as the piano
mi "Y- ,Lu,te strings werc oftcn Kivcn as presents.
1 he Elizabethan gallant was wont to make up a packet
of lute strings, tied together with a piece of ribbon,
conceal a love ditty perhaps among them, and send it
as a special gift to the lady of his choice. It is said
that Queen Elizabeth on several occasions was much
pleased at receiving presents of this nature.
Here is a suggestion for young men of our day who
Htance to have girl friends who arc violinists. (X. B.
Ibis does not apply to the piano strings, even in the
days of parcel post.)

Prolific
Comment is often made upon the mere physical labor
P*
notes that are required in the scores of
f'"hard Wagner. To copy these scores accurately
and the parts for the orchestra would take years.
hert’ YCVer’ had man-v assistants and copyists
who helped him as faithful disciples. Bach’s works
s'Lm^b,g vo,umes> and Orlando di Lasso wrote
he™ .7°° conJP°sltions. In modern times there have
been some writers of studies and semi-popular music
th^ee
Ted °Ut WOrks at the rate of ,w0 or
exalrPv'!IO?,S e,veJ7 day. Hans Engleman was an
best Ph t I, 0* 3 °f EnS,eman’s work represented his
one’oi b * W°nderfuI *ft for melody made him
davs to.
YSt feci,nd waiters of his time. Some
these wbl°U diWntC four and fivc compositions, and
and t’unef ?
gIeat masterpieces, would be so fresh
those "f ci*Hat thC,r *a,es WOU,d be far greater than
similar Ll P^erSYho took a week to turn out a
ten in a f#»
*amou^ Melody of Love was writHein anH ZIu hours' Ourlitt, Sartoria, Czemv, Bohm,
Gustav T a >CrS 3re examPles of very prolific writers,
uustav Langs compositions ran up into the hundreds.

i-»on r Hurt the Pupil’s Eyesight
so that 'tlfi'r 7 wh'di the pupil plays should be plac
dows )* falls ,ght frt°m‘he window (or one of the wi
5t mu! rr,'he'cft shoulder of the player. T
window facing Ynt'fu!’
should there be anoth
tain drawn
g tbe pupi1’ tl,is should have a dark ct
a strong Lri'JV: * is very bad .*«■ a player to ha
gas or nth^r • ^1S .eyes’ Artificial lighting—electr
Charles W pW,se s.houId be similarly arranged.
LES W’ Pea*«, i" The Art of the Piano Teachi
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The fingers are the servants of the mind. If ^
mind has not grasped the written chord, the fingtrs
certainly will not respond. If is an undeniable flct
that “the speed at which we can play depends upon the
speed with which we read.” Therefore, if we would
play intelligently, it behooves us to study the music
away from the instrument. A short time spent jj
this manner each day brings golden profits. Twenty
minutes of real concentrated study of the music, read¬
ing it just as though we were playing it, noting
carefully, rtot only the notes of each chord, but the
connection of each chord with the next, and the
development of the passage, is equal to an hour’s work
at the instrument casually drifting through the piece
BUT IT MUST BE REAL CONCENTRATION OF
THOUGHT. Merely sitting and looking at the notes
counts for nothing. The final consummation of this is
“MENTAL ANALYSIS.” Every piece worthy of the
name is a musical picture or, in other words, a tonepoem, and the true beauties can only be appreciated by
the feelings. To the person possessing this faculty the
silent study of a passage of oratorio, sonata, or symphony brings as much rapture as the contemplation of
a Rubens, Raphael or Titian picture does to the real
artist.
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Making Practicing An Art
By GEORGE KRUGER

S

phases of pianoforte practice considered from the artistic standpoint.

dition of either the wrist or the elbow or shoulder
point. Everybody knows that piano manufacturers use
felt around the piano hammers to give elasticity to the
hammer when it strikes the key, as well as volume of
Talent
tone. In similar manner the pianist has to depend
Intelligence
upon some medium which acts as a regulator oF tone.
In this case it is the soft cushion of flesh at the tip of
Emotion
the finger, the loose, pliable condition of the wrist
Technic
also helping to the same end. As in the case of the
Nature supplies the first three, and it is the teacher’s
hammer, it must be firm at the end, so that the touch
task to help the pupil secure the remaining essential.
may be made precise and effective, so that in stac¬
Under “Technic” I do not place merely finger dex¬
cato or legato touches with the finger, hand or arm,
terity, but also the acquisition of the various forms of
the first knuckle will be both strong and sensitive, so
touch Touch and technic are interdependent. A good
that the attack or pressure yields a clear and resonant
pianistic technic is one that represents a mastery over
tone—a tone always regulated in elasticity by means
all given difficulties at any given tempo, coupled with a
of a supple wrist.
sensitive, precise touch, to enoble the musical thought and
The study of music, from the very beginning, should
P Watch the average pupil practicing. It is a matter
bring out the artistic beauty of the composition. Among
of routine like so much military drill. The pupil is
be made interesting and thorough. Even the child can
the first technical acquisitions of the student should
faithful but rarely devoted. Not until he glows with
be made to play with expression in his own atmos¬
be a good legato and a good staccato. Tone depends
the art enthusiam every moment he is before the key¬
phere, and by degrees the study will become a source
in a large measure upon the finest tone of which the
board is his practice likely to be practical. It takes
of real pleasure and inspiration to him. The really
instrument itself is capable. No doubt, with the ad¬
great perseverance, ability and industry to accomplish
good teacher must have a positive technical plan to
vancement of the art of building pianos, in which
anything worth while. The greatest insight and ability
teach. It will not do any good to feed the pupils on
to conceive and to grasp the thought of the composer
old, worn-out doctrines. What we need is teachers all
will be entirely wasted if the performer has not learned
over the country who know the foundation principles
to make his tools sensitive and effective; in other
of technic according to approved methods and can
words, if he is not supported by a good, dependable
teach them. Then there will be no need of “beginning
technic—if he has not made his fingers strong, de¬
over again” because the foundation was badly laid,
pendable, sensitive in regard to touch, and firm in
should such a student enter the classes of an artist
regard to power and endurance. Only a well-developed
teacher.
hand, with strong muscles, can do justice to the mod¬
A great many parents think “we will send our child
em compositions which demand so much finger dexto a real artist, then we surely make no mistake in ad¬
terity and sensitiveness in shading.
vancing her rightly.” Cases have come under my
In order to play the piano well, we must be very
exact in every movement, and master each technical
, observation where students with decided talent have
detail in the beginning. The fingers have to be equal¬
not made the progress expected under such a teacher,
ized the two hands balanced, the sense of time made
because that artist gave the student right away a great
perfect and, finally, the thought of the composition
many very difficult compositions to master, which the
must be brought out with feeling and expression. All
student tried hard to learn but could not learn because
over the world there are piano teachers and piano
his fundamental training was defective. The great
students. But how many of the first class are there
artist does not, in some cases, bother with teaching
who have the ability, the infinite patience, the experi¬
these fundamental principles. If you want to choose
ence and the untiring interest to lead the ones who are
an artist teacher for your girl or boy be sure that he
seeking information, into the enchanted garden of
o» she is thoroughly prepared, and then choose one
tone, where they can roam at will and enjoy the great
teacher who is an educator.
creations of the masters.
In order to conquer the technical side of piano play¬
No instrument has such a vast literature, so rich
ing one has to learn a positive technic, and this posi¬
and voluminous as has the piano. More peop e are
tive technic consists of a thorough drill in the recog¬
teaching it and studying it than any other instrument.
nized material, such as trills, scales, chords, arpeggios
The reason that, in spite of this popularity there are
and octaves. A painter would not begin to teach a
only few who teach it well and artistically, is that
pupil landscape painting without giving the pupil hrst
the^ajority of people consider piano playing more as
a thorough drill in drawing, in the same manner a
a means of amusement and a pleasant diversion than
piano teacher should not begin to teach a pupil com¬
as a medium with which it is possible to produce the
positions without making sure first to give him a thor¬
deepest feelings and the highest in art. Many teachers
ough drill in technic and touch, to strengthen the
and students do not realize this and a
g>
fingers and make them trustworthy and dependable.
of what is really required to become a good pianist.
Practicing at the piano should not be a mechanical
Consider for a moment how the compositions of
George Kruger.
rattling off of exercises by the hour or by the number
different composers for the piano vary in their style
of repetitions. The student should bear in mind that
and technical requirements. For instance, how can
the single tone produced by any key is more resonant
a mental supervision is absolutely necessary in order
a person who has not acquired a control over a good
and sustaining in power and duration, the study of
to see that the hand is held correctly and that the
legato touch and also a theoretical knowledge of the
eliciting from the piano richer tones of varied color
fingers move in the right way.
composition interpret Bach satisfactorily
From a
in strength and subtleness has become quite an art.
The great master, Leschetizky, laid great stress upon
mere technical standpoint it iS necessary °
The modern piano is capable of wonderful effects.
the thoughtful way of practicing, for mind is nearly
to execute a good trill or a good scale to do justice to
One has only to listen to the playing of Paderewski,
everything and can do almost anything. It can equalize
Haydn or Mozart. In order to play Beethoven prop¬
de Pachmann, Busoni or other great pianists to note
fingers, balance hands, develop time-sense and enable
erly one must have a thorough drill in chords, that l ,
that their ways of caressing and striking the keys
the player to interpret effectively, place the right accent
one should be able to bring out any tone in any chord
with the fingers or with the hand and arms, to bring
with the right shading in the right place, execute flu¬
with a stronger pressure when that chord is carry
forth zephery tones or thunderous chords, is the result
ently and read between the lines the intention of the
ing the melody. In playing Chopm one must have
of long and careful training in touch and tenchnic,
composer. Thinking is rendered easier if the student
a/ infinitely sensitive touch to play the delicate shad
in which staccato and legato effects all play an lmportat first practices very slowly, and here, at first, each
ings. Brahms, on the other hand, requires a weighty,
hand alone and later, both together. By occasionally
heavy touch, to bring out many contrasts and orches¬
aninPmy opinion, a good legato can only be contained
making use of the metronome slow time can be gradu¬
tral effects in his compositions. FmaHy, Liszt d
by means of a pressure touch in the hand or arm,
ally increased in speed until it reaches the exact tempo
mands almost everything conceivable m the way o
while the staccato, on the contrary, is produced through
prescribed. The intelligent use of the metronome is
c „ dexterity. A mere superficial glance at these
a stroke touch in which a quick pressure is applied.
requirements, to say nothing of the study of pedab"?
r .t i_mnrfl nnases ot moaem

Let us open the door of the master painter and
watch him at work. Note the infinite patience, the
endurance and the perseverance with which he works,
planning, improving and retouching his work until,
after hours of labor, the creation of his phantasie
is revealed to delight others for generations to come.
In no less consecrated manner does the great master
of music put his thought down upon paper. His work
does not end there, however—he must have disciples
to interpret it to the world. How can one become a
true disciple of Chopin, of Schumann, of Liszt, of
Debussy? Only by practicing with the same art love,
the same devotion, patience, endurance and persever¬
ance that the master employed in creating his master-

task of any student who aspires to make every prac¬
tice hour count for every precious minute.
The successful pianist must at least have
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good in slow time will not loose its quality if the transltion into fast time is made gradually and not suddenly.
The best hours for practicing are undoubtedly the
niorning hour's, when mind and body are refreshed
from sleep. - It is a great help to relax after an exer¬
tion and mentally rethink what and how one has played
and here correct the faulty playing. Concentration of
thought is very necessary to good practicing. A player
has to hear, to see and to feel at the same time, in order
to be able to have an opinion upon one’s own playing.
In the study of pieces thought is most essential; a player
should have a keen analysis of the composition in
hand in his mind and have a conception of the way it
ought to be interpreted, then only by comparing the
inwardly listening with what he actually hears he can
improve and correct till a certain degree of perfection
is attained. The way the compositions are learned or
rather, memorized, should always go from brain to
hngers and never from the fingers to brain
In memorizing a composition my teacher, Theodor
Leschelizky, used to insist that I read a composition
away from the piano over and over again and then re¬
write the composition from memory. I remember well
how a friend of mine, an American, and who, at that
time, also with Leschetizky and myself, used to prome¬
nade in the beautiful suburbs of Vienna, each of us
with a composition and writing paper in hand, and jot
down measure after measure, and do it so often, until
we both knew the piece thoroughly by heart Begin
with a. short piece, if you will try this method.- Lesche¬
tizky often used to interrupt my playing in the lesson.
He would then ask me to think a certain number of
measures and continue playing the next one. This is a
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The Love and Enthusiasm Method
By Arthur Selwyn Garbett

achieved his own success. As all the world kno».
Harold Bauer began as a violinist and had little 0’
no academic training in piano playing. Harold Bauer
is not the only one, however, who has succeeded \
this way. Galli-Curci, the coloratura soprano who ha
astonished the country in less than a year with her
marvelous singing, admits that she had little or n
vocal training of the ordinary kind. Her method was
to go out and watch the birds sing, and then try to do
likewise. Of course she did not gain all her success
this way, and when she found that her singing was
not as perfect as her Love and Enthusiasm demanded
it should be, she went to a teacher for awhile, and
because of her Love and Enthusiasm his lessons bore
fruit. Jenny Lind won her voice back by the same
Method, when even Manuel Gargia despaired of its
recovery.
One of the greatest and most objective advocates
of the Love and Enthusiasm Method was Chopin. In
his early days when lie first reached Paris, he flatlv
refused to go through a course of the mechanic^
teaching of Kalkbrcnner. trusting to the driving force
Almost every musical journal you pick up these days
of his own Love and Enthusiasm to give him complete
offers a brand-new method of study. No matter what
mastery of the keyboard. To encourage other stu¬
branch of music you follow—piano, voice, violin, ukedents to follow the same course he wrote a set of
We, or jewsharp, there is bound to be at least a dozen
etudes of imperishable beauty. His idea was that by
methods” by which alone success can be achieved.
writing music embodying some specific technical diffi¬
And yet among- them all, there is one method which
culty so lovely that it is worth playing for its own
suffers singularly from neglect. I will modestly admit
sake, the student would be compelled to work until
it is my own method—the one I have invariably taught
facility was obtained.
ordet ^ t0 366 ‘f y°Ur mem0ry is in g°od working
in print and out, and the one that has brought me what¬
The “Love and Enthusiasm” Method has one disad¬
ever success I have attained. I will further admit
vantage. It is extremely hard to master. It easily
Invent New Exercise to Study the Pedal
that all my failures have been the result of neglect of
degenerates into Self-love and Complacency. Man,
this method and foolish attempts to follow other meth¬
If you have a good technical foundation in the five
people fondly believe that they are putting it into
ods. When I call it “my own” method, I only mean
points I mentioned before: trills, scales, chords, arpeg¬
practice when as a matter of fact. Self-love and Com¬
that it is mine in the sense that I use it. I don’t know
gios and octaves, then it does not matter so much if
placency have blinded them to their own faults-they
who invented it. but I do know that among those who
you do not practice these every day, but instead you
play sloppily, sentimentally, with the sustaining pedal
have successfully employed this method may be in¬
can invent your own exercises out of the compositions.
down, putting down the left hand lie fore the right,
cluded Haydn, Mozart. Bach. Handel. Beethoven, Liszt.
In nearly every piece you play you will find some
blurring their scales and fumbling for the chordsWagner, Chopin and a few others. The method has no
places which come not up to your expectations in re¬
often indulging ih great bursts of sentimental emotion
official name, but we will give it one—it is the Love
m the wrong place. A real follower of the Love and
gard to rhythm or dynamic shadings. These you ought
and Enthusiasm Method.
iinthusiasm Method could no more do that than a
to practice separately, and then in connection with the
The Love and Enthusiasm Method is not an abstract
saint could slap a child.
rest of the piece. One of the secrets of a pianist’s
one. It can be applied in the most concrete manner
The Love and Enthusiasm Method is a hard and
success is his skill in using the pedals. Rubinstein calls
to every known phase of piano or any other studv. It
cruel one; it means endless self-torture, endless striv¬
the ^pedal the soul of the pianoforte, and says about ,wl11 teach you quicker than anything else how to cross
ing toward an ever-receding goal. It means hours and
it: I consider the art of properly using the pedal as
your thumb under your fingers in scale-playing, how
hours of practice at the keyboard and away from it;
• the most difficult problem of higher piano playing, and
to play two notes against three, and above all. how to
hours of unrelenting study, self-sacrifice. It means a
if we have not yet heard the piano at its best the fault
produce a beautiful tone. A short time ago Harold
passionate discontent such as that of Beethoven, who
possibly lies in the fact that it has not been fully un¬
Bauer electrified Etude readers by suggesting that we
was
working on a Tenth Symphony when he died,
derstood how to exhaust the capabilities of the pedal.
learn to play the piano directly from pieces, omitting
confessing. I feel as if I had written scarcely more
Lzerny, Clementi, ct al. His idea was that if you
The more I play the more thoroughly I am convinced
Hian a few notes,” after a lifetime of incessant labor.
loved a piece so ardently that you desired above every¬
that the pedal is the soul of the piano. There are cases
I he Love and Enthusiasm Method demands that vou
thing else to play it, and to play it perfectly, you would
where the pedal is everything.” A fine technic of the
must be your own teacher, and a more exacting one
somehow or other find the technical means to do it.
feet is needed in order to manipulate the three pedals
than any who ever lived-and there is no graduation
He confessed that this is the manner in which he has
of the piano properly, and a thorough understanding of
aay, no diploma.
their mechanism is essential to obtain the best results.
The right or damper pedal—often also called the loud
pedal—is used to connect such tones as cannot be con¬
Timely Thoughts From Berlioz
nected with the hands, it adds also power and fullness
Berlioz was a contemporary of Wagner
At the
to the tone. It can be used in three different ways •
virl,‘osi cannnt aspire to be considered
(1) Taken simultaneously with the note or chord. (2)
time he was writing his essay on The Music of the
as compositions of more than secondary zulucEtc.
Taken after the note or chord. (3) Vibrating on the
Fiiture, from which we are about to quote, Wagner,
note or chord. The second use is the most frequentfnti,rflSUC i.,S, **1e mus,cal c°de of the school of the
Liszt and Berlioz himself were in the front rank of
it is called the syncopated pedal. Its use gives a bet,°ng to il’ Ileart and soul, with profound
those who were breaking away from the old academic
conviction an?! warmest sympathy.” savs Berlioz; “but
ter clarity of sound, and prevents a mixture of tones
traditions as to what was allowable and what was not
which should not sound together. Only in cases where
in musical art. Their works are now reckoned among
«t',X:t0 US the A*"*, P™P*’
the hand (on account of the quick tempo or large
the classics, because they possessed intrinsic worth and
JXf must always go contrary to the rules.”
quick stretches) cannot take the pedal syncopated, the
beauty, but a number of lesser composers of that dav
first way is used. The last way, the vibrating pedal, is
airs dun?,
m/,odv> °f melodic designs, or
whose sole claim to attention was their ostentatious
like a pedal trill employed to color or etherialize the
is ?nZ ) rT °,"d 0f
/*<■« «•« rvhieh the theme
disregard for symmetry and beauty, have long since
f™c-,
beautiful morendo effect can thus be secured.
motties1^ deV'\°t,ed’ satiated with consonant harpassed into oblivion. Although applying to the works
The left, or so-called soft pedal, when pressed down,
u la lions ZTu d,Scords- spared and resolved; modof a new group of individuals, those Berlioz had in
moves the who e keyboard-in the modern Grand piano
“We hav'f 0re Uatura! a,,d artistically regulated.”
mind having long since passed on, his words still ring
—slightly, so that the hammers touch only one string
and till? ”° conccrn «’Hh anything but the idea,
true. He says:
5
or two. instead of three. It is used to soften the tone,
“We
TL n°,hing f°r the sensation.”
"Music at the present day is in the force of its
and adds a great deal in coloring the composition in
trouble
,
",e art °f si"9i"9
™ esteem, no,
its subtle shadings. The sustaining pedal, the middle
Yo ad’’' emanC,patcd and frcc; is «»•« state 0f nberty
opera we nee?S
.°r re9«wements. and in an
,s prefed down when the player desires
neglect nf ml
’ink of the declamation, to the
“Many old rules have no longer any force, having
to hold the tones of certain bass notes or chords while
- «been formulated by inattentive observers or by plodding
he plays in the upper part of the keyboard often withminds for the use of plodders ”
out either of the othe rpedals. It is necessary with
itiepof ^execution’'0
°UrSC,VCS ™,h p0SsibiU
“Fresh needs have arisen, alike of the mind, heart
this pedal to press down only after the tones or chords
and sense of hearing. These impose on us new at
have been played, for otherwise the effect will be lost
and flull?fl? Macbe,.h were ri9ht: 'Fair is foul
A great deal may be said as to just where the pedal
peZ%s°*"* ^ 0CCasional faction of ancient
and ugliness beautiful”
^°U'y *
should not be used, because here constant listening
“Operas should not be written for singers, but singrefined taste and ripe judgment are necessary to do the
I am fa" t?? C°TCt'-y rePr«ents the new religion,
ers
trained
for
operas.”
9
right thing and acquire the desired effect.
such principles nil???8
1 "ever have acceptfd
“Works written with the sole object of displaying
I raise mv b,L
do 1 now- "°r shall I ever do so.
31Se my hand a"d swear: Non credo.[Editor's Note.—Teachers and makers of Methods are,
first of all, people who find short, straight and clearly de¬
fined roads to a given end. It is possible, however, to
attain great results without going along the accepted road,
home people have dispositions and habits so irregular that
only one way proves acceptable to them. That way is
very frequently the most irregular way. They would
rather browse about, going through the fields and the flow¬
ers, than by going through the straight road. The straight
road method is the quickest and RnmoHmofi- thp
f Lov
Enthusiasm one can aceomplisu wouuens.
Those who follow the Love and Enthusiasm Method must
not feel that in so doing they can afford to ignore the prac¬
tical suggestions of a real teacher, or the technical studies
T, Leschetizky, Mason or Clementi. On the
contrary, these are themselves followers of the Love and
Enthusiasm method, and have been driven by the force of it
to evolve means leading as quickly as possible to technical
proficiency, so that the greater purposes of art can more
readily be served. Unfortunately that is just the point that
is lost sight of by many students; thev think that when
technical proiiciency is gained all is gained. Every year a
certain number of students of the Paris Conservatoire, tech¬
nically proficient to the last degree, win the coveted Grand
Irix de Rome, which entitles them to years more study in
Italy. Some of them come back to be the great musicians of
F ranee, but alas ! all too many of them sink into oblivion.
It is plain that the latter have ceased to study by the Love
and Enthusiasm Method. Freauentlv the -""C
e Saint-Saens,
who* nevertSelf Yh *° offer is won V:v me‘

7l°Z
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Co-ordination in Piano Playing
By T. C. JEFFERS, Mus.Bac.
Making the Mind and the Fingers One at the Keyboard

Description
Co-ordination, as applied to piano playing, may be
described as the registering upon the mind, through
the action of the memory, of a linked series of notepassages upon the keys, with the musical effects ob¬
tained thereby and executed by means of exactly
measured movements of the fingers, hands and arms.
The result is that such a series may be executed,
once it is begun, without conscious effort of the will
for each motion. The mental and muscular action is
largely automatic. There seems to be a complete
mental record or order of this group or train of
movements and ideas, and they appear to be so co¬
ordinated or associated together in the mind, that a
single impulse of the will suffices to execute the
whole group, without the necessity of attention to e.ach
of the units of which it is composed. When this stage
has been reached it leaves the higher powers of the
mind free for the employment of phrasing, tone con¬
trast, accentuation, tempo rubato, cantabile, and all
those various means of sympathetic interpretation
which go to make up what is generally termed “ex¬
pression.”
Now it is in the degree of perfection to which this
mental registration is brought that the highest art
consists, and this super-certainty may be called the
Higher Co-ordination. There is a certain altitude of
mind in practice, a certain method of so ordering the
key shapes and musical figures mentally, which, after
sufficient and long-continued rehearsal, will cause the
hands to execute the most difficult passages with un¬
hesitating ease, fluency and certainty, limited only by
the present technical powers of the performer, and
this limitation is, perhaps, more purely mental than
is generally realized.
Attention in Advance
A moment’s thought will convince one that it is
largely upon the habit of causing the attention to keep
constantly in advance of the execution that the smooth¬
ness anil accuracy of this kind of playing depends.
At an early stage of the slow practice this must be
faithfully adhered to, so that one sees the whole
passage before one like a panorama, and every turn,
twist and skip is anticipated in advance and overcome
with faultless suppleness and mastery, no matter how
fast the tempo may be. The objects aimed at are—
positively no hesitation, perfect accuracy and the attain¬
ment of any speed desired.
Duality of Attention
Apparently there is a kind of duality of mental
grasp: the shape of that part of the passage which the
fingers are actually playing must be clearly conceived
in the mind, and yet at the same instant the atten¬
tion is occupied with arranging several notes in ad¬
vance, the exact order and fingering of the next part
of the passage that is about to be played. And all this
is so infallibly co-ordinated that absolute accuracy
of the passage twenty times in succession can be guar¬
anteed. The kind of practice that, after repeating the
passage twenty times unsuccessfully, at length achieves
perfection at the twenty-first repetition, will not do.
At a public performance there will be only one chance
to play this passage correctly, and that will probably
come when the crux of the difficulty is not fresh in the
memory, with an unaccustomed piano, and with the
distracting influence of an audience to disregard and
fight against.
No Mistakes in Practice
There must be no mistakes in practice. If there are
it is because the practising is being done too quickly,
or because the player has begun without realizing, in
advance, exactly what has to be done. There must be
not only accuracy but a considerable margin of safety
beyond that to allow for these additional hindrances.

Now it is by taking very small sections and practis¬
ing them in this, way that the number of repetitions
can be much reduced and the execution mastered in a
much shorter time, provided the attention is controlled
and the salient points of the passage conceived of in
the right manner. Its topography, so to speak, is
more easily grasped, and the juncture where the main
difficulty is likely to occur more quickly seen. Memor¬
ization, too, is much more easy.
Memorizing at the First Reading
It should be understood at the outset that it is pos¬
itively necessary that memorization should begin at the
very first reading. The practising should be done alto¬
gether from memory and persevered in until the rec¬
ollection is faultless. After playing over a group of
twelve or fourteen notes, treble and bass, three or four
times carefully, it is quite easy to transfer it to the
keyboard and play it slowly from memory.
That kind of practice is neither economical or
efficient which, after playing over a page, leaves no
definite impression upon the player’s mind. It is “writ
in water” and produces no speedy result. When the
player resolves that, after playing the small section
over three times, she must play it from memory, she
finds herself looking at the notes with quite a different
kind of attention. She registers them, stores them
up, as it were, in an intent, concentrated way that was
almost wholly absent from her former attitude. And
that is the only true way to study.
Memorizing Passing Into Co-ordination
But in many cases, especially in quick music, it is
not easy to play the selected portion at a rapid tempo
from memory until after it has been thoroughly famil¬
iarized by a large number of repetitions. On first play¬
ing it over slowly a moment’s pause for mental effort
seems to be necessary. If an attempt be made to play
quickly it will be found that the memory does not
recall instantly, nor is it able to keep in advance of
the fingers; a very slow tempo seems to be requisite
in order to allow for the act of recollection. After
frequent repetitions this act becomes more and more
rapid, until there is no conscious mental effort what¬
ever. The act of recollection becomes almost auto¬
matic, and keeps in advance of the fingers, even at the
highest speed allowed of by the degree of quickness
of nerve reaction so far reached by the player.
It may be asked here, “Is not this second stage a
different mental operation from the first, not only in
degree but in kind?” I think it is. I should call the
first stage “Recollection,” and the second, “Co-ordina¬
tion.” The problem seems to be what method shall
we use in order to pass as quickly as possible from
Recollection to Co-ordination, and how may we make
such co-ordination perfectly continuous and accurate?
Exact Finger Action
In the slow practice the finger action and hand
shaping over the note groups should be exceedingly
exact, otherwise slips may occur when the tempo is
quickened and such inaccuracies thereby magnified.
If there is hesitation in performance at any place be
sure that it is because the player does not know, just
then, “what comes next,” with both hands. She shoftld
reflect on that thought thoroughly and co-ordinate
that place until the automatic recollection is fault¬
less and she does know “what comes next.” There
should be no mental stammering.
A large number of players suffer from this defect
of hesitation. At times the cause seems to be lapse
of memory, and at others what might be called “mindclumsiness.” In playing from memory there is often
a weak link in the chain of recollection, now at one
place, now at another. Even when playing from the
copy it is still the memory that is at fault, for the
player, looking down at the keyboard for the execu¬

tion of some difficult passage, does not or cannot look
up to the copy in time to find the succeeding notes
which have been forgotten. Her fingers arrive at them
before they are mentally prepared in advance, and
a hesitation occurs. At times she strikes a wrong note,
or- fumbles it in some way, and for an instant a kind
of stammering seizes her. In all these cases the true
cause is either lack of co-ordinating practice or co¬
ordinating gift. The mind has for a moment failed in
its function of holding clearly in its field of conscious¬
ness both the passage that is being played and the first
part of the following one. In the practice hours the
greatest care and watchfulness should be taken in order
to render this momentary failure impossible of ocourrence. The hiatus is probably caused by insufficient
memorization and review of the shapes of small sec¬
tions on the keyboard and their co-ordination in turn
into a firm and connected whole. This plan must
be persevered in for two years, until the mind gains
the power of perfectly continuous recollection without
hesitation—a power which is seldom native to the
player, but which may be developed by this kind of
schooling.
Vain Repetitions
Bear in mind that one should not fall into the habit
of mere aimless repetitions. Each repeat must have
a definite object in view, and that object must be
reached each time, even though the tempo be neces¬
sarily slow. Stumbles, or even labored execution, will
not do; they create thought currents to which the
mind is prone to return at the critical moment of a
public performance. The mind must never know the
wrong way, only the right one. Intelligent analysis
and prearrangement must be active every second of
the time. Blind industry will not give the result of
which we are speaking.
Quality of Attention
What is the quality of attention which is brought
to bear upon the passage being practised? Is the
subject held in the field of consciousness in a some¬
what flickering, fitful and, at times, wandering man¬
ner? It is of the greatest importance that the
luminous focus of the attention should shine with a
calm, steady, unwavering beam, embracing only the
subject of thought, including all extraneous ideas or
shadows of ideas, and never relaxing its grasp for a
single instant.
With this in view it may readily be seen that the
touch (the raised-finger touch) and the method of
mental grasp must be so habitually systematized that
they can be depended upon under all circumstances.
As the finger and hand act so must the mind work—
supple and easy, yet definite and exact. The mental
impetus must come from one centre, pass along a
single channel, and reach its only object. The brain
energy should not spill over into needless nerve-tracts,
causing unnecessary and impeding action—the chief
cause of mistakes. And the effort should not be forced,
unregulated or too wide, but willing, deft, easy and
precise, without wasted nerve force.
Polyphonic Practice
When two hands are playing, each with rapid obli¬
gato movement, and each part having independent
thematic importance, a kind of double co-ordination
is necessary. It is here that the small-section practice
is most useful. Each part must first be practised sep¬
arately until it goes with the utmost smoothness, speed,
accuracy and logical accentuation. Then the two parts
must be taken together slowly, in very small sections,
and with a gradual advance in tempo (frequently re¬
turning to slow practice) thoroughly and simultane¬
ously co-ordinated. The mental action here should be
carefully controlled. The player should see, that is,
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realize, the melodic figures of both parts equally all
the time the field of vision and of attention must
embrace both staves. It is in this way that true poly¬
phonic playing is mastered.
The Test of Co-ordination
It is only when a certain indescribable easy flow and
fluency have been obtained, without the slightest hesi¬
tancy or feeling of labored effect or painful forethought,
that one may be sure that the proper degree of co-ordi¬
nation has been reached.
One piece or study thoroughly learned in this way
will set up such a high standard in one’s musical
experience that it will insensibly cause all subsequent
study to conform to it. The player will have moved
up one or two stages in artistic excellence. What was
“good enough” before will not “do” now. And this,
one may be sure, should be the real and only aim of
the true teacher and student.
Solo practice and sight reading are two different

studies. They should be pursued at separate times,
and each in its own manner, and the sight reading
should be attended to without fail every day, or every
other day, as' the length of the practice time permits.
Done in this way they each have an important bearing
on one another, and yield a distinct advance in skill
and power in each study. It is not hard to understand
that the technique and accuracy gained by solo prac¬
tice is of the greatest use in sight reading, but it is
not so generally realized that the mental power of pre¬
arrangement (foreseeing the difficulty) in solo playing
is immensely increased by sight reading, which forces
the player’s attention to be constantly in advance of
the execution. Many solo players, without knowing it,
are kept to a lower level by their deficiency in sight
reading. Unfortunately, music students are divided
into two classes, solo practisers and sight readers. They
are but half musicians; both studies should be given
proper emphasis in order to achieve a fully rounded
musical education.

“The Spinning Wheel in Music”
By Mrs. Grace Eaton Clark
Does the reader remember the words of the “Spin¬
ning Quartet” in Flotow’s opera, “Martha,” when the
two farmers, Lionel and Plunkett, are testing their
pair of newly acquired servants upon their domestic
accomplishments? If not, we will remind you, for
these words demonstrate the process of spinning:
“Turn the wheel round,
Twist the slender thread of flax.
Nor hold it tight, nor too lax;
Turn, draw, turn it faster,
This way set the wheel a-flying,
Set it whirring, set it flying.
Work the treadle with a will.
While an even thread you’re plying
Never let your wheel be still,"
So much for the method for spinning, and the one
who is trying to acquire this art could profit well by
this instruction. What is the lesson for the pianist
to learn from these words? Chiefly, to'concentrate,
we think, although we have some advice upon velocity,
and perhaps .a little, with regard to hand position, when
we are told “nor hold it tight, nor too lax.” The in¬
struction upon the treadle should not be taken too
literally, with regard to our use of the pedal, for if
we “work the treadle with a will,” regardless of short
. rests, we are afraid that our audience would flee in dis¬
gust.
The next line gives us advice upon our smoothness
and evenness of execution; while the last one tells us
to work constantly, keep practicing, “never let your
wheel be still.” Let us hope that the work will be
so well done that the neighbors will not be obliged
to move.
However, nearly every musician, especially every
pianist, has tried by means of finger dexterity to imi¬
tate the whirring of the spinning wheel; that peculiar
hum, hum, hum as the thread is wound on the bobbin,
according to the ideas portrayed by the different com¬
posers upon the subject. Mendelssohn’s Spinning Song,
in his Songs Without Words, has been attempted by
nearly every ambitious aspirant along musical lines,
while Litolfs Spinning Song is one of those much
admired numbers when well interpreted, and, of course,
well executed (Cela va sans dire).
Qne could mention interpretation upon interpreta¬
tion by other composers, but we will just give the names
of a few at this time. Spinning Wheel, by Spindler;
Spinning Wheel, by Chaminade; At the Spinning
Wheel, by Schultze; Spinning Wheel, by Schmoll.
Surely, with so many wheels, we ought to set some¬
thing in motion! The last-named number may be
found in the Etude for October, 1917. These selec¬
tions are all good, and imitate the subject very real¬
istically.
Who has not experienced a thrill as he has listened
to the Spinning Chorus from the Flying Dutchman,
sung by a well-trained body of singers ? The sad Senta
sits in a melancholy attitude, surrounded by her friends,
who arc spinning and singing to the whirring accom¬
paniment of the violins in the orchestra, singing these
words, “Whirr and spin, thou lovely maiden.”
Franz Liszt’s arrangement of this Spinning Chorus
for the piano in wonderfully portrayed by his master
brain; however, those who are not expert enough to
be able to play this difficult number, would do well to

refer to The Etude for July, 1916, and they will find a
simplified edition, and yet, one which adhere^ accu¬
rately to the melody. A third arrangement, which
appeals to the pianist who is hardly proficient enough
to attack the Liszt interpretation, but who would think
the one by Greenwald (just mentioned) too easy, will be
much pleased by the portrayal by Oesten.
All opera goers, we can safely affirm, have admired
the quaint beauty of the scene as Marguerite sits at
the flax wheel and sings that plaintive little folk song,
C’era un re di Thiele, which is followed by the Jewel
Song, in the opera Faust.
Poets, as well as musicians, have taken the little
spinning wheel as a model for some of their best
efforts, as Longfellow’s Courtship of Miles Standish
and Sir Walter Scott's Guy Mannering testify. Al¬
though the latter is a prose work, yet these words, in
poetical form, are spoken by Meg Merriles as she sits
at the wheel and spins, to determine, by means of the
amount of flax spun, the future of the new-born
babe, Henry Bertram—
“Twist ye, turn ye, even so.
Mingle shades of joy and woe,
Hope and fear, and peace, and strife.
In the thread of human life.
“White the mystic twist is spinning.
And the infant's life beginning.
Dimly, seen through tztnlight bending,
Lo, what myriad shapes attending.
"Passions wild and follies vain.
Pleasures soon exchanged for pain,
Doubt, and jealousy, and fear.
In the magic dance appear.
“Now they zvax, and now they dwindle.
Whirling, vuith the whirling spindle.
Twist ye, turn ye, even so.
Mingle human bliss and woe.”
**
n.*ivnu w nw luvciucu me ar
although it is supposed to have had its origin i
Orient. Some of our oldest spinners are spiders, and,
m a large surveying instrument factory in this coun¬
try an enormous force of spiders are kept busy con¬
stantly, spinning the cross hairs which mark the center
of the object.
Busy little bodies* What a valuable lesson the
pianist may learn from their diligence. And like
Robert Bruce, whose inspiration for great deeds was
gamed by watching a spider spinning a web, let us
profit by this example of perseverance, or, sti’ck-to-ative-ness, that indispensable quality for success in the
life of the musician.
Chas. J. Wallace has written a very good number
called The Spider Dance (No. 1), a bright, dashmg
selection, which makes a good encore, and, in connec
t.on with our subject, it may not be inopportune to
mention it, when we think of these little insects as
spinners.
Then let us who are musicians, take these lessons
from spinning: to concentrate and to persevere and
we will not worry about results, as the best will surely
come, when the person at the wheel (or the piano, for
that matter) has mastered these two attributes.

Light as a Feather and as Heavy
as Lead
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By H. C. Hamilton
To combine feathery lightness for velocity, with fl*
required amount of weight to properly produce the
tone, is a thing where many fail. If they play lightly,
their performance is characterized by lack of satisfas^
tory tone, and if they use a heavier style of touch,
they seem unable to play anything of a rippling chan
acter . Yet the two things are not at variance, as
instanced by the work of any skillful performer, and
in fact a really good pianist must possess a certain
degree of both.
Is it possible to have these two things at the same
"time, to call upon if needed? Yes; but here is the
secret: they must not be in the same member. On,
cannot afford to have a heavy hand while playing, and
yet everyone knows the value of "weight playing.’’
How, then, can weight be present if the hand is light?
Simply by transferring it to the elbow instead. If
this latter member is allowed to feel as if a weight
were attached to the joint pointing toward the floor,
and a sensation as if it were “leaded" felt, the hand
will be able to do ample execution, and possess suffi¬
cient power, even while held quite light. An elasticity
will soon manifest itself, which would never be experi¬
enced by a light hand alone—that is, a hand out of
conjunction with the elbow.
It is the practice of many, who know the value of
weight playing, to practice slowly, with a heavy hand,
and gradually increase the speed. A certain amount of
skill can be acquired in this way, and up to a certain
point it will meet many requirements. But for extreme
lightness and velocity, a light hand has to be trained
for, depending solely for power and elasticity up<tn the
elbow. As well as greater skill, more endurance will
be gained in this way.
The importance of a light, flexible hand in the matter
of octave-playing, is of the greatest importance, and
while finger work, up to a certain point, may be exe¬
cuted by a hand not of the lightest, an octave technic,
save in slow heavy hand work, is out of the question.
The hand simply will not do the work, except in a
forcible manner—simply blows of tone, and hardness
and fatigue soon result. When the elbow is held as
if a weight were attached to it, and the hand allowed
to rise and drop from its hinge, naturally, one soon
gains in freedom and velocity.
The fact is that the influence of weight playing is
making itself felt, instead of being directlv applied to
the hand, with the result that we get all the beneficial
flexibility and energy, without any of its hampering
Iogyness.”
To conclude, “weight playing” is not literally what it
is termed—playing solely by weight—any more than
one plays solely by flexibility. The sense of “weight’
in the elbow is simply the harmonious co-operation of
the muscular system from shoulder to fingertip, and
this is even true when the hand is weighty, only the
disadvantage here is that the direct playing members
themselves are hindered by unnecessary pressure, and
in the case of the wrist, in octaves, its freedom is com¬
pletely prevented.
tne experiment for himself, he will soon be convinced
of the truth underlying these principles. The old tire¬
some finger exercises, taken in this way, will soon possess a new interest as rapid improvement is observed.
VVhen practicing octaves in this way, be sure that the
' .'n*of l*1e 'land at
wrist joint does not interfere
with the condition of the elbow. The feeling of weight
must always be present—during the lifting of a playing
member as well as the falling of it.
wo pieces which require a reliable technic, one in
hnger work and the other in wrist, are Weber’s Nolo
J erpetuo, and the finale of Liszt’s Sixth Rhapsodic.
Some time ago I prepared and played these two selecions according to the principles herein laid down,
wo hours a day was my practice limit—never moretor a period of about three weeks. Most of the time
was spent on various forms of the well-known finger
exercises, and the rest of the time on the pieces for
™ .C°"Cirt7princlpalIy *'>ese two. as they were the
most difficult—very slowly, for the most part, and
a£co/din?
the principles of lightness and
B,ef°Je, ong a)1 sense of fatigue or even strain
UTl 1° n f,e t’ and on the n'ght of the concert they
had lost all their terrors-things which a few years
before would have been impossible.
.matJer of proper muscular conditions in prac¬
ticing is of prime importance.

The Impossible Music Dictionary
A Midsummer Madness for Performers Upon All Manner of Instruments from the Siberian
Bazoo to the Genuine Klondike “Organ with the Human Voice”

By JOHANN SEBASTIAN BLUZZARD
heard oi Bluzzard and hts
Jfe never had, but Bluzzard
ignorance. About his
v _o blame for .
le and he
VT,** __is most modest. lie
“ went—
*
whence he came and whither he v “
Onlv one bit of clew was left to us. He intimated that he
related to Old. .Fogy through a sister of
Marimba family.
3 married into the Ma
Accordion
A small portable, heart-rending instrument re¬
minding one of a taffy pull.
Ad libitum
A license to commit any musical crime.
Accelerando
The particular spot in any composition where the
fingers get locomotor ataxia.
,
Accompaniment
The chief annoyance to the Prima Donna.
Andante
The name applied by music teachers to the collec¬
tion of bills.
81 The spasm that usually accompanies the middle
section of Lange’s Flower Song.
Amateur
The hero of many thrilling escapes.
Arpeggios
The climaxes tn the pupils recital.
Basso profundo
The voice reserved for villans and high priests in
grand opera.
Ba**°The accomplice of the English horn in any oper¬
atic outbreak—exceedingly hard to capture or sup¬
press.
Baton
,
The sceptre of the conductor—usually an illusion.
BraV<The battle-cry of the gallerygod most frequently
used to announce the fact that the tenor has struck
a home run.
raVOver the top, followed by heavy barrage and com¬
plete slaughter.
An instrument of warfare, perfectly safe in the
hands of every one except the small boy.
Calore
Warm, but not quite so warm as caloroso.
Chest tone
The voice, which, when it is not exactly like the
true Italian method of preventing the coup de glotte
by the proper functioning of the diaphragm, coupled
with the inter-costal and dorsal muscles, provided
the clavicle remains horizontal as recommended by
Tossi, Patti and Elsie Janis, will, when correctly
employed,—say,—who started this, anyhow.
Consecutive Fifths
The first bench-warrant in Harmony.
Concerto
A pitched battle between any instrument and any
orchestra. Orchestra usually triumphs over the
soloist.
Czardas
See goulash.
Da Capo
An offense punishable by three days in a boiler
works.
Delicatezza
Ou la la!
The palette of Schoenberg.
Diaphragm
Where the whole trouble began.
Encore
The penalty of popularity.
Figured Bass
Musical arithmetic.

It is impossible tor us to publish the Bluzzard dictionary
complete. There is a manuscript which the author has
Yel.y considerately had baled in a cotton press, so that it
only occupies one-half of the editorial sanctum. We have
merely picked up a definition here and there. If Bluzzard
will be good enough to send a moving-van for his manu¬
script we shall be very glad to forward it to him, as we
A term of relief of great importance to players
and audience as well.
Frankfurter
The name of a famous method of playing the
piano through which, after years of hard and patient
work, the student is rewarded by acquiring a hand
which looks like a bunch of sausages.
Fugue
The indoor sport of Johan Sebastian Bach.
Glissando
Tobogganing on the keyboard.
Goulash
See Czardas.
Humoresque
An infectuous disease attributed to Dvorak.
Italian Sixth
The original barber shop chord.
Jagerchor
The alias of the Manner gesangveretn.
Legato
The daily prayer of all music teachers.
Lusingando
Caressingly. (The keys, of course.)
Lullabye
What we all wrote when we were sweet thirteen.
The first symptom of musical composition.
Madrigal
Why the glee club broke down.
Melody
X in the musical algebra of the Futurist.
Mezza di Voce
Swelling of the voice—a performance in which
the singer seems to be imitating a tire pump.

need room for the vast number of good things that We have
arranged to give to our Etude friends during 1918-1919.
If you, dear reader, should chance to meet Prof. Bluzzard
(he confessed to us that he was a Professor), please show
him this page and tell him that his check will be sent to
him upon receipt of the address of his sanitarium.
—Editob’s Note.]
Metronome
The Gendarme of the piano.
Music
The art which, when it is practiced, obliterates
fears and tears, quenches the thirsty soul and opens
the gates to a paradise of dreams—the greatest
blessing to humanity.
Nut
1. The pieces at the lower end of the violin bow
in which the hair is inserted. 2. One whose musical
horizon begins with Schoenberg.
Neck Touch
The latest in piano touches. Sit squarely before
the keyboard with hands raised twenty-one inches
above the ivory surfaces of the keys. Then with the
chin resting upon the chest suddenly throw the head
back so the muscles of the neck will transmit the
power through the internal anterior thoraclo, bi¬
ceps brachii, epicondylus lateralis, extensor carpi
radialis brevis, digitorum communis, abductor policis
longus (breathe here) opponens mimini dicti, flexor
profundus digitorium, musculi fidicinales, aponurosis
palmaris, then gracefully volplane down upon the
keys landing with an exquisitely delicious bump. Of
course, Beethoven, Liszt, Chopin and Rubinstein
knew nothing of this touch and great pianists of
to-day would laugh at it—but we must advance.
Nocturne
Why the sophomore decided to be a great pianist.
Oboe
Mother-in-law of the Bassoon.
Obligato
The accomplice in any vocal misdemeanor.
Overture
The music employed to drown the arrival of the
real, social leaders.
Peruna ma non troppo
Pretty bad, but it could be worse.
Pedal
The historic camouflage of bad playing.
Prestissimo
Czerny’s middle name.
Recitative
Opera when they get it under control.
Register
The mirage of the vocal teacher.
Requiem
The master song of aristocracy.
Schweigezeichen
Shhhhhh! This means “a rest,” but don’t tell
anybody.
Serenade
A night song—usually sung under a window and
accompanied with an obligato of bric-a-brac.
Solfeggio
Vocal exercises—not to be mistaken for gargling.
Saxophone
The trench mortar of the Jazz Band.
Syncopation
Musical St. Vitus’s dance (with most pupils).
Secondo
The helpless part in a duet.
Tutti
Free for all.
Tremulo
A disease, particularly dangerous to tenors ac¬
companied by palpitation of the ears.
Valce
What is it?
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Music Publishers Who Have Been Practical Musicans

Allowing the Pupil To Choose a Pjece

We are not, in the present article, consider^!
LitolfF was a pianist of high rank in his day, ind
case of the rather troublesome self-willed pupil ^
a composer in many different forms of music. His
attempts—sometimes, we regret to say, ai the
overture Robespierre is still familiar to concert-goers.
tion of parents or friends—to dictate the materials
He undertook with great success the business of the
other notable
iiotab/ instances.
• Tf“ ^ W0U'd be glad
otner
teacher shall use in his lessons. Such cases mUa,
publisher Meyer, at Brunswick, after the latter’s de¬
Among the best known are the following ■
dealt with tactfully, but with firmness and absotal
cease, and in course of time married his widow.
It should be noted that in the business of music pubno surrender.
E. S. Lorenz, the successful publisher of church
insnmg, even in those firms where no member is muOn the other hand, in the case of a reasonably -i
music, was at one time a clergyman and made music a
*he success of the undertaking has depended,
vanced
pupil who has for some time pursued a pro* !
practical study.
need,0
"P°n. a ^Pathetic understanding
the
course tractably and obediently, it is often a real^
Wm.
Maxwell Music Co. This firm name was
„ w
,
, of
, with
vmaxwell
needs
of the teacher and the music lover,
coupled
to the development of taste, as well as a help t0t^
the service of
nf expert critics and
__.i ZZ’
.
C°fl!ped wdb
one employed by the late Julian Edwards, who was the
maintaining interest, if the teacher encourages him
acquainted with every branch of the musical fidd^It
°Wner. and director °f the company which published
certain freedom of choice while building up a r ‘
is a business in which wnmc „i,
s cal field. It
many important works by leading American composers.
toire.
Part, as k is genSs quife as much
ZZ lmP°rtant
The cataloS was Purchased by the Theo. Presser Co.
This does not imply any less responsibility on th.
sense judgment which enables one to select’ froTthe’
gaSsTand ^ 3 ch<f',,’boy in Lond°n: later an orteacher’s part; instead of selecting one piece lor
lmmense mass of manuscripts what is reallv worthUb
°
‘
dv3 suc=essful composer. He made a start
pupil, he selects two, three, or even more, all of a
lishing. This when combined with
j , y •
tb. pu>
as a publisher at the age of 30. Three of his daughters
, • =;
,
vomumea witn good business ideas
suitable grade, and asks the pupil to choose between
-««■
01 the
me two sons
SO
upright urineiX,
busmess.'deas.
and at least uuc
one of
who inherited his busiupright
principles, honest dealing and immense
indus¬
ness distinguished themselves as musicians.
them. 1 f he plays them all for the pupil, asks the latter
try, has been the basis of success in the music publishing
to criticize and comment on them in his own way ani
Theodore Presser was a successful pianist, organ¬
business. But the selection is always the X—the un¬
ist
and
teacher,
and
had
also
made
a
start
as
publisher
lastly, adds his own comment, the very routine 0f
known quantity.
of The Etude before he embarked in a general music¬
choosing will be a valuable lesson in musical appreci¬
J. Andre (Offenbach a/M.) was the composer of
publishing business. He is the author of several in¬
ation, and when the choice is once made, the pupil *j|j
an opera Der Topfer and served as music director in a
structive works for piano, and the composer of not a
feel a double interest in the piece, as his own initiative
theater while founding his publishing business. He
few of the exercises embodied therein.
has been called into play in its choice.
continued to be a prolific composer.
Reinecke Brothers. These are sons of the late
,
was originally a timber merchant, but had all
Carl Reinecke, the distinguished composer. The one
Revealing the Pupil’s Hidden Wish
his life been a most earnest musical amateur, and often
who inherits his father’s given name is an excellent
took part in string quartets. After he became a music
On several occasions the writer lias varied the above
violinist and a composer of successful easy pieces,
publisher he inaugurated and managed series of im¬
procedure by asking beforehand what a pupil would
which, however, he publishes under various pseudonyms
portant concerts in St. Petersburg and elsewhere.
like. (Understand, it is not safe to do this except with
Ricordi. Tito Ricordi is a composer and has writ¬
Bote and Bock. This business is now conducted by
pupils who are well accustomed to practicing what they
ten much under the name of Burgmein.
H. Bock (a son of the founder), who is a remarkably
are told to—with self-willed ones it might set a bad
nne piano player.
Ries and Erler. Franz Ries was ?. boy chorister;
precedent).
But tinder proper circumstances the
Mrs. Carrie Jacobs Bond, the author of both the
alterward became" a violinist and rose to distinction,
teacher may say: “As you have practiced your technical
words and music of several immensely successful songs
but was obliged to give up violin playing at the age of
exercises, scales, etudes, etc., faithfully f„r «>mr time,
has given evidence of great business ability in building
*0 on account of a nervous affection of the wrist. Two
as well as the pieces assigned you, and as the next
up a large and well-established publishing house
piece which you are to have is to lie memorized for rep.
years later he went into the publishing business. As a
Breitkopf and Haertel. This old and distinertoire 1 want to be sure it is one you will really like.
composer he is best known by his four Suites for Violin
guished firm was not originally founded as a music
W hat kind of a piece or by what composer, among
and Piano, which are widely in vogue among violinists.
publishing house, but at the start printed theological
those you are familiar with, would you like hest?" The
U. Schirmer. Many membcis of the Schirmer
works. It was largely owing to the intense personal
answers that the present writer, when a teacher, actu¬
family have been gifted musicians. R. Schirmer, who
interest in music which characterized several members
ally
received to this question are interesting, in some
became president in 1893, is an accomplished violinist
of the firm and their successors that they first added
cases amusing, and often instructive to consider. Here
and was for some time a pupil of Henry Schradieck.
the publication of music to their enterprise, and later
are a few:
Simrock. The founder of this firm was a horn
made it an exclusive business.
“Something real fast/*
player at Bonn, in the Elector’s band—the same musical
John Curwen and Sons. The founder of this firm
Something slow and dreamy/*
establishment with which Beethoven’s father was conwas originally a non-conformist minister but became
"Something not i„ 3-4
(This pupi, had ,
keenly interested in music through his efforts to find
strange antipathy to triple rhythm.)
Schott. The firm of Schott in Brussels, which
ways to improve Sunday School and Congregational
"Something that 1 could play with orchestra."
should
not
be
confused
with
that
of
similar
name
in
singing. Ultimately he gave up the ministry and de¬
^Something not in sharps/*
Mayence and London, is managed by O. Jiinne, who
voted himself to the publication of educational musical
“Something arranged from a Wagner opera."
is a musician 0f great talent. On one occasion the
works and choral music, especially in the Tonic-Sol-Fa
Something by Chopin/*
pianist Van Gael was playing for him a new composi¬
notation. He was greatly assisted by his wife, who was
"Another one of Beethoven's Sonatas.'
tion a Theme and Variations—on the piano, and Mr
an able musician and piano teacher.
A concerto."
Junne
stepped
to
a
harmonium
(cabinet
organ)
which
Diabelli was a chorister in his youth. He com¬
"Something / could play with my brother" (who
stood m the room and improvised an “additional accom¬
posed educational piano pieces, many songs, an operetta
played the violin).
paniment.’
and several easy masses for use in country parishes. At
rn/''C °f H‘osr short
fust out, by some modem
Tullar-Meredith Co. Both Mr. Tullar and Mr.
the time he first embarked on the enterprise of pub¬
Meredith are practical musicians, composers of anthems,
R ftTr' \a'JOU had a tHu ka9* °f on selection "
lishing (taking Peter Cappi as a partner) he was a
But few of these, even if a trifle eccentric, represented
hymn-tunes and secular part-songs. Mr. Meredith is’
popular teacher of pianoforte and guitar. Beethoven
“h"
aS°nab!e
or
'^Practicable
desires on the part of
also a successful choir-director and leader of Com¬
wrote his Thirty-three Variations, Op. 120, on a theme
munity Singing.
in crrn
S '"u questlon> and the teacher saw no harm
of Diabelli’s.
in granting the request.
White Smith & Co. C. A. White, one of the found¬
Durand, (Fils). This firm (founded in 1847) has
ers of this firm, was one of the most successful song
greatly extended the sphere and character of its activi¬
composers of his day. His best-known song was Mar¬
ties since Camille Saint-Saens, the famous composer,
guerite, a really meritorious work of its class.
above n/r iSt,CCt. °f ,he same qttfttion Med in the
became a moving factor in the business.
B. F. Wood, the well-known Boston publisher, is
Etude
""
Adam Geibel, the well-known blind composer, has
a practical musician of well-known accomplishments.'
published quite extensively and is the president of the
He was a student at the New England Conservatory
Adam Geibel Music Company.
Let the Teacher Select a Piece
and was an organist for many years.
Hofmeister, who not only published under that
Remove these significant names from the music pub¬
name in Vienna, but founded the Bureau de Musique
By T. L. Rickaby
lishing business and comparatively few outstanding
Peters at Leipsic (not to be confused with the wellones remain. There has always been a kind of literary
known “Peters Edition”), was a church choirmaster
idealism
surrounding the business character of the pub¬
and a very prolific composer, especially for the flute,
neSjarilyThe'test
or^th* S,rongest bu‘ tl,ey are n0t
lishers of high class books. This should exist in a
which was a fashionable instrument in his day He
our mne/ 1 jS: .or the most permanent. Among
very high form in the Music Publishing enterprises
was the first publisher of several of Haydn’s, Mozart’s
The music publisher has a mission as well as a com¬
and Beethoven’s works.
Thefr £?*
£
mercial problem. When this mission is once lost the
Kunkel Brothers, the well-known St. Louis firm of
reason for the existence of the firm becomes a purely
£eour'r£edV
"mo0re ‘and morfapSem
publishers, was started by two brothers, both of whom
selhsh one and many firms once successful because of
were regarded as accomplished pianists and musicians.
hJn J' , , Ce'e';rat?d Publishing firms that have
been founded and developed by practical musicians is
very noteworthy. This is, of course, in no sense a

contributor7"

Leduc’s publishing business was undertaken and
successfully carried on by his son, who was one of the
most successful piano teachers in Paris. At his decease,
his widow, the daughter of the composer Ravina, and
herself a highly accomplished musician, continued the
business.
Lemoine was a guitar player, and also played
viola in a theater orchestra, at the time he made a
start as a publisher.

™k?n’rSU1t °f a" ‘deal haVe reverted to mere money¬
making enterprises, waned and disappeared. The fact
that so many musicians and music lovers have made
permanent names for themselves in the music publishing
fdTtW "
"y d0CS n0t add any testimo"y to the
nth p f ™f,crs are P00r business men. On the

ai Tetrst 5 ex;

b«Ln«SrCked bef0re their f0Unde^deals

even form •>
you are in

foUowi**> h <> well-knovm

surface. So do not condemn a piece, or
un. .vorab,e opinion regarding it until

studied it fa,thfuiT,0nTKO d° SO’ ’•
until you haVt
good in itself
,TlC teacher knows what is really
have confidence enZuh /h/* f°T *he PUpl1 U T
what he assitmc °Ugb l,n hlm t0 stud>' with him, take
not like amf” VOtI j,tb e<,uaI confidence. You may
Piece chosen fn
"° nb,i^"™ to like every
to get below
Z But first of a11 ^udy it, try
later delight you. SUrface’ U ma>' surprise you-and
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The Teachers’ Round Table
Conducted by N. J. COREY
This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to "Horn to Teach,” “fVhat to Teafh,” etc., and not technical problems pertaining to
Musical Theory, History, etc., all of which properly belong to the Musical Questions Answered department. Full name and address must accompany all inquiries.
Music and the Ministry
"I would appreciate your advice on what to teach
an organ pupil of high school age who will study
theology In another year. The pupil now plays In
the third grade. I understand hie course will in¬
clude pipe organ and piano, and I would like to give
him the beet preparation possible.”—N. A.
A prospective organ student should in the beginning
make as thorough a study of the piano as possible.
Indeed it is a very great drawback not to have this
training. The finger action on both instruments is
identical, modern organ demanding a good deal of vir¬
tuosity. It is true there are certain modifications and
special uses on each instrument that do not apply
mutually, but this doe; not affect the similarity of the
for your pupil to do is to become as facile upon the
fundamental basis of action. Therefore, the best thing
keyboard as possible before going to the seminary.
The better control of his playing apparatus he has, the
better command of the keyboard, the greater ability to
read simple music at sight, the more quickly will he
take up the course of study laid out at the school. If
he goes to the school in one year where a course of
study is laid out, his music teachers there will be more
grateful for this thorough preliminary preparation than
anything else. It will cover his elementary organ work,
and enable him to enter at once upon the course that
is arranged. In such an institution the most annoying
thing to the teacher is getting the pupil ready to begin
the special course of study. Where totally unprepared
they often have to spend a large portion of their time
before leaving the school to get ready to begin the
music course. Therefore make as good a player out
of your student as possible. As his music will be sub¬
sidiary to his theological work, do not insist upon too
many etudes. The Standard Graded Course will be
excellent Train him to be a good sight reader, for
this will stand him in good stead. • To be able to grasp
the printed musical page in phrases, instead of note by
note as a child spells out words letter by letter, whidi
h the manner in which many good players read their
music, will help him immensely. The organ teacher
at the school will be grateful for a pupil prepared in
this way, and will be able to put him at work at once
on the course of study for the organ. You would better make as good a player of him as possible in your
limited time, and let what organ work you do be of a
general nature.
“I have several piano pupils, also a violin pupil,
whose hand* perspire very freely. Kindly advise
me what might be good fo use In such cases. —
Tell them to be thankful they do not belong to that
class whose bands become cold and of the flexibility of
icicles at the approach of the slightest nervousness.
When they are inspired with the desire to thrill their
hearers with the brilliancy of their execution, their
hands literally become “icy mitts,” their technic flutters
and hesitates, they play with feeling for the keys but
not for the music, and eventually retreat in embar¬
rassed chagrin. They have told me that they felt
like falling on their knees and praying to Heaven that
their hands might perspire like those of some of their
friends. That they at least could play with abundant
flexibility and ease in their fingers, and that a moist
key was less of an obstacle than icy marble. I have
known musicians who have had to give up public play¬
ing because of this deadly chill, but never of one
who had to stop because of the excessive heat The
player with perspiring hands can momentarily use a
handkerchief, but the more the cold hand tries to
find relief the worse it gets.
Perspiration is also often caused by nervousness, and
the only cure in this is to cultivate a feeling of ease
when before the public. From the standpoint of a
medicament tell them to put a few drops of ammonia
in the water in which they wash their hands. This
may afford considerable relief if persisted in, and it is a
simple enough remedy not to be very troublesome.

Cramer and Czemy
ju please give me 1a list of the moat
“1. Will you
used
numbers of the Cramer Belt
Seleoted Studies r
_1
““
m t studies
is of Cz*—-“2._Which
Czerny’s
1. This is a difficult question to answer, for the reason
that all experienced teachers have their own ideas as
to which of the Cramer Etudes to onit; also as to the
order in which they should be used. This depends alto-'
gether upon the ability and individuality of each pupil.
Some pupils, for example, are not so well prepared to
take up the double note etudes, although fully' equal
to the other work. In such cases the double note studies
should be introduced in a different order. The majority
of the studies are used by most teachers, omitting
some near the end of the volume as being rather
redundant. Experience can only teach you in these
matters, as there can be no general rule for the guidance
of all pupils of various talent
2. Practically the same may be said of Czerny, the
majority of them being used. Meanwhile, Emil Liebling most effectively solved the Czerny problem when
he selected from various Czerny collections the best
studies, and arranged them in progressive order. You
will do well to use the Czemy-Liebling selection, and
compare his order and the ones used from your Op.
299, and perhaps be able to discover why certain others
were substituted for some you know well. A com¬
parative investigation of this kind is a good thing for
any teacher.
Five Points
“1. Please tell me when and In what manner tbs
hands should be raised In playing the piano. Should
they ever rest In the lap?
' 2. Please give a simple way to count out a hold.
“3. What Is the Anger elastic touch?
"4. What grade Is Barcarolle Venitienne, by Go¬
dard?”—H. £.
1. The hands should be raised at rests with «n upward
movement of the forearm, the hands hanging loosely
and relaxed, and ready to assume cortut position the
moment they drop back to the keyboard. The hands
should be raised also at the end of phrases, at certain
staccato notes, and after heavy chords. In this connec¬
tion you could study the various kinds of touch as
taught by Mason in Touch and Technic. They should
never rest in the lap, although one may do so occa¬
sionally if the other has a long passage alone.
2. A hold should never be counted out The length
of time it should be held is a matter of taste and
judgment. See Proper Use of the Fermata (Etui* for
February, 1914, page 94.)
3. With the hand and fingers lying flat on the keys,
the finger is quickly pulled in and under the hands in
the act of closing it up, and strikes the key during the
act of sweeping across it. This is explained in detail
in Mason’s Touch and Technic. In practical work I
have found that pupils need a good deal of drjll before
they grasp the idea thoroughly. It is difficult to make
it understood by the written word.
4. The Venitienne is about the sixth grade.
Phlegmatic
"Please tell me what to do with a very phlegnatlc pupil. Her progress is so slow. She Is faith'ul and anxious to learn.”—K. T.
When I was in college the question used to be raised
in the Moral Philosophy class, “Can a mean and
stingy man become a Christian in view of New Testa¬
ment teaching?” The president used to argue, in
response, that a man could not go higher than the light
Providence had given him, and, therefore, such a man
could be a Christian, but he could never be anything
but a mean and stingy Christian. My observation has
been that the same applies to phlegmatic people trying
to play the piano. They are never anything but phleg¬
matic players, and I have heard public performers who
came dangerously near that class. In severe cases the
trouble ij usually physical, and the cure for the trouble

should have been attempted several generations bade
Phlegmatic is often only a polite term for laziness,
which also is generally physical, only phlegmatic peo¬
ple get some sympathy while lazy ones do not I can
give you no specific advice in toe case you mention.
Speed her up in her scales and exercises. Keep prod¬
ding her along for more life and velocity. Make her
play with lots of accent which is the one thing a phleg¬
matic player hates above everything els?. Give her
very lively pieces, simple enough so she can learn them
almost toe first time over, and make her play them with
a lot of “get-up-and-get” If possible, get her to take
an interest in physical sports and having a lively time
generally. She may, therefore, be induced gradually to
wake up to the “Hurrah” side of life, even in these war
times. People are phlegmatic because the blood does
not drculate.
On toe other hand I have heard players whose every
phrase seemed to be surcharged with electridity, buoy¬
ant, physical life radiated from every measure, their
music filled one with the joy of living; and yet when
you would shake hands with any of them yOu felt as if
taking hold of a cold, clammy spectre, the so-called
“dead fish,” toe man described by Heine who reached in
his pocket and pulled out a handful of earth-worms
every time you met him. Only music galvanized them
into life. 'When they played they become living electric
batteries. Perhaps your pupil will wake up.
"Stock” Exerdses
Have yon ever found that the dally practice of
flve-dneer exercise* brought on clumelne** of the
Angers? For the la«t month or two I have practiced
dally exercize* like the following:

and etnpld.

It the trouble caused k

“Stock” exerdses, that .is, exerdses in which certain
fingers are to all intents SHd purposes placed in “stocks,”
while toe others attempt to act, should be used with a
great deal of discretion, or toe results you mention are
sure to follow. Some teachers object to them; others
have good results from their use. No pupil should
practice them except under toe supervision of a
teacher who understands finger and hand conditions.
If properly employed much may be accomplished In
toe way of finger independence of action. The first
requisite is to learn to move each finger singly without
stiffness in any part of toe hand. The hand should be
laid on the table, in playing position, or on keys with¬
out depressing them. Then begin with toe second
finger and raise it slowly up and down until it can
be done with toe utmost feeling of ease throughout
toe hand. This can be easily accomplished with toe
second finger. More difficulty will be experienced with
toe third, and still more with toe fourth, and toe fifth
will be easier again. Then the keys may be depressed
and the exercise repeated. Very, very slow must be the
action until comfort is attained. Very few seem to
have any conception of what 4s meant by slow. Slow
enough at first $0 you could count eight while the
finger is rising. Increase toe speed from this point
When this is conquered go on to such exercises as you
have written above. Never try to raise the fourth
finger very high. In actual work it is often better to
let toe little finger act with it, rather than strain to«
muscles. To endeavor to practice these stock exercises
by main force, as many students do, is absolutely ruin¬
ous to toe muscular mechanism of the hand. Incalcul¬
able injury may be done by their injudicious use. No
exercises need toe constant and eagle eye of toe
her
so constantly, and many teachers do not seem to snow
when they are being abused.
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How Many Do You Know?
Here is an idea worked up at the Newtown High
School by the musical director of the school, C. Irving
Valentine. There are forty-seven Newtowns and New¬
tons with variations in the United States,—but the
particular Newtown which has developed this idea is
one of the environs of New York City and is located in
Long Island.
Newtown High School is one of the high schools in
greater New York, and comes under the regular system.
. The idea is to give a list of one hundred composi¬
tions to be played in part or in whole at a public con¬
cert The auditors are given slips of paper and are
told to write down the names of those they can iden¬
tify when they hear them played. Professional musi¬
cians, choirmasters, organists, etc., were debarred. One
count was given for each correct title written down.
Two counts were given when the right name of the
composer accompanied the title. (No count was given
for the name of the composer without the title.) The
list was published in advance and several prizes rang¬
ing from $15.00 down were offered.
In preparing for the contest Mr. Valentine resorted
to many means which he himself has reported to us
upon request in the following:
“First I organized the private music teachers, who
made a selection of the hundred pieces. Then we had
the best talent procurable come to the school during
lunch hours annd play and sing for the pupils, also using
the player-piano and Victrola. The teachers used the
list in teaching and making out programs, the organists
in the churches and the pianists in the moving picture
houses cooperated in making the general public familiar
with these hundred. Then the evening of contest we
had twenty-five played and sung. My idea was not
just that evening’s entertainment, but to have people
try to listen intelligently.”
Such a plan should be an immense stimulus to musi¬
cal interest in any community. By that we
even
the smallest circles, such as a teacher draws around
herself in her own studio. The list might even be cut
to twenty-five pieces and the prize might be a piece of
music or a book.
Here is the list given to the audience at Newtown.
How many of them could you identify with the
of the composer if you heard some measure played?
J- William Tell Overture.
Rossini
2. Minuet in G...
.Beethoven
8. Humoresque .
Dvorak
6. Fifth Symphony.
Hallelujah Chore*.

Beethoven
Handel

71.
72.
78.
74.
75.

78.
77.
7a
70.
80.
81.
82.
8a
84.
85.
88.
87.
88.
80.
00.

My Heart at Thy Sweet Vok* (Samson and.
_
Polish Dance...Scharwenha
Valse in D flat (Minute Walt*).
Rustle of Spring.Binding
Blegie ...........Massenet

Prologue of II Pagliacd..DeonaivaUo
Funeral March .Chopin
Funeral March .
Beetixoraa
Funeral March in C major......_.........Handel
Wedding March (Midsummer Night’s Dream)
Mendelssohn
Carmena.......H. Lane Wilson
Bridal Chorus (Rose Malden).Cowen
The Palms.
.Faure
O Divine Redeemer I.... .Gounod
Sapphic Ode.
.Brahma
The Lost Chord.
Sullivan
Old Folks at Home.
Foster
Sonata in A majors. ....„ Mozart
Good-night, Beloved.
Plnsuti
Hark 1 Hut I the Lark!...Schubert

08. The Butterfly.
.Grieg
22* 5?®
Oaken Bucket...Woodworth
08. Llebesfreud . .
.Kriesler

This is possibly one of the very best ways of “assay¬
ing” the musical interest of your neighbors.
In Newtown there were the following results:
Number of contestants, 250.
5 gave entire list complete with each composer.
15 gave 95 per cent of list with composers.
40 gave 90 per cent of list with composers.
.5? ^ve ® Per cent* °f Kst with composers.
100 gave over 75 per cent of list with composers,
lo gave over 50 per cent of list with composers.
" ?aiTe.07er 25 P" cent of list With composers.
2 fell below 10 per cent of list with composers.

Helpful Hand Hints
By L. E. Eubanks
Therb is much to be learned about die hands. All
.trai“nS
them pay hand‘®chmqne Is a »reat annoyance to all
■3d 40 many playera ,onff P^t their novi¬
tiate. Questions on touch deluge every instructor* it
seems that some must grope long for the correct way.
BI“erX ** not 8? much a matter of blows as of
pressure^ but It requires more strength of the hand
to use the pressure method. The beginner's hands tire,
he »
^regularly, at varying height
and angles. Only m the production of special effects is
a vep' high finger stroke ever necessary. Clumsy striktips

h* 0ft6n Panful—th7 finger

a&feSiyi n^tv.v”.:v.v.v.v.v.v:v.vMa®
15. Thais Meditation.. .
.
....!
**!!
do°°
1:
j:
Bo.h
W.
28.
28.
80.
81.
82.
IS.
84.

.Bct.c*u!?-. :::::::::::::::::::::
:
Cavatina8tai
^TalmllanBer)• .......Warner
Cavatina
.
Barcarolle (Tales of Hoffman).
Liebestraum .... .
Moonlight Sonata......
.Beethoven
Hungarian Rhapsody No. 1..........Liszt
The Last Rose of gammer...Flotow
Annie Lanrle...Lady Jane Scott
Soldiers; March (Fanat).........7. ...^. .“loaded
Witches5 Dance......MacDoweU

5* Hungarian Dance No. 5....Brahms
?•
Yo2T
(Elijah)..Mendelssohn
J- With Verdure Clad (Creation)................. Haydn
18. Anitra’s Dance.
oJie®
!9. Toreador Chorus (Carmen)...,.Bizet

8.
8.
9.
0.
1.
2.

Midsummer Night, Overture...Mendelssohn
The Erlkonig..
HstmTKS
Kathleen Mavouraeen..... .7.,. .7.7.7.*.*.Y.Y.TCramlh
Bandinage , „...
Herbert
Toccata and Fugue In D minor.... .’.V..7.7.".. .Bach
Then You’ll Remember Me... .Balfe

5.
f.
8.j»'
l’
!•
,*
•
I;

Holyl.. .7.. .7 7.. . ..DvSs

Just
A-wearvin’ tnr Ton_
__E.
JMt,Yin.'...
"..1S&3
2
n ^*e tord.Mendelssohn
lelssohn
hSii^I tsrdwB i?i‘,afnLof Hlj Own.Mendelssohn
Sal_L°t the Mountain King.
®rie«
^ 8 V*uneral March..................Wagner
£.!%, So”* (Meisterainger).
Wagner
Symphony...„...H^ta

!■

(Madame Butterfly)..,^Kec53

-:-Bg

1' ^SS2ti?Tert'lre'.Hereld

fingeI8 l?veJbeen of various conformation.
W 8hould not be allowed to tilt
Ith6 bttle Anger, as this has a tendency

gD22 tea5hers recommend raising slightly
Ii”Ie^af!r 8lde.of *e band and lowering slightly
the thumb side of the wrist, in order to obtain freer
action, for the third and fourth fingers.

Benefits Derived from Summer
Music Study
By Arthur Schuckal
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H. HOPKINS, Op. 60

A modern Song Without Words with a fine climax; by a successful American player and teacher. Grade IV^

Aniante

espressivo M.M. J=72

(The author of this article, a frequent eontnbot
to The Etude, died recently. He was an active teari,!!
in New Haven.)
My experience in Summer Music Study case to at
in an unusual but certain and practical fashion, alow
the shore resorts in Connecticut
Many visitors from a distance, Wisconsin, 1^.
and Kansas, brought their children to me for
struction during the vacation montha. At fint i
thought the time too short and the opportunity too
brief, to accomplish anything. But I proved to ziy o*,
satisfaction and the satisfaction of the parents that the
experiment was a success. It gave new interest to
music study, put new life into the practice and t!»
effect was felt through the entire year. My
grew larger each year and my summer -caching loon
became a feature of my work.
The benefits to the child are many.
L The temporary change of teachers puts the teaching matter in a new light
II. It makes certain that the work already done it
thorough, that nothing has been omitted
m. Important detais, which may have been over¬
looked, are discovered and attendee to,
IV. There is the stimulating inbuence of a new per¬
sonality.
V. il eii the value of having old ideas stated m
new or merely different ways.
All of these points generate interest and interest alwaya leads to practice. As I have aaid, this is no guess
work, but die result of experience.
The lesson* are given individually or in dasa and
are placed at a price which makes them available b
any ambitious child.

The Same Old Mistake
•Evbyone knows the force of an insistent idea that
will not down. My roommate insisted that he was
strong enough to break his watch rhain Thia idea,
to which he had given attention, seemed to prey upon
Him, and the result of attention to this entirely unnecessary feat of strength was that in a comparatively
abort time the work had been done. The unworthy, or
wrfrtiTvdced Is the ,esitimat« result of the on
worthy of the worthy object of attention.” (Elmer Bar'n F"*domentol Facts for the Teacher.) We
quote thi. here because it throws some light on one of
the most vexatious problem, of the music teacher, viz,
the tendency of some pupils to recur again and again
Same.-error’ a/ter the7 know better. Calling too
r^atten"°n to 4116 orror ^ on]y defeat its own
?™?0£'.rath«r set “ ‘deal pattern of correct perfonn^*oreT **. P?Pjl and encourage him to work
to on
^ ^*1S 18 to° general and you are obliged
£
T?“te Particulara, say (for instance) “here
make toe°#n,^”natUra;” n°‘ "here look 004 n°‘40

8i.haP,Pyvmed;.Um “ ** curvature of the
muispcnsaoies

“*

orrf^,HAM^°tni0Vwho,<i technic i* Powerful comonS^-Jd “dat thev8ame time fadle and delicate,
as two measures, best drop it in the lap, but for shorter
l>^NaturaI> d ^
Shl°rt <?istance above
keyboard
vr^ ^toTth fi reIaxat'on are the foundation of
grace. Drop the fingers on the keys naturallv Keen

?LTst

t Holy!
ftjra
Holy!
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leveI with^e ^ “d

t

itiffS

T^sing of the arms and hands is utterly ruinous to
technic on any instrument. Change of th#» wnV.
position in accordance with the location of thTkevs
bStiiiMPreVent fat,gUe a“d teaseness- Elasticity is^e

Plaring th„r
SCALES’
ARPEGGIOS

eMen4iaJs 01
\
1

srx?HsETHI“7

10

K5
\PLAYED

“Touch” refers more to dynamic result than

^-suaraffsia1
as
«?***
£ SSlh"

a,
,2,™
andlarge chords, the students requires but little “span
nmg” exercise. Octave playing, with sue*
as Poldiui, Japanese Study, Opus 27 No 2 (SchuW
edition); MacDowell, cLm
Sternberg, Concert Etude, Opus 111 wiH
the same result more nitu^lly. L plh^ ^^
safely. There is nothing better than a thorourfi obve
oil massage of the hands as a preparati<£C
larly strenuous playing.
p rucu

anT°rantfifvtIe ^ v° 411686
with exactness, easi
ment in ln^ ^ ^7 40 have 4116 experience and judg
allv fn ^cnowin8' when and how to apply them artistic
Se art
”ake,S U-P 4116 sum and ^stance of aD o:
XrasL i^”? P’aying.-save the use of the pedals
will aofJ^f polyPhonic problems. Most piano teacher!
forV^ •manimous,y with Mr. Hambonrg. There
Smpltte
p6r?od 8hould ^ considered
of the oerin^?1 .t?6 Wlse administration of some par
Se‘J" “refa1’ eoocentrated exercise oi
blmds a°d mmd in these technical indispensable*.
th^LXt mU V°- 1,386 thdr art on the law* ol
sorgs^
00 ^ needs of tbe future.”—Mous-
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david dick slater

^^

A imposing martial number of the processional or grand march type. Play it in the orchestral manner. Grade IV.
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SECONDO

THEME

THEME
from “RIDE OF THE VALKYRIES
SECONDO
A fragment from one of the most famous descriptive pieces in all musical literature.

Allegro vivace

THE ETUDE

PRIMO

from “RIDE OF THE VALKYRIES’
RICHARD WAGNER
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RHAPSODY MARCH
fro?™5ARIAN RHAPSODY No.2”

E LISZT.

convenient form Tor general use. The four-part arrangement of this'
The celebrated maroA-galop from Rhapsody No.2, arranged in compact and
same excerpt has proven a great favorite. Grade IV.
I NTRO.Vivace M. M.
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Tvtfpnational

PARADE MARCH

A splendid ^
Tpmwi di Marcia

? “* *“*- ^
--—'

I

TRIO

# From here go back to 8 and play to Fine; then play Trio.
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JACKBY
THE SAILOR BOY DOLL

CONSTANTIN STERNBERG,

Op.ll6,No,2

No.2, from . unique sot of character pieces,/>o«r'by tho well-known oono.r. pianist and t.ach.r, Constantin Sternberg. Of r.,1 mu,i„l
and educational value, apart from their novelty.
THE POETIC IDEA
The place embraces the two principal moods of a sailor boy,thetwo

I

, .

“•
heart that expresses in the dance: and-every once in a while-

the

'

,

oVmflss’of w«Wr. "hes/tsra'moocUshMfd’KbmSJJj,

^mn.s.

o, the dance and the langourof long

ing.

THE TECHNIC
la the Allegro parts the left hand should maintain a sharp st.ce- . singing tone, while the left hand may be -J^itoPffl-snpp.md
ato (unless otherii.e stated,as In the second half of m.ueur.8 and
pedalling. As to the method of using .he pedal judiciously,
in measure 20) the eighths should have the. short sound of sixteenth
of your own ear and o
P
P
K •
notes. In the Andante part the right hand should play with a round, '
NOTICE
When playing the piece for friends or in public, the player may . enough to allow all the words to be well pronounced during
speak the words that are printed and supposedly spoken to the doll.
sounding of the chords.
The chords connecting the various parts should be played slowly I

*1

the

Allegro giojoso
Jackey,let’s have a regular sailors’dance!. What do you call it? Hornpipe? All right!

m

/"\

4

2

i. p

— 2

Now, Jackey, sing the song you sing when, far
away from home, the song of home and mother:

Andante

Copyright 1918 by Theo. Presser
Britiih Copyright *eeurd
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MENUETTO

Arr.by M.Greenwald
Oriffinallv in R rninm* thin

ninooin .>c

—a Krr

.28

F. SCHUBERT,Op
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GIRL SCOUTS

LESLIE W. ABBOTT

MARCH

Spirited, rhythmic and easy to play. Grade II.

Tempo di Marcia (Vivace)m.m.J=108.
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A MEADOW LARK

Copyright 1918 by Theo.Presser Co.

FAIRIES EVERYWHERE

From the attractive set, Pictures from Fairyland.
Play like a nocturne or reverie. Grade II.

Copyright 1917 by Theo.Presser Co.

Fairies
Fairies
Fairies
Fairies

in the meadow,
in the air,
in the deep sea
everywhere.
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GEO.L.™Ng

A u.eM easy teaehittg piece, which ra.y he either played or s„„g, or both together. Pretty and ■««“'«'
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SOLACE

SIBLEY G.PEASE
Transcription by Sol Marcosson

Originally for the organ,this charming number, as arranged by Mr. Marcosson, will be found unusually effective on the violin, if played in
broad singing style.
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WONDERIN’

ATrrTT

MARCHE BRILLANTE

Swell: Full except reeds

IVIilllV J.X X^k
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WH.NEIDLfflG^R

The latest number in the very successful series of Southern J)ia\ct Songs by Mr. Neidlinger.This number is a serious and artistic effort.

'

Larghetto r

Great: Dulciana, Doppel FI.,FI. Harm.

C. HAROLD LOWDEN

Ped. Bourdon 16'
Couplers: Sw. to Gt.,Sw. to Ped.,Gt. to Ped.
An effectivepostlude,_easy to play
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The opinion of everybody

By Dr. Leonard Keene Hirshberg

THE ETUDE

DREAMLAND ROAD

MARIAN CORYELL

WILLIAM BOGER
A dainty new encore or recital song by a talented and promising young American pianist and composer.
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The parchment which separates the
inner from the outer ear is not only
finer than the real sheepskin of a fine
kettle drum, it is also attached to a small
muscle, which, when needed, tightens
up to deaden loud noises when they strain
the membrane. Furthermore, the ear¬
drum is stretched unevenly across the
opening in order to receive and trans¬
mit accurately to the chain of bones be¬
hind it, air movements from 30 to 40,000
per second. In the inner wall of the
middle ear are two small drums. One
is across an oval opening, into which the
stirrup-shaped bone fits.
The other
stretches across a round opening.
Just behind these two little drums lies
the third or internal ear, shaped like a
conch or periwinkle shell. Its broad end
lies against the two openings, Instead
of one spiral canal it has two, one of
which lies behind each of the small
drums.
Just behind the oval aperture lie also
(like two pretzels) the three semicircular
canals. It is the fluid in the arms of
these “pretzels” which make for your
stability. They are created on the prin¬
ciple of a carpenter’s spirit levels, one
fore to aft, one flat, and the third right
to left. By them you feel “fine,” “up¬
right,” "dizzy,” “head going around” and
“top-heavy.” The semicircular canals tell
you where to shift your “center of
gravity.”
The inner ear is a Pandora’s box of
marvels. Round and round the double,
conch-like spirals, resting on the fine
membrane, which divides them, are some¬
thing over 3000 little knob-tipped rods.
They are graduated in size just like
the hammers for the strings of a piano.
Each rests in a hollow pad made for it.
A fluid surrounds them and communi¬
cated air movements—sound vibrates—
to the appropriate rod.
The membrane upon which these rest
is said to consist of an almost infinite

number of strings, which become pro¬
gressively shorter and shorter as they
reach the point or apex of the conchshell. By means of this piano-like ap¬
paratus, sounds are carried to the rest
of your “person” by way of little nerves,
which come from the strings and are
sorted out in the central switchway, to
wit, the brain.
If an orchestra plays a symphony you
will only appreciate it if in childhood
and youth enough hammers and strings
of the inner ear have been made pliable
enough to ensnare and vibrate with
“every little movement” of the selection.
These sounds are transmitted by the
outer ear through the drum to the three
bones across the middle ear to the oval
drum and to the round inner drum. The
semicircular canals will make you turn
your head in the direction of the music
and balance your poise while the vesti¬
bule, with its .vibrating hammers and
strings will help your personal self to
begin to appreciate the composition
played.
A large nerve, as thick as a thread of
English wool, forms the link of the
three ears on the right side—and the
left side also—with the general round¬
house, the brain, which is the shifting
and sifting centre of all sensations, per¬
ceptions and memories. Just as there is
a real distinction between looking and
seeing, so there is one between listening
and hearing. A person who merely sees
a thing may have no clear account of
what he sees. His personality and mental
self has not received it. Consciously and
attentively he was blind. His gaze has
been checked while in a “brown study.”
When he really looks at a thing his ego
takes in the eye-messages fully. Simi¬
larly, you may hear a great deal with
your ears, but you can only listen with
all your fabric and tissues attuned to the
rhythm of the sounds which enter the
ear.
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“It’s the Greatest Patriotic Song of the Day’

THE AMERICANS COME!
SONG BY

FAY FOSTER

Price .60
Medium or low, F

High, Ab

High, 1

Military band and orchestral parts in F, Ab
and Bb, are obtainable from the publishers.
Order copies at once from your regular dealer or address

J. FISCHER & BRO.

0?storHplace^ A”° E‘GHTn^TyRoErk

FIFTH {NEW) EDITION. GREATLY ENLARGED

Great Pianists on Pianoforte Playing
By James Francis Cooke.

Price, $2.00

An incomparable work for summer home study
Suppose you could attend a lecture course at which alj of the fol¬
lowing world-famous pianistic authorities were to lecture?
Wouldn’t that course be worth infinitely more than $2.00 to you ?
BACHAUS
GOODSON
LHEVINNE
SAMAROFF
BAUER
GRAINGER
BUSONI
HAMBOURG
SCHELLING
CARRENO
HOFMANN
STOJOWSKI
PAUER
GABRILOWITSCH
HUTCHESON
RACHMANINOFF
ZEISLER
GANZ
JONAS
REISENAUER
CODOWSKY
LAMBERT
In Great Pianists on Piano Playing (a 419-page collection of personal
conferences on practical piano study) you virtually have such lectures
complete with all the notes, notation examples, portraits and biographies
of the master pianists, etc. Handsomely bound in cloth stamped in gold.
Sent anywhere on receipt of $2.00. A fine addition to any music room.

THEO. PRESSER CO.

::

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

AN IMMEDIATE SUCCESS

HARMONY BOOK FOR BEGINNERS
By PRESTON WARE OREM
Price $1.00
Brief, Simple, Vital, Practical, New and Distinctive

ADMIRABLE FOR SELF-HELP
Read this letter from John Philip Sousa, Famous Composer and Conductor:
The system adopted in your Harmony Bnok is admirably adapted for the student who
requires an instruction book that is “ as plain as a pike.” The text is so lucid that he “ who
runs may read ”—a decided virtue in any text book.
I congratulate you on your work and commend it to the student of harmony.
THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

By W. F. Gates
A successful employer of many men
gave as one of the reasons for his seem¬
ing skill in finding the right man for the
job, “I find out what a man does with his
spare time.”
Notice that he didn't appraise the care
or the skill with which the man carried
on his regular work. We may well im¬
agine that the man whose leisure hours
were filled with cards, beer, cheap pic¬
ture-shows and yellow novels had small
show with that employer. We equally
may guess that the man whose spare time
was spent in the night school or the pub¬
lic library or quiet home society was
given an extra chance to make good at
the works.
There is a thought in this for the music
student. Not so much for the casuals,
perhaps—I have a friend who calls them
the casualties—but for those who are pre¬
paring for the profession, the question is
pertinent. What are you doing with your
spare time?
A certain amount of your day is given
to theory, piano, violin, voice. By prac¬
ticing your allotted time you may become
able to go as far as your talent, natural
equipment and good sense will take you.
But with only the ability to perform, you
will he regarded as one of those known
as “only a musician.”
Music is strongly tied up in its develop¬

ment with many related subjects. The
more you supply yourself with knowledge
on these subjects, the more they will re¬
flect power and understanding to your
musical life. You have two or three
hours a day unoccupied w;*h study or
necessary out-door exercise. What are
you doing with them?
If you have mastered your own lan¬
guage, why not study another? Don’t
think you have mastered your own if it
is only as far as the grammar schools
take you. Study English rhetoric and
English authors first. Then take up
French, which, with English, will become
more and more the language of the world.
If you have not studied the history of
the countries in which music came to its
fullest development, you will not be able
to correlate the history of music (which,
of course, you are studying?) with that
of the time of which the music was an
expression. Get hold of Ridpath, or
some other lucid and interesting historian.
History is something other than old Greek
and Roman dates; it is to get in touch
with the people of the various epochs—
there is the real history.
Spare some time,, later, for psychology,
for pedagogical study, for a resume of the
arts. All this study is not far afield from
your specialty—it is simply adding essen¬
tial stones to your own foundation in
your chosen art.

GIVE YOUR PUPILS

A THREE-MONTHS’ SUMMER
SUBSCRIPTION TO The Etude
It will keep their interest alive during the months when you are not otherwise in
touch with them, by putting into their hands more than fifty pieces of music for
Summer playing, besides many interesting articles.

ANY THREE ISSUES FOR 25 CENTS
This trial subscription offer has proved to be a good investment for teachers in
years past. It will be of equal value NOW.
We’ll send you, on request, a supply of special three-months’ subscription coupons
for distribution.
Those having accounts with Theo. Presses Co. may have the subscriptions charged

THE ETUDE

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

OCTAVI A HUDSON’S HOME NORMAL COURSE—MUSICAL
KINDERGARTEN—Primary—Materials. Children from four to ten years old.
The Only Normal Course You Can Study In rour Own Home Without Personal Instruction or Correspond¬
ence. Adaptable to Any 8ystem of Instruction. Now Being Used by Teachers in all Parts ol Ihe United States
Full Course Sent upon Receipt of Order—Monthly Terms.
™
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“The Human Voice is Really the Foundation of A

The Schomacker—Style

The Intelligent Study of the Head Voice
By Karleton Hackett
[Mr. Karleton Hackett, editor of the Voice Department of The Etude
of
most successful Critics and Voice Teachers oj L,
&
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r
the middle register to the UPP

*e
are pure in quality and produced with
IL I thlt the singer feels sure of them
and’they give pleasure to the listeners,
there are nineteen who realize that something iss not
not right-and
right—and so do those who
hear them.
ir the upper tones is 1mThis need for
pressed upon all singers in the most
practical manner, since they find that
everything they wish to sing, everything
of importance in vocal literature, makes
demands on the upper voice. So, unless
the singer has a good upper range, he is
hopelessly handcapped m the race for
vocal honors.
Limitless nfallifile Methods
Hence the limitless n“mbero f>nf alhbe
“methods,
scientific, empinca1,
oid
Italian” and brand-new American, witn a
“new one based ona revolutionary mscovery appearing about onceeacfi mon .
Yet still the ceaseless processio
dents tramps from one studio o
^
in the search of the man wi
who will make; °ver e upp
,y a mere
Caruso or Ga 1_ urci 1 e
^ This
turn of
e wri ,
ret has
search for the^ma^^ generations and
^ let
while this miracle-worker has
,
,
,
„
pertain facts about
been found, the
iearned if the teacher
the voice that.—■■ •
knows his profession and the pupil
willing to take pains enough.
Almost every young singer begins r
sing in the middle part of his voice. This
is where the tone comes most naturally,
and if the young singer has a good voice
s_
and instinct for singing he quickly gets
that &the
the middle voice adjusted so that
the
tnne pomes with ease and is of pleasing
Quality Unless the singer has a good
natural" eqdpment, a voice of agreeable
ouahty and feeling for music, there is
small^use in bothering about the matter,

tones coming forth with no sense of effort and with a quality that all your
friends like. Putting aside ah theories,
for the moment, just ask yourself if this
is not so?
As you go up the scale, no matter what
kind 01
of aa voice
voice you
have, there will come
Kma
you nuve,
-a place where the voice begins to change,
It begins to sound Afferent and to feel
different. The quality becomes fighter,
the tone smaller, so that it does not seem
to balance the lower part A so ‘t■ s“; g
to go higher ’nfo t|e.h p' . n
I
depth and JoMi y.
ber^f older ones, immediately think that
|mething has gone wrong, that these
Qf change in the quality and
^ f
of the tone ought not to ex^ ^^
^ prevgnt these changes
^ ^ ^ ^ quaHty of the tone and
^ fppt;ng of it precisely the same as it
was jn the middle tones—and thus begins
the stnlggie against nature, the effort to
prevent the vocal organs from functionmg as nature intended, which is the
root of all the trouble with the upper
tones.
A ‘•hnnerp takes nlace in the human
voice, whether it be soprano or bass, as
it goes from the middle notes to the
upper. This is absolutely sure. Every
young singer seeks to prevent this change
from taking place, which is the reason for
all the troubles with the upper v<

There have been instances of men and
women with poor natural voices who have
developed into famous ^o fel to affect
■xtraordmary cases
a^_
he sum total.
the voice for their
ally gifted may study the voi« for thar
m satisfaction and receive great please from their labors, but they will hardly
.
. U‘Y‘‘
YTnoInsr before the
(go far m the ar
g
PUTh*rPfnre it must be taken for granted
that the young student has a good natural
voice - and in all the fundamentals of
vo ce ’ Y ..
. crpnpral rules of tone
tonei production the generalf™les,of
for the male
production
““T
Z' fp'male Also in apand for the female. Also^m^
proaching the upper tones
must
something to work with, so again
be taken for granted that the young stu¬
dent not only has a good voice but also
has the middle register pretty well ad* Whether you are a soprano, mezzosoprano or contralto, tenor, baritone or

tone

s been o t of the
Etude.]
and an
All this is, of course, most disconcert.
’
f ;nK an(j convinces the student that
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GRAND
The exquisite sweetness of its tone exalts
the heart of the listener to a higher
plane, and yields a vision of the glorious
ideals that animated the great composers
SCHOMACKER PIANO CO.
Ettablithed 1838
PHILADELPHIA
PA.
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student
s
scale, he merely are rich and resonant. He ha^
does not arrive at:a
these brilliant upper tones that th^td^
«e‘S StUckffi lt
Pfs back to the begin- audiences and he cannot undent^,
The difficulty g ^ sing ;s a natural there can be any relationship between
“ion Nature put the vocal apparatus weak, characterless tones lie is nla^
funct o .
.
tbe express purpose his upper voice and the tones the urn®
into
human
b for
g
-n
and it
;t is
is me
the artists
artists send
send out.
out. 11
It is
is uiscoucmoj«
disconcmi
VT
„aP,i
singing,
and
of being U
adjust himself to the teacher must have the student a,
task of the
^ it can func- firm grip if he is to Ik brought aiel,
*e laws
intended to have it. But through tins discouraging period, vettes
turn as nature’
does not think the vocal control is at stake.
^cey°his way and it seems that in the
The student is fact to face without!!
majority of cases his first instruc- the laws of acoustics, yet, of course k
fon dles not set him right regarding the does not know it. By tin, law the tubmatter. Almost his earliest impression the pitch the .mailer the tone w:
is that singing is a mysterious something smaller tin- .
quite apart from nature, which he must
f ,he vibration, and hence ihe gmie
leam by artificial means, so that in place thc carrying power. What they -r.-r:
of trusting to his singing instinct he con- dcm mistakes for volume, bulk, is tk
standy distrusts it. This starts him with upper tones of the developed ungcrs
a radically wrong point of view.
retilly intensity of concentration. \Vte
Nature so constructed the human voice ,|)e vuice is freely poised so that the d
tbat beginning about middle C there is a umn 0f ajr can enter thc upper rcwaK
readjustment of the vocal apparatus as it chambers as nature intended to hut i
passes through the next five ascending the intensity of concentration gn« i: 1
semjtones. This is true of all voices, resonance, a carrying power, which •
male and female, the change in these piy docs not exist in the lower 1 ct
nnipc heino- in the unner nart of the male xk;« it,* ,
.t.„l,-ni mistake, : r drregister and the lower part of the female. ness, volume, hulk, weight, and bee
jn tbe male voice it is the passage from lies his error. The upper ti
the middle register to the vital upper have less hulk than the lower toms.!#
tones, and in the female the disturbing thc intensity of concentration gives da
change from the chest register
a resonance that makes them cany hi¬
middle. In the female voice there comes ther and so makes them sound “bigger
another change practically an octave This is thc law of acoustics which *PP^s
Natural Quality
higher, from C to F sharp, where the all through the realm of tone.
Why does the student fall into this voice changes from the middle register
error and what causes this universal mis- to the head tones.
The Speaking Yoke
understanding?
young singer
singer nas
has
understanding. The
ine young
The young students instead of bei
being
There is the same seeming phewa®1
formed his idea of the natural quality of prepared for this change as being i
in thc speaking voice. If yon $e*
his tone from the sound of it in the mid- evjtable by the laws of nature are taught
half a block away to whom yoob«:
die you* where he first learned to know that
such cha
ig improper. Th-y
call where do you pitch yoer «**
it, and both his instinct and h.s first must have an even scale, but they get the
Somewhere in the upper part, of
training tell him that the quality of the impression that this even scale instead of
Why?
Because experience his WP
s
Jhe°“should have being the result of Perfect readjustment you that you can make your tW®1*’
scaleV^He knows that the mid- °f the Yocal apparatus in passing through .
carry farther than the lower. «*
die part of his voice is good, it sounds ^eh^fr
don’t make him hear the first tin* ri
^ ^ ^ ^ -t
produced with ^»nge from taking place. Cause and raisc )<>ur V(>ifc MI„ h:eher. y« ^
ease, and his teacher and those who hear
ect become hopelessly confused and the
attract his attrntKti.
.
^ ^
o{ his voicg student adds one more to the number who nol c'n , a Ihou." unt.l wu »t
him sing say Abates pan of his v
So he gets it fixed in his mind
have had trouble with the upper woJ1 up IZznU the top of yocr«
is go d.
that this is the way he ought to sing, the tonesWhen you “yell at the top of
way his voice ought to sound and to feel,
Getting the Right Idea
consequently when he notices this change
If the student gets the right idea, realboth his instinct and his acquired knowl- izes that a change is to take place and
edge tell him that it is wrong. According -.
prepared to permit it, he notices that ... speaking voice and the »me fw^r,
to his notion there should be no change,
^ ^ tQnes should go on one after going up the scale there comes a place laws apply to both. There tJ »
hut the tones should go on one after where the tone goes higher into the head.
power in the upper part of the *
another up to the extreme limit of his He loses the feeling of depth, the sense
yoice with the same quality and the sarae
voice which does not exist i» **
of support from the body, and the tone
sensations in tone-making—how else is he suddenly appears to grow smaller in vol¬ part, but this is not because of
ness, but because of the intense ^
ever to have an even scale?
ume and thin in quality. He has no con¬ concentration. The studenw
(
This sounds like good sense, the only trol over it, the tone seems to be getting
a big tone from the
difficulty being that nature did not con¬
struct the voice on this plan. There is a mTntthTi l, Knd,he fears
"i- into the higher tone*. ,nstc“ ,, «, js
merit that it will break, while in character
the voice naturally lighten '**** ^
change, the vocal apparatus goes through
tone ol the it can poise itself away °P * ! ^
a definite readjustment in passing from
resonance chambers. Thu eo®**
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Your Music Is Torn!
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Faust School of Tuning
The standard school of America.
Piano, Player-Piano, Pipe and Reed
Organ Courses. Year book free.
OLIVER C. FAUST, Principal.
r-29 Gaintboro St.,
Boston, Mass.
Learn Harmony and Composition

the student theorizes as to how the thing these conditions have been established the
ought to be done instead of surrendering tone will concentrate in the upper re¬
himself to the workings of natural law sonance chambers, giving the sensation of
and finding out by actual experience how vibration in the front of the face and in
it is done. We go altogether too much on the head. The tone seems to be detached
theory, theory as to how the tone ought from the body and to be all in the head
to sound, how it ought to feel, how it while there is a distinct sense of light¬
ought to be poised, rather than by intelli¬ ness and buoyancy. If you have felt this
gent observation of the facts, finding out then you know what it is like—if you
how it acts when we permit it to con¬ have not then something is not as it
form to natural law. Our intentions are should be in your upper register.
always of the best, but nature pays no
When the student has a good voice and
heed to good intentions. You have to
instinctive feeling for singing, it is not
find the law and observe it, or have trou¬
difficult to establish the physical condi¬
ble all your life.
tions which make the pure head tone pos¬
One Cannot Judge of His Own Upper
sible. But the moment the student hears
Tones by Hearing
the quality of the tone his doubts crowd
Curiously enough the ear of the student on him afresh, for it invariably sounds so
is no guide at all in the making of correct different from what he expected. This
tone. This always surprises the student sense of detachment, the absence of bod¬
and is so contrary to his natural expecta¬ ily contact and the lightness of the tone
tion that it is a long time before his in contrast to the full, solid feeling of
actual experience has convinced him that the lower and middle voice are all very
it is a fact. If the student could tell by upsetting to his notions of what a high
his own ear when he was producing his tone ought to be. Then it all depends on
best tones he would not need the services the influence which the teacher has been
of a teacher, and it is because he cannot able to gain over the pupil as to whether
tell for himself when he is making the
or not the thing can be carried through to
right tone that he must put himself under
success.
the instruction of a competent man.
In the practical side of the singing world
But while the student cannot decide
with any certainty regarding the quality the upper tones are essential. Of course,
of his tone he can learn to recognize with the greater part of the actual singing is
certainty where the tone ought to be done in the middle register, but the climax
placed and what it ought to feel like is invariably to be found on the high
when it is properly placed. The sensa¬ notes, and unless the singer can send out
tions produced by a good tone become the phrases-of the climax with tones of
just as definite to anybody who has actu¬ beauty and sustained power he is hope¬
ally experienced them as do any of the lessly handicapped in the race.
There is a brilliance to the upper tones,
other sensations of physical fact. But
they must be actually experienced if the a carrying power and an emotional inten¬
student is to have any real conception of sity not to be obtained in any other part
them. You cannot tell what a sensation of the voice. All composers instinctively
is except by experience. If you have been realize this fact and demand from the
up in an aeroplane you know what it singers the full use of the upper register.
feels like, if you can swim under water There are any number of singers who
you know what this feels like, but if you have excellent voices, feeling for the
have never done either of these things music and interpretative power so that they
you have not the slightest notion of the can sing everything presented to them
sensation. So if you have made a pure with convincing force—save these crucial
tone in the upper voice you know the phrases of the climax. There will always
be some one singer whose natural voice
sensation, and if you have not, then all
and musical equipment was not in any
your theories on the subject do not
way superior to the rest, but who has
amount to anything at all.
learned how to sing the upper notes, and
A pure tone in the upper voice comes this one will invariably distance the
only as the result of having established others.
certain necessary physical conditions in
The Head voice can be mastered by stu¬
the tone-producing apparatus. The breath¬ dents who have good natural voices and
ing machine must be elastic, so that the are willing to take the pains. It is not a
breath will flow in an even, steady col¬ mystery. It depends on the understand¬
umn of air, the throat must be perfectly ing of certain laws of the voice. It takes
free so that the tone-producing muscles time and intelligent work, and it must be
in the larynx can perform their functions learned by those who wish to do anything
without the slightest sense of strain. If of importance in the world of song.
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In the maze of technic through which
the young student must somehow strug¬
gle, he is apt to forget, for a time at
least, the purpose of it all. There is
so much to be learned about voice-plac¬
ing, registers, breathing and the rest of
the mechanical apparatus of tone-produc¬
tion that he hardly finds a moment in
which to think about the practical use for
which he has so labored to acquire this
skill.
Vocal technic is merely the means to
an end—the expression of beauty through
singing. Unless a singer has tempera¬
ment, the sensitiveness to musical im¬
pressions and the desire to express them,
then his technical equipment is pretty
nearly worthless. Imagination, feeling
for poetry, taste, appreciation and recep¬
tivity are the foundation of tempera¬
ment, and these must come from nature.
But before they are of any practical value
they must be developed and trained, since

the power of expression is as much a
technic as the ability to sing an even
scale.
Many students have a misty sort of a
notion that if they have “temperament”
(and each individual fondly flatters him¬
self that he was dowered with this price¬
less gift) this power of expression will
somehow come of itself. Has he not al¬
ways heard that music was a gift, and of
what avail is a gift if he has to labor
to develop it?
So the student struggles on with his
vocal technic and never bothers his head
about his interpretative powers, feeling
that in some mysterious way the thing
will grow of itself, like Topsy, and he
will awake one fine morning to discover
himself a great interpretative artist. The
chances are that this young singer will
be one of those who will wonder why it
is that while he can perform so many
trying technical feats nobody appears to
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care especially to hear him sing, and he
gets mighty few engagements. Also, he
often discovers, to his intense disgust,
that singers with only half his technical
skill please people much more by their
singing and have a constantly lengthen¬
ing list of engagements.
This does not seem fair, so he cannot
help wondering what the reason is. The
reason is usually quite clear; the one
has spent all his energy on vocal technic,
and the other has put in a part of his
time developing his powers of interpreta¬
tion. The one can do technical “stunts”
but cannot, in any proper meaning of the
word, “sing,” while the other at least has
learned to put his skill, such as it is,
to practical purpose.
Remember, that the audience knows lit¬
tle of technic, and cares less, in fact, es¬
pecially in regard to singing, the audience
likes to think it is not a technic at all
but a spontaneous, natural gift. They like
to think that Mme. Galli-Curci never
studied at all but pours forth her marvel¬
lous voice quite as the bird does. We
know better; we know that she paid the
full price for her extraordinary powers,
but the great public does not think so and
does not wish to think so, and it is to the
public that you have to sing.
Your technic gives you the skill to
solve the mechanical problems of music,
but it is only of worth as you use it to
reveal the beauties of the music and the
poetry. The more skill you have and the
better you understand your profession the
less it will appear to your hearers as a
skill, and the more it will give the im¬
pression of being a natural expression of
feeling. If you think that this happens
by chance it means that you have not as
yet penetrated deeply into the secrets of
your art.
It is impossible for you to have too
fine a technical control of your voice,
but it frequently happens that the singer
does not understand dow to put his tech¬
nical skill to good use. He may have
learned how to make good tones, but he
has not learned how to avail himself of
the beauty of his voice to express the
inner meaning of poetry and music. To
“sing” is to express, to feel so deeply the
power and beauty of poetry and music
that he desires to bring it out with con¬
vincing force.
This is the supreme test of the artist,
his power to express, and all of his tech¬
nical studies have been for the sole pur¬
pose of fitting him to do this thing. If
he have not the technic, of course, he is
hopelessly handicapped, but unless. he
keeps clearly before his mind the pur¬
pose for which he has gained this tech¬
nic he will find himself bitterly disap¬
pointed with the result.
To sing is to express the meaning of
poetry and music through tones of
beauty. The great artists gain such tech¬
nical command of their voices that their
singing does not seem a technic but a
gift. To express is the study of the
artist all through his life, and his tech¬
nic is but the means to the end. So in
your technical studies keep clearly be¬
fore your mind the goal, which is not
technical skill for itself, but to enable
you to express the power and beauty of
music. When you can make the mean¬
ing of a song sink deep into the hearts
of your hearers, then you have learned
to “sing.”
In practicing, the singer should stand
before a large mirror, if possible, in
order to be able to watch himself closely.
He should stand upright, quietly but not
stiffly, and avoid everything that looks
like restlessness. Continual movements
of the fingers, hands or feet are not per¬
missible.—Lilli Lehmann, in How to
Sing.
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The Breath
The voice is a wind instrument, and
vocal skill is based on correct use^ o
the breath. In your practice, ^member
that the action of the breath in singi g
is an out-breathing the slow even
steady exhaling of the breath. Breath
control is the regulation of this outflow
into a steady stream. Too many young
students suffer from the misappr
sion that the breath should be held back
in the lungs as much as possible, that
breath-control means using the breatn
very sparingly. These students repress
the natural breath flow so that the toneproducing apparatus has not breath
enough to work with, and the tone is
unsteady and insecure.
Breathing exercises ought to be prac¬
ticed for about fifteen minutes each day,
but never for longer than two minutes
at a time. First a slow, steady inflation
of the lungs, filling them completely, then
an equally slow, steady exhalation. Sec¬
ond q rapid inflation of the lungs, being
sure that the shoulders are not lifted
but that the lungs are completely filled
without noise and in the shortest possible
space of time, then the breath again
slowly exhaled in the form of gentle
blowing. The actual length of time of
the filling of the lungs and the exhaling

of the breath depends on the stage 0t
development of the individual, but for
young students a fair rule is six to eil!
seconds for the taking in of the breath
and the same time for letting it ou,
Then filling the lungs completely in onj
second and exhaling in ten seconds.
Breathing exercises to develop the
lungs are valuable all through life, but
breathing exercises are not singing, aiu|
no lung capacity, no matter how grcat^
can supply the place of vocal skill The
student learns breath-control in singing,
only by singing. But the better devel¬
oped the lungs are^the better chance he
has how to learn how to use them.
No “temperament” can take the plact
of the understanding of music, that comes
through intelligent study. If you haw
not temperament you will not do much,
but if your temperament, which means
instinctive appreciation for music, has
not been refined and developed by intelligent study, it will prove of very litft
practical use.
Temperament by itself is like other m
material, capable of infinite use when usderstood and brought under control, bn!
of itself and in its original form is of
little value. It is like gold ore in the
mountain which has not yet been minci

A Self-Examination for Vocal Students
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How An American Band
Captured Italy
An American band, fresh from serv¬
ice with bur troops in France, has been
to Milan. This may not seem such a
wonderful thing to the people back in
the United States, who hear American
military bands every day, but here it
has been regarded as an event of first
importance, not only by the small Hand¬
ful of Americans in Milan but by the
Italians as well.
They came here thirty strong, after
ovation in Rome. It has all been part of
an Allied celebration, timed appropriately
to begin with Washington’s Birthday and
extending over a week or so in different
places throughout Italy. The American
band was only a small part of it nu¬
merically. There was a mixed band from
England, the best musicians from regi¬
ments comprising more than two hun¬
dred men, to represent Great Britain.
France sent her justly celebrated Garde
Republicaine Band, which many consider
the finest military music in the world.
And there was the band of the Carabineri to represent Italy, which is not
less famous than the other two. America
could not hope to send over the famous
Sousa Great Lakes Naval Training Sta¬
tion Band, or transport the Marine Band
for the occasion, sd they had to get a
small band from American headquarters
in France. They were really young boys
clad in khaki, who played very well, but
who made no pretense of being musicians
of the first order. Their young leader,
apparently not more than twenty-two or
twenty-three, without a ribbon on his

breast, was in striking contrast to the lead¬
ers of the other bands, covered with
medals that they had won at many na¬
tional and international festivals of mili¬
tary music. But the American boys were
not disconcerted, and got through their
part quite pluckily. Even when the hand,
at the great concert in Rome decided to
respond to the ovation with an encore,
and half began playing one tune and half
another, there were no outward signs of
embarrassment, and the young leader was
greatly applauded when he stopped them
quickly and personally distributed the
proper music to each player.
In Rome there were several days of
celebration. First of all the men played
in the Augusteo. This great hall, one
of the largest halls in Italy, was com¬
pletely packed with distinguished spec¬
tators, who had paid unheard of prices
as a part of their contribution to the Red
Cross societies of • Italy, Great Britain,
France and America, for the benefit of
which the concert was held. The Royal
Family was represented by Duchess
d’Aosta, who in nurse’s costume sat in
the royal box. There was an open-air
concert the next day in the Borghesi
Gardens in the presence of many thou¬
sand people, and afterwards all of the
musicians marched down the Corso play¬
ing. It was almost impossible for the
police to clear the way for the bands. At
sunset there was a short concert given
on the steps of the wonderful Victor
Emanuel Monument, when the large
Piazza Venezia, with the streets leading
to it, were packed and jammed with an
enthusiastic multitude.

Here in Milan the success that the
American boys had in Rome was more
than repeated. It is said that the mass
of people gathered before the famous
cathedral to hear the concert of Allied
Bands was the largest gathering Milan
has ever seen. There was a concert at
the Scala, where every place was taken
and the people stood around the walls.
In the royal box, with the British, French
and Italian commissioners, was Major
Thomas R. Robinson, of the American
Red Cross, representing America. Ameri¬
cans had a thrill all their own when the
boys in khaki went to the headquarters
of the American Red Cross here and
gave a serenade. The “Star-Spangled
Banner” and “Dixie” were played. Major
Robinson gave to each of the men a Lib¬
erty-Justice wrist band, which is becom¬
ing a fad with the men in the Italian
trenches.

Making the Piano Sing
By Frank L. Eyre
The pianist needs to know more of the
singer's art. Just a single instance to sus¬
tain the truth of this statement. Let the
instrumentalist set words to a melody in
one of the compositions in his repertoire,
and then let him endeavor to play that
melody as he imagines some great singer
would sing it, giving greatest care to
phrasing, (breathing) and touch, (tone
production) and ten chances to one a new
conception of the composition will dawn
upon him. The experiment is worthy of
a trial, at any rate.
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A Definite Purpose
By W. F. G.
Does the music you have given that pupil
carry him a distinct step toward his goal ?
If not, it is time, patience and effort
wasted.
If it is beyond his grasp, if it is outside
of his interest, what good is it, save as a
temporary gymnastic? Why not exercise
his perseverance on that which is within
his ken and that which is to him beau¬
tiful ?
It is a principle of pedagogics that
before a student can greatly benefit by a
study he must be interested in it. It is
not enough that you or someone else
enjoyed it; that particular student must
grasp it with interest and increasing pleas¬
ure, in order to get from it the benefit you
would desire.
All this implies a closer study of the
personality of the individual pupil. What
suits one case may not suit any of a dozen
others. It is better to use music that has
less of educational value, judged from an
abstract standpoint, and hold the interest
of the pupil, than to use that which has
the commendation of the schoolmen and
have the pupil hate the whole perfor¬
mance.
Once interested, the student may be
gently led into better music, with increas¬
ing enjoyment at each step. And after all,
what is music study for but to create and
guide and develop a love for the beautiful
as demonstrated in tone?

By Harry Colin Thorpe
Many a vocal student wallows in the
morass' of doubt and uncertainty day
after day; earnest, as a rule, often indus¬
trious, many times intelligent, yet usually
discouraged and despondent.
In the
teacher’s studio all may have gone well,
but when abandoned to his own efforts
and left dependent upon his own criti¬
cism too often he is like a rudderless ship
upon an angry sea. Only those who have
experienced this plight can know the dis¬
tress of the puzzled student, now finding
what he believes to be the right “tone,”
now losing it utterly—striving, experi¬
menting, catching a gleam, losing it in
darkness, seeking, despairing.
For the guidance of all such the writer
propounds the following questions—ques¬
tions which reveal the fundamentals of
voice production and which will serve as
criteria for all serious students. When
in doubt, let the student ask himself the
following questions :
i. Do I feel the intake and control of
breath at the lower trunk?
»>uks, ironi unu Dark below
buttressed by the muscles of hips a
thighs, must bear the physical eft
of singing. Any method of breathl
which throws the pressure of I
breath upon the upper chest or larj
is vicious and makes easv voice d
duction impossible. Empty the h!i
of breath by singing a phrase, re
tlie lower trunk and aUotr It to
P®“d.. f™c,y before the inrush!
breath, then, hold the breath hr
normal tension of the muscles fri,
back and sides—until ready to sing,
i?. Is the upper thorax and all pa
above it—throat, jaw, tongue a
face—free from any rigidity, ho
ever slight?
tro^ithX crbrrls"5V
possible to realize thTabo™ Z
tions. Relaxed sorech nrain- , „ i
i°E.r sCt. disi)nKl*lon of their „a
means that°the tone*or wort nr "*'

X^dicCw^nie^F '

Distortion of The lary nx to"”" 1)1
Palate. ef ce»X

breathing or by direct Intent!.n,
result only In stilted, xrtlfidjl m
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Is tny thought focused in a main!
image of the word which is "nrred” as to form and "purt" is ti
This means that conaclousnew *u<!
focus upon a mental picture of :!*
word which Is not only corm-t la tom
(or outline) but pure la texture t«
content). The form of a word b*termlned by Ua artlrulatton. uliB
must tie clean rut and dbtlni-i, ait
slovenly or rare!***. Purity of turn*
means simply that lb* word ti tr*
from all foreign sound and does ut
lack any element of rlegant. noliknt
musical pronunciation. PrwapposiK
the existence of th* two fore*ois
physical conditions, the mental tot¬
ing of the pure word will brio* a&nr
all necessary adjustments of spw)
organs and resonators, naturally sm
automatically.
4- Does mv understanding grasp ctl
appreciate keenly the full
cance of the thought, idea or na¬
tion symbolised by this word!
To sing the word correctly »“<!
slcnlly—even beautifully—Is
timbre to express the thought or«w*
tlon behind It. One must Mawrealize and appreciate the sisniDtaatt
of bla text twfore he can «pef »•’
auditors to do the same. >«• •*?
that, but one's volte will not ■»
forth In perfect freedom ss th*a»»^
expression of emotion until M
sensed the fullest roaming «
which he utters.
5- Is my entire being, physical and
lof. animalcd*by the desire la «*
press that which I see and ft* "

correct production, not t
convincing Interpretation,
failure to meet this
buoyancy of body and mlw

ie

sincere. Impress!.!' diction <«_,W
come Into being under sy>A.^Ttl)h
as this. The subtle t»',J*,,*Jfroa
principle not only frees the tost
any remaining physical
mi
and lifts It far above tbe J*>^
also Imparts to It a onam. . -o
hearer and brings to t
of fervent conviction.

Harmonic An at us in. By George Foss
Schwartz, Assistant Professor of Slusic at
Illinois University. 36 pages, boards, price
|1.(I0. (Richard G. Badger.)
Of those who study musical theory the
great majority expect n_1
-“
1- but rathei
and a broa.
„Jt of which___MM . —
those thus minded, this clearly and logically
written little book will prove a treasure. One
excellent point which we notice among others
Is that illustrations are drawn from three
different sources,—piano music.
and music for stringed instruments, and
_j find examclassified that each student-|j|
pies drawn from that ' - if music in which
he is most interested.
Expression in Singing. By H. S. Kirkland.
181 pages, boards, price $1.00. (Richard G.
Badger.)
An intelligent discussion of the various
ways and means whereby a singer may
acquire the art of expression in song. While
this is a subject impossible to learn from
books, still there are many thoughts here
found which should prove suggestive and
helpful to those interested.
English Folk Songs' from the Southern
Appalachians. Collected by Olive Dame
Campbell and Cecil .T. Sharp. G41 pages,
bound in cloth. G. P. Putnam's Sons, price
$3.50.
The present inhabitants of the Southern
Appalachians are the direct descendants of
the original settlers who migrated from
northern England between one nnd two cen¬
turies ago. and have since been so completely
cut off from communication with the outside
world that they are still speaking the lan¬
guage and singing the traditional songs of
eighteenth-century England. The collection
comprises 122 songs and ballads and 323
tunes, and contains matter of absorbing inter¬
est both from a literary and musical stand¬
point.
Oar Musical Idiom. By Ernst Lecher
Baron. Published by the Open Court Pub¬
lishing Co., Chicago. 48 pages, paper.
The author discusses the possibility, from
a mathematical standpoint, of the formation
tation and signatures appropriate for the
same.
The Orchestra and its Instruments. By
Esther Singleton. Published by Tbe Symny Society of New York. 311 pages;
nd in elotb. Price, $4.00.
A handsome volume written In an attrac¬
tive and readable style, and designed for the
needs of amateurs and non-professional musiclovers, rather than as a treatise for students.
Unlike many hooks of this class, however, all
statements are historically and technically
accurate, and show evidence of careful reand thorough knowledge of the sub« It on
PUft of the author. The scheme
of the book includes a history of the orchestra
as a whole, a description of each orchestral

C

and an account of various noted
and provided ...
appropriate gift
Sc an ideal 1 ’
Amateur’s Costume Book. By Elisabeth 1*’.
Guptil and Edytli M. Wormwood. (Eldridge
Entertainment House, Franklin, Ohio.)
This is a practical guide for the making of
costumes for amateur theatricals, tableaux,
masques and similar entertainments. The
directions are clear and practical, and the
book is profusely illustrated. Regal'd has
been had. also, for economy, many of the cos¬
tumes ^lieing largely prepared^ from crepe pawho may need it, a most excellent book.
Excursions in Musical History. By Helen
A. Dickinso
1 Clar
> Dick
A group of fourteen very interesting essays
>□ musical topics, largely historical, attrac¬
tively illustrated with an equal number of
fuli-page cuts. These' essays are scholarly
and accurate without being pedantic; indeed,
they are In a popular and readable style, and
deserve wide circulation.
Among the topics treated (we glean at ran¬
dom) are The Organ ; Fifteen Famous Bachs:
Music at the Court of Elizabeth: Spiritual
Folk-Songs : Music in America, etc. An ap¬
pendix, giving an account of a series of inter-
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The Head Voice and Other Problems, Prac¬
tical Talks on Singing. By D. A. Clipplnger.
Published bv the Oliver Ditson Company.
DIO pages: bound in cloth; numerous
tion examples.
A thoroughly practical book by a tnoroughly practical teacher. The book treats
upon a great many other problems than the
Head Voice, and one of the best chapters is
upon "Scientific Voice Production.”
Practical Scale-Builder. By Robert J.
Ring. (Clayton F. Summy Co., Chicago.)
32 pages, paper, price 25 cts. net.
A new and ingenious system for fixing the
various major and minor scales in the piano
pupil's mind. The book contains a number
of diagrams of the keyboard, on which the
pupil is supposed to outline the course of
each scale by placing a series of dots
according to directions. The idea is not a
bad one, and may prove helpful in many
War Time. Edited by Louis F. Benson, D.D.
StePAM^rofrae^Dte- ThePreS'
A convenient and well-chosen collection of
hymns, old and new, with appropriate tunes,
suitable for general use in the present crisis,
ununlty Singing."

MUSIC COMPOSED—Send words. Man¬
uscripts corrected. Harmony, correspond¬
ence lessons. Dr. Wooler, Buffalo, N. Y.
MANUSCRIPTS CORRECTED—Orches¬
tra and band arrangements. F. Cullis Morley, 1520 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Happy Hours tor Recital Land. By C.
Nitzky Stein and Adele Sutor. 40 pages,
paper.
A useful little book for those who wish to
add a new feature of interest to pupils’ musicales. It contains twelve attractive little
dialogues or sketches on musical topics to be
rendered by from two to four children,
A Silent Plea from the IAberty Bell. By
Adaline May Conway. 64 pages, boards. 5
illustrations. George W. Jacobs & Co., Phila¬
delphia. Price, 50 cents.
A highly readable and instructive account
of the famous Liberty Beil, the bell itself
being represented as the narrator. A re¬
markable poem hy |,i Hung Chang, former
Chinese Ambassador, is embodied us a preface
i Music. By
-n, 1918. 861
; Literature. Price,
leal material pertaining tc __„__
cians. The compiler has made a sincere ef¬
fort 1o make the work as comprehensive and
listing
nave uceu ten out—in many instances doubt¬
less due to their own neglect in failing to
send in correct material.
The problem of administering the proper
amount of space to each individual, in propor¬
tion to their actual achievements, is one of
the most difficult and distasteful of undertak¬
ings. Mr. Saerehinger has our sympathetic
admiration for the manner in which he has
handled this, although it is obvious that the
individuals who have furnished him with ma¬
terial at first hand have, after the manner
of human nature, given many inconsequential
details in the cases of the unimportant mu¬
sicians and given very meagre details in the
cases of some of the very prominent men and
women. Modesty, even self-abasement, is of¬
ten one of the concomitant crimes of the

Anuaire ties Artistes, Qui est-ilT, Musiker Kali
under, the London Musical Directory, the Eng¬
lish Who's Whot and Who's IV/io in Musict
lt’er istst Chi it and other sources, the
compiler has produced what is certainly the
very best contemporary book of biographical
facts about living musicians. There are, at. a
rough estimate, about 6,000 short biographies
in (lie hook. The appendix contains much in¬
teresting data about music schools, publishers,
etc. While it would be possible to sit down
for a half an hour or so and put down the
names of scores of American musicians (in
many Instances much more prominent than
some of those who have been included) who
have been omitted from this book, the sur¬
prise is, however, that so many have actually
been obtained and so well presented. The
book is one which should be in the library of
up-to-date music workers.
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MUSIC WORKS
The Question of Successful Organ Recitals
„
..
i „
occfi.l Plaver
rhnrrh service is scarcely deserving of the
Qualifications for a Successful Player ^ church There are many, altogether too
Evrav organist who has e sp
many pianists and piano teachers who
ambition and a fairly good organ to play ^
abiIity and ^ability
is likely, sooner or la ,
of feet and bands to—as they say—‘ get
question of giving recita .
■
away” with the requirements of the averThe increasing number of orgamsu agg y church service. They play well
coming/^ ^ ^^conelguetand the enough to please the all-wise committee
Guild of 0rg.an‘st* a®(hi gof the Na- and “make things go,” and so they hold
Eft down the job.” Their repertoire consists
t onal Association o
»
these 0f easy and tuneful voluntaries abound-

habits of
careless and slipshod in his
a i s o
playing. -In recital preparat,on these
points are seen in their true lg
mastered so as to have a new and
meaning, and so one s playing
derg0 a transformation.

z-rrsrtrs

n

Reasons Concerning the Public
organist occupies a somesTosition among musiwhat anoma
f
two-fold alle-

The Siz€ 01 the 0,8311
Qbvjously one of the first considerjtjon§
de'iding about recitals is dm oi
thc size and character of the organ
whiIe a lar(?e organ is not necessary ,0
make occasional recitals acceptable there
is undoubtedly a limit beyond which it
wouldbeunwisetoexpcctthete.fr
rected efforts to result in success.
Although three-manual organs bn
multiplied very extensively in «
years and may l.c considered by many to

legato pedal passage requiring the use of
both feet, and have no practical knowl-

regard it as both a privilege and a duty
to use such means and oppor unities.U

an’org'an of’ two mart
provided „f coursc a,«a>Sl that the.®

ThU growth of interest in organ playinn has kept pace with the increase in
the number of good organs in churches,
many of them of large proportions, indieating an earnest desire on the part of
the public to hear the best of music on
Sundays. The numerous fine, large organs in public halls and auditoriums,
built expressly for recital and concert
purposes, which are outside the scope of
our present consideration, but also show
the decidedly increasing mt®res* in
strictly organ music, are under the charge
«, more or ta»
in the work already
&
over, there are many large
g
£S££ organists who have for years been active
an If1 become noted for their recitals, to
whom what is here offered has no application. Those in mind form the great
majority of players throughout the country—the rank and file, so to speak—who
have had a more or less thorough course
of organ study under some first-class
teacher, or at some high-grade school ot
music, and are situated in towns of upwards of twenty thousand people, and
have fair-sized organs ot two o
manuals to play. What are
ey g
to do about
■ clined to say at
once^’Tlo^nothing6” 'ThatwouM be^foli
orlvirp ^iven to the person

edge of polyphonic playing.
Fortunately, the number of these is
rapidiy diminishing. Because of this fact
this articie is written, to encourage those
who see in the organ something more
than a resource to add t0 their monthly
income and have an inclination to respect
the instrument as a means of musical exion t0 study its resources and to realthe ’seriousness of its demands upon
^
r qual;ties o{ musicianship. It
• onj by a study 0f the music written
conceived in its spirit and
col, on .J In..™ment ^ is not essentially church
that mastery of
techric, refinemem and breadth of style,
perfection of detail and skill in the use
of the tonal resources of the instrument
in registration that gives distinction to
one>s playing in a church service. For
thesc reasons the organist should give
recitals t0 serve as a stimulant to higher
and greater attainment.
Nqw all this is done by those study.
the organ seriously under a first-class
teacher; and can hardly he done without
^ instructioni therefore, it may be
asked: Why give recitals? The answer
.g tbat the preparation of definite programs for public performance, presumJ* under the direction of a good
teacher, establishes an incentive for and
]ie,ps one in the attainment of the best
qualities of an artistic player, such as
cannot be obtained in any other way. It
emphasizes the importance of and develops: j Concentration and analysis in
study> which means greater clearness and
accuracy. 2. Steadiness and poise in per-

are afforded to him for *hL™
if has
of the people under his influence. As h
been previously said, organ music t at
really suitable and proper for ch
service is quite limited in its range, cl . ■
acter and quantity. The instrument itselt,
moreover, has possibilities and resources
that may be properly displayed at the
average church service. The greater part
of the finest organ literature is totally
unsuited for use in church service. Bach.
Mendelssohn and Handel are presumably
the greatest composers of sacred music,
and y,. ,hor, „o only a (,w chora.r, of
Bach and the few slow movements of
Mendelssohn and Handel that are suitable for service preludes. The grandeur
and nobility of the great preludes and
fugues, the vivacity and brilliance of the
sonatas and concertos of these and other
composers and the'wonderful range of
compositions of an inspiring and uplifting character by many of the world’s
greatest composers, should all be made
familiar to the people but have no place
except in programs of recitals.
The question of when such recitals arc
to be given is one to be answered according to the conditions affecting the individual cases. Many churches arrange
for them in connection with, that is. before or after, the afternoon or evening
service.
Is a Singer Desired
The question of whether or not a
smger should be introduced into a program is one that is not of such vital
significance as some conservative critics
wh0 are much opposed to the plan, seem
to think. The chief point of difficulty in

an,> ac,ion ”f ,tu' i,"m"mn' ure aU n?il
]n drawin(? the minimum line as to the
^ )f thjs two-manual organ perhaps:
can do no better than to mention the m
uscd b>. Mr. Clarence h.ddy and mystHa
a scrics of rccitals at a summer school
(>f musjc qU)tc a mmiher of years ago,
to he sure, in a smalt town m New Vote
There arc thousands of organs of snsite
size and quality all over the country today. It had about twenty stops, as let
lows:
Pedal—Diapason.®
U,.„rd„n.»
Mute . 8
Great—Open Diapason
*

Without an Inc.ntivo ot thi, kind th,

,u„s. Murotridou,. sonti^on.al ,„d tri.i.l

nnsru^■»*1. Those
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ld’^bes^music as possible by means
Trecitab

and would coincide with that given by the
music critic on one of the New York
dailies to a young singer aspiring to
musical fame in the metropolis and querying about a recital. But what applies to
New York does not necessarily apply w

Melodia .J
Octave .4
Mute .4
Fifteenth.Mixture.
Trumpet .*
Swell—Bourdon .
0pen I)iap.S’
Stopped Diap.*
Aeoline
- 8
Keraulophon .... «
„
.4'
Yiol-na.
4
Oho)>
"ff
.S'
•
r
J&’SfctE’SiS-«* «
son couplers. The action was of ** *
fashi0ned tracker tvpe On this
programs including the fotloinni! K
were effectively given Bv Bach-'*'
rata and Fuaur in V minor)
Fantasia and Futjur in G mine'. 1**

r
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By JAMES H. ROGERS
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Introducing the National An¬
thems of all the Allies, closing
with Star “Spangled Banner”
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Qualifications for a Successful Player
I. Rhythmic; II. Melodic; III. Dy¬
namic, and IV. Poetic.
First of all in importance is
Rhythm
As Von Biilow or some other equally
competent authority expressed it: “In
the beginning there was Rhythm.” Prob¬
ably more fault can be found with organ¬
ists on account of violation of principles
of rhythm than on any other score. All
kinds of liberties are taken, even to the
extent of utter rhythmic annihilation.
The common excuse or plea offered in ex¬
tenuation of this offence, that time is
needed to change the stops or to turn
pages, is not valid, for the reason that it
amounts to a practical destruction of the
structural form which inheres in the
rhythm.
Rhythm, it must be forever borne in
mind, is the backbone of music. Too
much of the playing we hear is afflicted
with spinal curvature, and in church
hymn playing especially it often seems to
be sadly humpbacked. The average mu¬
sical listener who is disposed to take the
performance of organ music seriously
that is, to consider it subject to the same
artistic laws as other kinds of music,
naturally is not willing to make this con¬
cession of rhythmical license to the organ¬
ist, and hence denies by so much the
right of organ playing to serious consider¬
ation and criticism. In former days, when
stop-action and control were more difficult
and complicated than at present, the or¬
ganist’s plea had greater validity, but it
has always been a source of weakness
to the serious claim of organ playing. All
that can be said in this connection is that
only such changes in registration should
be made in a given movement or piece as
are possible at the divisions of sections
or phrases without interruption of the
rhythmic flow and continuity of the
movement as a whole.
In the turning of pages the omission
of a few notes in a subordinate voice js
better than a pause or break of the
rhythm, but both were better obviated by
an assistant to turn, who may also be
used to advantage at difficult points in
changes of registration. This was a
regular custom with M. Alexandre Guil¬
mant as well as other celebrated players.
These more obvious rhythmic defects,
however, are probably of less importance
in detracting from the vital effectiveness
of an organ performance than less pos¬
itive features, such as
(a) Unsteadiness
(b) Lack of accent, and
(c) Absence of rhythmic sweep
By steadiness is meant evenness of
metric flow where the motion is contin¬
uously uniform, as opposed to fitful ac-

celerandos and drawling ritardandos,
which so often are indulged in. It by
no means implies absolute metronomic in¬
flexibility at every beat, thus forbidding
a judicious tempo rubato, but, while ad¬
mitting rhythmic shading consistent with
the nature of the music, maintains an
even flow from bar to bar and thus con¬
stitutes one of the most important quali¬
fications for a recital player.
This steadiness is inseparable from a
sense and observation of accent, although
it may not be a specially noticeable and
certainly should not be an obtrusive feat¬
ure of the playing.
Without it an effect of breadth in
rhythmic outline is quite impossible, and
it is this broad rhythmc sweep, the abil¬
ity to think and execute in long phrases
rather than in measure divisions of notes
that lifts a player’s performance above the
level
the commonplace to that which
is artistic.
Melody
A strongly developed feeling for mel¬
ody is perhaps the second most essential
requisite. It should be said here that
the necessity of an equipment of technic
to ensure accuracy, and clean and clear
execution, both on the manuals and ped¬
als, is taken for granted. Fluent melodic
playing is impossible without it. But,
aside from this technical facility, a cer¬
tain inner singing spirit, which may be
called the sense of melody, has to do
not only wth the art of phrasing, the
punctuation and analysis of details in the
melodic line, but also with the general
flow of the rhythm and the dynamic bal¬
ance between the melody and accompani¬
ment, as well as the tonal color to be
employed in the registration.
Dynamic Values
A sense of dynamic values, not only
as between a melody and the accompani¬
ment, as above mentioned, but as affect¬
ing the use of the resources of the or¬
gan in tonal contrasts, emphasis and ac¬
cent, light and shade, giving expression
to and heightening the meaning of the
music played, is a scarcely less essential
qualification. Much of the music, perhaps
the greater part of that placed before
an organist, is without any indication as
to registration; even if a direction or
suggestion as to use of stops is given, the
wide difference between organs, even of
similar size, renders it of uncertain value,
and the player is called upon to exercise
his individual judgment as to what will
most nearly realize the ideals of the com¬
poser. In accompanying the choir or con¬
gregation a keen ear is necessary to sense
the need for more or less support or vi¬
tality in accent, and an alertness of action
is necessary which is equalled only by
that of an orchestral conductor.
Poetic Expression
Finally, above and beyond all technical
and purely intellectual qualifications of
the player, there should be a conception
of the meaning and emotional content of
the music that will appeal to the imagina¬
tion and enable the player to give a po¬
etic expression to the thoughts of the
composer. One who readily grasps the
spirit and intent of a composition and
infuses into its performance imagination
and warmth of vital feeing will lift his
playing above the commonplace level to
that of genuine artistic interpretation.
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Now it will be seen at once that here
was no chance for chimes, vox humanas
and echo organ effects. This brings us
to the point previously referred to, viz.,
that these and similar accessories are by
no means necessary to the composition
and performance of interesting and meri¬
torious programs. Their success, how¬
ever, will depend entirely upon the skill
and ability with which the player meets
the fundamental demands of good organ
playing, viz., clear phrasing, clean exe¬
cution, steady and well-balanced rhythms
and judicious registration. These de¬
mands may be grouped under four di¬
visions of
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the key of E cannot possibly be executed
in any other than the half position.
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In Exercise 3 the half position is used
because thq passage can be executed in
a neater manner and with better intona¬
tion. If the student will first play it in
the first position, and then in the half po¬
sition he will at once see the advantage
of the latter.

Possibilities of the Mandolin for the Violin Teachers
Many inquiries in regard to mandolin
playing reach The Etude from time to
time, indicating a widespread interest in
the instrument. There are few musical
instruments of which a superficial knowl¬
edge can be gained more quickly than
the mandolin, which makes it a popular
instrument with people who want to play
some instrument as a pastime, and there
are few instruments which are more inartistically played as a rule. Teachers who
understand mandolin technic are very
scarce, and really artistic players are
rarely met with. People who wish to
study rrtusic as a serious art choose the
violin, the piano, ’cello, or some of the
leading wind instruments, and will not
waste their time on the mandolin.
It is in Italy, Spain, Mexico and the
South American countries where the
mandolin is played, studied and taught in
a really artistic manner. In Italy I have
known mandolin players who played lead¬
ing violin solos, and even movements
from violin concertos on their instru¬
ments in a really musicianly way. In
these countries large mandolin orchestras
are found, which play leading overtures,
movements from symphonies, and many
of the pieces in the repertoire of sym¬
phony orchestras. The craze for the
mandolin in the United States was a di¬
rect result of the concert tours, covering
several years, of two of such orchestras,
the “Spanish Students” and the “Mexican
Typical Orchestra,” from Mexico City.
The mandolin has eight wire strings
tuned in fifths to G, D, A, E, the same
as the violin, and at the same pitch. Two
strings are tuned in unison to each ot
these notes. The left hand technic is
the same as the violin, and is enormously
simplified, compared with the violin, since

the mandolin has frets. Instead of l.
bow, it is played with a pick (plectrum),
some
made of tortoise shell, celluloid, or some
similar substance. It is in the management of the pick that the art of the player
is shown
Technic and the Pick
The average mandolin player and
teacher in the United States is usually
hopelessly ignorant of the technic of the'
pick, and seems unaware of what artis¬
tic results can be attained if it is prop¬
erly used. The first requisite of good
mandolin playin is the acquirement of a
good “tremolo,” which is produced by a
rapid to and fro motion of the pick on
the strings. To produce this • tremolo,
the wrist must be flexible, like the wrist
of the violin player when executing
“wrist bowing.” If the wrist is held too
stiff, and the tremolo is not smooth and
a distressing twanging noise, like
an electric door bell out of order, i
produced. An almost universal mistake
is to play both of the strings v„,„
(the __D_
strings
the up
up and
tuned in unison) both oni the
down strokes. The true method i
play both strings on the down stroke and
only one on the up-stroked This helps the
accent. The pick should be held at such an
angle to the strings that two are struck
n the down stroke and one (the
the right) on the up-stroke. Another
common mistake is that of playing too
near the bridge, which produces a metal¬
lic, twanging sound of the most unmu¬
sical quality. The volume of tone can
be varied by approaching and receding
from the bridge! the tone growing louder
as the bridge is approached, and softer
as the pick recedes from it. Short
allegro *’•**“
time, stacsuch as sixteenths

but this is seldom played on the mandolin
> notes, and all tones which do not
—- .
.
as it should be, siiue the violinists in
need to
produced by a
need
to be
be sustained,
sustained, are
;
grand opera orchestras, when the opera is
single motion of the pick, while the susgiven, usually consider it beneath their
s are produced by the tremolo.
tained t<-measure
dignity to play the mandolin, and none oi
The accented portions of the measu , them can be found who will do it. For
and all accented notes should be begun
this reason the mandolin part is often
with the down stroke. On the flexibility
played pizzicato by the violin or on the
of the wrist, the evenness of the tremolo,
guitar, neither of which give the proper
and the accurate management of the pick
effect.
depend the beauty of
Instruction Book and Music
Passages of great technical difficulty can
There is plenty of good material for
be performed on the mandolin. In large
mandolin orchestras the parts written for teaching purposes, since violin music can
be
used
for the mandolin, once the stu¬
the first violin in symphony orchestras
are played by the first mandolins. It is dent understands where to use the trem¬
often surprising to people who have heard olo without having it specifically marked
little mandolin playing to hear the man¬ Many of the best mandolin teachers use
violin music almost exclusively, either
dolins play the first violin parts of over¬
marking or giving the pupil oral direc¬
tures like William Tell, Tannhauser, etc.
tions in regard to passages which should
be played with single strokes of the pick,
Appreciation of the Mandolin
or with the tremolo. There is an im¬
There is hardly a city of any size i
mense amount of music arranged espe¬
the United States without <
mandolin orchestras, and there seems to cially for the mandolin, but much of it is
be a good demand for mandolin lessons. composed and arranged by people she
Really important musicians and com- do not know the true character of the
posers have always ignored the mandolin. instrument, or how to write specifically
for it.
seemingly looking at it more as a musical
Some of the best methods are published
toy than a legitimate art instrument,
Once in a while a great musical authority in Europe. A very good one is Thun
has a good word for the mandolin. Iler- and Practice of the Mandolin, by C.
Branzoli.
This is in Italian, and 1 do not
lioz, the famous French composer, — *"•
celebrated work. Modern Instrumenta¬ know if there is an English translation,
tion, has this to say of the mandolin: but several excellent mandolin instruc¬
“The mandolin has almost fallen into tion books are published in the United
desuetude at present; and this is a pity, States. Two of the most practical an
for its quality of tone—thin and nasal the Peerless Diagram Method for .Vc»though it be—has something appealing dolin, (Books 1 and 2). and Henleins
and original about it, which might occa- Xew Melodic School for the Mandolin(Parts I, II and III.) It would not be
sionally be made of effective
amiss to own both these works, as the.'
Mozart wrote a mandolin accompanieach contain a variety of excellent mus;c.
for the serenade in the second s
of his celebrated opera, Don Giovanni, and in no sense duplicate each other.

The Half Position
I have always found in teaching,
that violin students have an exceedingly
hazy knowledge of the theory of the half
position, and when passages occur m
that position execute them very, badly,
usually playing them atrociously out of
tunc. As a rule, they play notes in the
half position too sharp from not draw¬
ing the hand back far enough. The
cause of the trouble is that very few
violin students give any systematic prac¬
tice to half position work, and very few
teachers devote any attention to it. Yet
it is worthy of the most thorough study,
in both theory and practice, since many
passages cannot he executed at all with¬
out its use, and it makes easy many other
passages which would be extremely awk¬
ward if it were not used.
As its name signifies, the half position
means that the hand is drawn hack a
half step, and the fingering correspond¬
ingly changed. Some call it the “nut
position,” because the hand is drawn back
close to the nut of the violin.
Very few methods or instruction books
for the violin contain much explanation
or exercises for the acquirement of a
good working knowledge in this position.

On? of the clearest expositions is given
in the first volume of the Hermann violin
school. The author says: “When pas¬
sages with a great many sharps .occur in
pieces, the half position should be used,
as it offers more security as regards clear
intonation than the first position.”
Hermann uses the same study written
in three different ways to illustrate the
use of the half position. The first three
measures of each are given below to il¬
lustrate the principles involved.
In the example 75a we have a melody
written in six sharps, with first position
fingering indicated above the notes:

In the next exercise, 75c, we have iden¬
tically the same exercise, written at the
same pitch, but enharmonicallv changed
from the key of F sharp to the key of
G flat. It will be noted that the finger¬
ing used is the same as the half position
fingering when the exercise is written in
six sharps, as above. This makes it
clear that when passages in six or seven
flats are played with nominal first posi¬
tion fingering, the hand is drawn back
into the half position, and the passages
are really being played in that position.

tice, in order to master the half positi*
Pieces in six and seven flats can bepM
with the nominat first position fingeriu?
as written, and this will enable the pof”1
to get the proper “drawn-back" positieffl
of the hand. Pieces in six and seven
sharps can then be practiced, with to
position, and then with half posiw®
fingering.
Below I have written a scale passa^
in C sharp major (seven sharps^ *1®*
each note is sharped, and with half po*'
tion fingering. By practicing this pas¬
sage and applying the same fingering'
exercises written with many sharps, a
good working knowledge of the half P®5tion can be acquired.

Morceaux Classiques
for Violin and Piano
Arranged by Henri Strauss
Price, 50 cents
A collection of ten pieces by the best
composers of classical music. They are
especially adapted for teaching purposes
and for cultivating a taste forgoodmusic
in the early study of the violin; being
within rangeof theaverage violin player,

Theo. Presser Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Winn Method POPULAR MUSIC
And Ragtime Piano Playing
Practical
Ethical
Academic
Copul.r Sown In toll, •wlntinf Pi.no >oloauto

Obtainable At All Music Stores
Sent Pottpaid by ike Publukert on Receipt of Price

OUR "SPECIAL”
OCnlOTested Lengths, OCr
^J^Silk Violin E, for£Jt'
SenJ for Violin and Cello Catalogue
MUSICIANS SUPPLY CO.

MAKE £
MUSIC
ROLLS
A Grand Home Song
IN THE HUSH OF THE
TWILIGHT HOUR
Word*and Music by ADAM GEIBEL

Price, 40 cents

This touching song, recently published, has
"

" Ptly

THEO. PRESSER CO., Phlla., Pa.
Beautiful Songs for Special Purposes
State your Requirements

On account of the technical problems
and the lack of sonority caused by the
absence of open string notes, very'little
violin music is written in six or seven
sharps or flats Whatever music in these
keys is available, the pupil should prac¬

Although composers for violin
avoid choosing keys with a great n®’_
of sharps or flats, any piece is apt to«j^
a modulation into such keys for *
measures. Chords and arpeggios t*P
ing the half position may also be
at any time. The following arpegF-
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LET US SEND YOU SOME OF OUR

VIOLINS

and Modern
AT NON-PROHIBITIVE PRICES

VIOLINS

been
find elsewhere. Convince yourself.
Every Violin has its trice, and it will give us
pleasure to send them for trial and inspection.
The -world-renowned "Gemunder
Art” Violins $200.00 to $500.00 each.
Old family relics repaired and restored.
Time payments arranged.
We have Everything for Violinists
Educational Pamphlets Free on Request
Subscribe to the Violin World, a monthly,
$1.00. Est. 1892. Sample copy, 10c.

Experienced violinists, of course, un¬
derstand where the half position should
be used, but the novice often tries to exe¬
cute a passage like the sixteenths in the
above by sliding the first finger to
and fro.
The above examples will give the stu¬
dent an idea of the theory and applica¬
tion of the half position, and it would
be time well spent for him to master it
thoroughly.

HUGU5T GEMUNDER 8? 50N5
America’s Violin House. Est. 1846
141 West 42d St. Devi. E
New York

Composer Violinists
Few of the great composers have been
performers on the violin. In the eigh¬
teenth century most musicians played two
or three instruments indifferently well, it
is true, but even among the great masters
of the classical school the keyboard was
always preferred to the fingerboard. In
1773 Mozart played a violin concerto at a
festival in the Theatine monastery. By
the year 1777 he had abandoned it almost
entirely. His father wrote to him : “You
have no idea how well you play the violin.
1 f you would only do yourself justice . . .
you would be the first violinist in Europe.”
A little later the father again wrote to the
son: “1 suspect you have scarcely touched
the violin since you were in Munich.” An¬
other letter reads: “The violin is hanging
up on its nail, I suppose.” Mozart, the
wonderful boy violinist, did all his public
playing on the harpischord and early piano
when he became a young man. Haydn
played the violin a little, but used the key¬
board instruments entirely for composing.
Beethoven was a pianist who played a
little on the organ and now and then on
the violin. Weber was a concert pianist.
Wagner played no instrument well, but
he always had a piano within reach.
Mendelssohn was a pianist and organist
who got a little advice from David when
,ie composed a concerto for the violin.
Brahms was a pianist who had Joachim
smooth down the unplayable passages of
his violin music. Berlioz could not play
the violin. Chopin was the poet of the
piano. The violin has never had a peer

to him—a composer of the first rank in
melody and harmony who wrote perfectly
for all the complicated technical resources
of the instrument. Meyerbeer, a contem¬
porary of Chopin, was a pianist, not a
violinist. Rossini was a brilliant pianist.
Strauss of our day plays the piano, as
does his great French contemporary, De¬
bussy. Who, in fact, among all the emi¬
nent composers of the past century were
violinists? Spohr was one of the greatest
violinists of his day and he wrote a num¬
ber of vorks which ranked deservedly
high for many years. Dvorak was a
string player. He was probably the great¬
est composer of modern times who was a
violinist instead of a pianist. Tschaikowsky wrote very awkwardly for the
violin. His concerto had to be completely
overhauled.
Of course there are many great violin¬
ists who have written effectively for their
instrument. They are violinists first, how¬
ever, and composers a long way after.
No violinist, for example, has influenced
composers to the extent the pianist Liszt
influenced them when he gave the world
the symphonic poem—an orchestral work
in which the piano is not used.
The beauty of tone of the violin and its
unrivalled power of expression in melody
have not the same attraction for the com¬
poser as the piano has, with its limited
sustaining power and its unlimited scope
in harmony and counterpoint.
The violin is like a valiant knight; the
piano is an army.—Musical Courier.

-----wOgraphy, Boys' <___
Coin Collecting, Poultry and Pets, Anecdotes and Jt
Help Your Boy To Earn

On Sal, al all NeL Stands. 75c a Copy
THE SCOTT F. REDFIELD COMPANY
2429 Main Street, Smethport, Pa.

Bel
Canto Method
ForThe Violin
by
MABEL MADISON WATSON

How to dArect the young
student of the violin toward
real melody playing.

LEABARJAN MFG. CO., Dept C HAMILTON. OHIO

THEO. PRESSER CO., Phila.
In the next exercise, 75b, we have the
same melody .with half position finger¬
ing. When this fingering is used it is
evident tjjat the hand must be drawn
back into the half position, otherwise the
notes will be fingered too sharp, as usu¬
ally happens when the novice attempts
to play in it.

Innumerable examples could be given
of passages which lie very easy in the
half position and are extremely awkward
in any other. The use of the half posi¬

tion eliminates a vast amount of the
sliding with one finger, which character¬
izes the playing of amateurs and half taught students. A case in point would
be the following passage, where the use
of the second finger (half position finger¬
ing) does away with the sliding back¬
ward and forward of the first finger:
Ex.4

The Fourth Finger
It is a very helpful plan for the teacher
to assign each week a bit of violin
technic with an exercise to assist in con¬
quering some special difficulty, or over¬
coming some common fault. This exer¬
cise should be done from memory, and
the pupil be made to understand its exact
purpose and the fault it is intended to
overcome. The following simple exer¬
cise will be of great assistance in acquir¬
ing three extremely important elements
in violin playing: first, the exercise of
tiie fourth finger to make it independent
and strong; second, to form the habit
of playing with the left elbow far under
the violin (this exercise is almost im¬
possible if the arm is not held in that
position) ; third, to compel the pupil to
play with the fingers held high above the
fingerboard, which he will naturally do
in order to get his fingers far enough up
to reach the G string. The left hand
should be held so that the crease (not
the joint) where the forefinger joins the

hand, is even with the edge of the fingerIf the pupil can use the fourth finger
freely on the G string, placing it high
enough to play the D natural in perfect
tune, its work on the other strings will
seem quite easy.
This exercise can be played either four,
eight or sixteen in one bow, and should
be repeated over and over as long as it
can be played without undue fatigue.
The exercise can be done on the other
strings in a similar manner, but it is
more valuable for the G string, because
it compels the player to hold his arm far
under the violin and hold the fingers
above the fingerboard. If the pupil will
practice this exercise only ten minutes a
day, or better five minutes twice daily,
he will be surpirsed at the results.

Combining foundation technic with
the art of melody playing to be used as
preparatory or supplementary material
with any violin schools for beginners.
Part I. First stopping.
of G, D and A.

Keys

Part II. Second stopping. Keys
of C, F and B flat. Second
octave of G scale.
Part III. Combination of first
and second steppings with a
supplement of familiar airs
arranged for violin and
piano and also as
violin duets.

Price, $i.oo

1
I Theo.PresserCo.
||
Philadelphia, Pa.
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takes ninety (90) to make one blanket,
so get busy right away. There is no
time to lose as we want the squares as
soon as possible. The needles may be
' The Etude office is so very busy with
regular Etude things that you had better
mail your squares to The Junior Etude
Blanket, 1714 Chestnut street, Philadel¬
phia, Pa.
If every reader of the Junior Etude
would send at least one square we would
have a number of blankets ready for the
hospitals when the cool weather comes,
and this would be a good way for us to
help to “do our bit.”
See how many of you can send in a
square before school opens. Any color
plain or striped, but remember, seven
A list of all those who make squares
for the Junior Etude blanket (and no
one is excluded from this) will be at¬
tached to the blanket and sent with it.

A Mail Bag
. A great many Junior Etude readers
live very far away from The Etude, and
it takes the magazine so long to reach
these readers that it is too late for them
to enter the competitions.
Last week we received a letter from
Alaska, and some from Ireland and other
far-away places; but, of course, they
were much too late to be included in the
competition, because The Etude must go
to print on a certain date—long before
you receive your copy!
Now, in some of those far away places,
the life of the young music student must
be very interesing, so, do you not think
it would be nice to have them write and
tell us how they live and what they do,
and other things like that, instead of an¬
swering puzzles and writing stories?
Would you not like to hear from the lit¬
tle girl in Alaska or New Zealand?
Get your pen and ink now, all you far¬
away Juniors, and write and tell us what
you do with yourselves, and if there is
much music where you live, and add your
name and address, and we will print your
letters, (that is if they are really inter¬
esting).
No doubt you have heard that there is
an aeroplane mail service now between
New York, Philadelphia, and Washington,
so just imagine that you are going to send
your letters to us by aeroplane, too, and
I am sure you will write very good ones.

Junior Etude Competition
For August
The Junior Etude will award three
pretty prizes each month for the best
original stories or essays, answers to
musical puzzles, and kodak piectures on
musical subjects.
Subject for story or essay this month,
“Music as a Necessity,” and must contain
not more than one hundred and fifty
words. Write on one side of the paper
Any boy or girl under fifteen years of
age may compete.
All contributions must bear name, age
and address of sender, and must be sent
to “The Junior Etude Competition,” 1712
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, before the
fifteenth of August.
The names of the winners and their
contributions will be published in the
October issue.
“MY FAVORITE COMPOSER
AND WHY”
(Prize Essay.)
I am afraid I will not win a prize when
I tell you my favorite composer, and yet
you would not respect me if I were not
truthful.
It is my big brother, and my reasons
are: first, he is an American; second, he

is just a boy, and I think that boys have
just as much right to have beautiful
musical thoughts as the great masters;
don’t you?
Then, his compositions have names,
and they fit the names. For example,
when my uncle came home on leave after
three years (he was one of the first
Canadian officers to enlist), my brother
wrote a piece about it, and it was just the
way he felt, excited and glad, but with
just a tinge of tears near, because he
would have to go again so soon.
Of course, I like the great masters, but
they are dead and gone, and I think that
God needs even our American boys in
Margaret Fletcher Copp (Age 11),
Brookline, Mass.
“MY FAVORITE COMPOSER
AND WHY”
(Prize Essay.)
Whoever has played Grieg’s To Spring
must want to know all the rest of his
music.
It is for his exquisite, expressive melo¬
dies and the pleasure they give to myself
and others, that I consider Grieg my
favorite composer.
What can be more beautiful than his
Papillons? Upon Hearing the light, airy
music, one can almost see the butterflies
flitting here and there among the flowers.
Then, too, Anitra’s Dance from Peer
Gynt brings to one’s mind a dancer, pirou¬
etting, whirling to the graceful melody.
Grieg must have caught the poetry of
motion and put it into music.
Grieg’s country, Norway, is cold and
icy; strangely the beautiful melody of
his To Spring interwoven with the high
tinkling chords makes one think of the
spirit of Spring awakening, despite the
cold and the icicles. Then the spirit is
victorious, the icicles melt, and the whole
world is transformed by the loveliness of
Spring.
Florence Blostein (Age 13),
Ithaca, N. Y.
“MY FAVORITE COMPOSER
AND WHY”
(Prize Essay.)
While America is taking her part in
the World’s history, I am glad that Ed¬
ward MacDowell has taken his part in
the making of American musical history.
One reason why Edward MacDowell is
my favorite composer is because he is
the greatest American composer. So
many of his compositions have been in¬
spired by the things of nature and are
written in such a simple form that they
appeal even to the musically uneducated.
One of his most beautiful compositions
is To i Wild Rose. He paints the pic¬
ture of the Little Wild Rose so clearly
that you imagine you see the little flower
growing by the wayside.
He seems to find music in the simple
little things of nature where other com¬
posers have failed.
Erma Lucile Burton (Age 11),
Ubee, Indiana.
Honorable Mention
Marian Cummings.
Mary Cohen.
Charles Karl.
Mary Ellen Parker.
Leo Polskee.
Esther Smoot.
Julia B. Speirs.
Serah Wolfson.
Evelyn Wolfe.
Rosalie Yarborough.
A charming young singer called Hannah
Got into a flood in Montana.
As she floated away
Her sister, they say,
Accompanied her on the piano.
—Penn State Froth.
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Order Next Season’s
Supplies Now
Music teachers who wish to be really
ready to begin work with their pupils
when the usual teaching period begins
should make it a point to order music
supplies well in advance of that time, so
as to overcome the very probable delays
in transportation of mail and express

;arter and Trade
A DEPARTMENT WHERE OUR READERS
MAY SELL, PURCHASE OR TRADE
SFFnND-HAND MUSICAL ARTICLES
Terms and Conditions
15 cents a word,
the advertiser’s name and address
included free
No dealer advertisements accepted by
this department.
All advertisements must be genuine en¬
deavors to either sell, purchase or exchange

for something else, used articles of real value
such as musical instruments, books, music,
studio furnishings, etc. We reserve the
right to reject advertisements which do not
meet these requirements.
Advertisements may appear over the ad¬
vertiser’s name or may be sent to this office
and forwarded.

Here are the first Barter and Trade Advertisements. Each, as you see, complies with
the requirements printed above—each is a genuine endeavor to sell, purchase or exchange
some used article of value.
Approximately 215,000 teachers, students and music lovers are going t buy, and many
e are going to read, the next Etude. Your advertisement will get just s much attention
as the advertisements bolow are getting now.
BARGAIN—N(
deed dollars worth of records, Will make
bargain. Elizabeth O’Connor, 1906 North
Second Sreet, Philadelphia, Pa.
toll SALE—Perfected Virgil
like new ; $20.00. Harold Blake, 21
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
FOR I LAKE CHEAP, about 50 volumes
standard studes for piano ; never used. F. T.
Dempsey, 1228 State Street, Bridgeport,
FOR SAKE—New, full size ’cello, $55.
Paid $75. Owner in government work. N.
M. Daniels, Box 147, Eldon, Iowa.

THE ETUDE

::

FOR SALE-—Library of eighteen new
cloth-bound pipe organ books. Value $30.
Will sell for $IO cusb. Harold Brown, 383
Main Street, Athol, Mass.
VALIAUI.H orchestra scores, original
I.elpsig edition. Mozart, G minor, D major.
Haydn, four best Salomon set. A. W. B.,
care Etude.
WANTED—Parlor or baby grand plane,
at reasonable price. Must be In first-class
condition.
Give full description. L. 8.,
core Etude.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Music Repair Shop
There are lots of rainy days in August,
and lots of ways to spend them, but for
those of you who are at home nothing
could be better than putting your music
in a. repair shop. Those of you who are
away from home should do it as soon as
you come back, because you know school
will open soon, and then you will be too
For this shop you will need a roll of
transparent adhesive tape; it is made for
just such things; a roll of muslin adhesive
tape for binding; a black crayon or in¬
delible pencil; a pair of scissors; a scrap
basket; a bottle of paste; and some brown
paper folders, sheet music size. These
you can buy or you can cut them out of
wrapping paper or plain wall paper.
Take out all of your music, good, bad
and indifferent, and now for business!
Let’s begin on a piece of sheet music
that has a great many tears around the
edges. Hold it over the scrap basket and
cut off about an inch, top, bottom and
side. If the folded side is badly torn, cut
it too, and put a piece of adhesive tape
(the heavy one) down the side for a
binding.
Where the tears go in beyond the mar¬
gin cover with strips of the transparent
tape.
Write your name on the outside, right
hand top. (Also date when piece was
bought, if you remember it)
Write the name of the piece and the
composer on the outside left edge, running
from top to bottom, so that when the
pieces are laid in a pile you can see these
marginal labels
Treat the books in the same way, but
they will probably not need so much
attention.
After this is done, (and it will take a
long time if you have much music) sort
your pieces alphabetically, according to
composers and put all of one composer
in one of the brown paper folders. Label
the left side 0f the folder in the same

way, making the writing black and easy
to read.
If you have just a little violin music or
a few songs, put them in separate folders.
Put duets in another, and so on.
You will find that a few rainy morn¬
ings spent in doing this will give yon
enough comfort and convenience to last a
long, long time.

Puzzle Corner
Answer to June Puzzle.
Flat
Score
Natural
Accidental
Air
Pitch
Tie
Allegro
Staff
Note
Tonic
Strain
Key
Theme
Rest
Minor
Major
Chord
Measure
Brace
Prize Winners.
Hazel McMillan, Fayette. Ark.
Annie Rae Phillips, Rutledge, Tenn.
Leona Ruth Schuster, Montfort, Wis.

1.
2.
3.
4.,
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
^9.
20.

Honorable Mention.
Mary Melville Allui
Alva Fyffle
Mora Fyffle
Hermina Hothan
Anna M. Kulp
Virginia Newcomer
Mary Allen Odell
Esther A. Sinclair
Ralph A. Squires
Hazel Vinyard

NEW WORKS.
Advance of Publication Offers—
Special
August, 1918.
Offer
Price
Album ol Piano Pieces By Women ComBiebl, Op. 44, Bks. IX and III, each.20
Bohm Album.35
David Bispham’e Album of Songs.50
De Berlot’e Method for the Violin,
Part 1.35
Lost, a Comet—Operetta, Geo. L. Spauld¬
ing .25
Marches!, Elementary Prog. Ex. for the
Voice.25
Master Study In Music, Cooke.so
Mozart Album.35
New Standard Collection for Violin and
Piano.25
New Standard Four-Rand Collection...
.25
Orchestra Polio, Parta, each.15
Orchestra Polio, Piano Part.25
Paul Wach's Album.25
Scale and Arpeggio Studies, Book I,
Blumenstengcl.20
Trial by Jury, Sullivan.25
Tschaikowsky Album for the Voung.30
Music Supplies by
Mail Order
Never has there been a time when It was
more important that we should use the
utmost care in all of our purchases. The
purchasing of music supplies, books, sheet
music, and we speak particularly of these
for educational purposes, is just as im¬
portant as the purchase of any other mer¬
chandise, or even of the necessities of
life. The quality of our publications has
remained unchanged. Paper, printing and
particularly strength of bindihg, remain
unchanged, notwithstanding great in¬
creases in cost of manufacture.
While we have lost many employees, the
same as every other business, our service
has been kept up to the usual standard,
and we certainly expect, at any cost of
thne or effort, to continue that same
service.
We ask our patrons to let us have their
stock orders for next season, of On Sale
music, a general stock of music to be
used from for schools and teachers, at
the earliest possible moment, not so much
because of the delays in our own house
as because of transportation delays. The
matter of billing does not affect the time
of payment. We are always liberal in our
terms, and it is possible for us to arrange
for the delivery at a certain date.
Our prices are little changed. Our dis¬
counts still less. Every advantage we
have tver given is continued. Let us have
all orders early. Consult with us on any
matters pertaining to music or music edu¬
cation. Look over the list of standard
uew publications on the double spread
among the very first pages of this issue,
and add the names of any of these works
which one might desire to examine to your
sheet music order for the coming season.
Do not hesitate. Treat the present con¬
ditions of unrest with the greatest calm¬
ness. Do business the same as usual. Ad¬
vertise a little more than usual, and this
means through every medium of publicity.
Music has been decreed by all the govern¬
ments as most essential in the winning of
the war.

New Music On Sale
During the Summer Months
Only one more summer package could
be sent to any of our patrons, so this
notice, perhaps, pertains more to winter
New Music than to summer New Music'.
Nevertheless the August package of Sum¬
mer New Music On Sale is either seven
or fifteen pieces of piano or vocal new
publications, or both, sent On Sale; that
is, for examination at our lowest and best
professional discount. All the music re¬
turnable, all new—a plan that has been
found acceptable'during the winter season
by thousands of our patrons. A postal
card will bring summer New Music or put
your name on the winter New Music list,
which means about six such packages dur¬
ing the busiest teaching months. A postal
card will stop the packages at any
moment.
Advance of Publication
Offers Withdrawn
pertains this month to only one, that the
Volunteer Choir, Anthem Collection, the
tenth of our series of low-priced church
music collections; 15 cents each, $1.80 per
dozen, for a work containing 22 melodious
easy singable anthems for the chorus choir.
The contents of this particular work have
been selected from among our more simple
anthems, sort of beginning the series over
again. It compares in some ways with
Model Anthems, the first of the entire
series and the best selling of them all. At
such a low price the offer cannot be very
much less in price than regularly. Get a
copy for examination.

This year in particular it is the part of
wisdom to make early arrangements for
music supplies, and we are pleased to note
that many hundreds of our regular patrons
have profited by past experience and have
already placed their fall orders in our
hands. This course guarantees an early
and satisfactory supply of teaching mate¬
rial, with nothing of this kind to worry
about or wait for when the season’s work
begins. We cordially invite old and new
customers to get in touch with us at once
with regard to a supply of “On Sale”
music for next year, the music to be sent
now or before September first and with
permission to keep it on hand until the
close of the 1918-19 teaching season, when
the unused portion is to be returned and
settlement made for the remainder.

Our advance of publication price for
this volume is 50 cents a copy, postpaid.

Tschaikowsky Album
for the Young
The Etude for Three Months
Among the great composers who have
at a Special Low Price
written for the young there is no one who
During August and September of this has given us more delightful gems than
year we have arranged to help the hun¬ Tschaikowsky in his Opus 39. They are
dreds of teachers and friends of The not equal in number to Schumann’s Opus
Etiuje who realize how helpful the journal 68, but in quality they rank equally with
is, by making a special three-months sub¬ Schumann’s Album.
scription rate of 25 cents. This is a saving
There are 24 pieces in the volume, and
of nearly one-half of what The Etude they contain a great variety. A special
costs when it is purchased in the music , feature is that so many are descriptive.
store and at the news stand. Directly, The Doll’s Burial is a beautiful piece of
it is a money losing proposition with us, funereal music. The Song of the Lark, In
but indirectly it is a very profitable one, Church, The Hand Organ Man, The Sick
as we know from experience that The Doll, the March of the Tin Soldiers, The
Etude’s very best advertisement is itself. Hobby Horse and The Morning Prayer
People who love music have to see a few are ail descriptive.
issues coming regularly to learn how help¬
Then there are quite a number of pieces
ful, instructive and entertaining it is. representing folk music, such as the Rus¬
Probably no magazine in the world can sian Song, the Italian Song, the German
boast of as many subscribers who have Song, the Old French Song and the Nea¬
taken it year after year for a great many politan Dance Song. They are folk songs
years. This offer is especially valuable and belong to national music.
this year among teachers who are anxious
This volume is not as well known as it
to keep up the enthusiasm for music dur¬ should be, but it is constantly increasing
ing war time. Just mention that The in popularity, and that is why we are
Etude can be had on trial subscription for adding it to our Presser Collection.
three months for 25 cents and see how
Our special advance of publication price
readily musically interested people will will be 30 cents per copy, postpaid.
take it.

Every Teacher's Wartime Opportunity
Wartime Opens Limitless Opportunities Hitherto Unseen.
In music thousands will have the chance to commence their studies
this year who had hardly dared to dream that they might study.
Music in Our Hearts will Put Courage in Our Homes. It is
the Music Teachers’ patriotic duty to do everything possible to
stimulate new and enthusiastic interest in music now.
Experienced Teachers Know That Regular Reading of THE
ETUDE
1.
2.

Keeps Musical Enthusiasm at a White Heat.
Provides Instruction and Information that cannot Possibly be
Included in One or Two Lessons a Week.
3. Keeps the Pupil Supplied with a Rich Fund of New Pieces Pro=
cured at a Nominal Cost and No Trouble.
4. Makes all Music Study a Delight and Brings Splendid Musical
Entertainment to the Home.
Hundreds of Teachers after explaining the importance of THE
ETUDE and securing the pupil’s consent add the cost of Etude
subscription ($1.50 a year) to the first term’s bill.
Wartime Has Made THE ETUDE Especially Valuable to the
pupil and the teacher. Many teachers this year will take pride in
having

“Every Pupil an ETUDE Subscriber”
We Want to Help Active Teachers in doing this and we have
prepared a “Special Letter of Suggestions” which we shall be glad
to send to any teacher together with Etude literature. This is a
profitable wartime opportunity which no active teacher will neglect.
Write To=day to

THE ETUDE ::
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David Bispham’s
Album of Songs
For some time Mr. Bispham has had in
preparation for us an album of high-class
vocal compositions, similar to those which
have appeared in The Etude from time to
time, as The Wanderer, by Schubert, and
the Two Grenadiers, by Schumann, and
Only a Yearning Heart, by Tschaikowsky.
The volume will be called Master Songs,
or some similar title. All the songs_ will
receive very close editing and supervising
by Mr. Bispham.
Mr. Bispham, notwithstanding his time
of experience in the art song field, has
been investigating and selecting material
from an immense mass of possible songs,
with a view of making this work a monu¬
ment to both his musical judgment and
artistic reputation. It will be such a col¬
lection of songs that every teacher will
want to put into the hands of every pupil;
that is, every pupil who has passed the
preparatory stages of musical develop-

Theo. Presser Co. :: Phila., Pa.

Master Study
in Music
The final touches upon this series of
biographies are now being made and the
work is progressing finely. The book will
be unique in size and shape. Club pro¬
grams and recital programs, together with
ten test questions after each chapter will
make it practical for club and class work
without interfering in any way with its
practicability for private reading. The
human interest aspect is very strong in
these biographies. It is Beethoven the
Man, Debussy the Man, Tschaikowsky the
Man, MacDowell the Man as well as musi¬
cians that these great masters have been
treated. There is nothing exactly like this
work that has ever been presented to the
public in book form. The work has an
introduction covering the ten most impor¬
tant events in musical history written by
a renowned European musical savant, and
the body of the book has been in gradual
course of preparation for several years by
James Francis Cooke. The advance of
publication price is 50 cents.
Lost, A Comet—Operetta
By George L. Spaulding
This operetta is now ready, but the
special offer will be continued during the
current month. It is a worthy addition to
the series of operettas by Mr. Spaulding
and Jessica Moore, all of which has
proven very successful. No belter work
for young people can be found than this
last one. It is easy of production, the
text is bright and entertaining and the
music is all it should be, tuneful and full
of go.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 25 cents, postpaid.
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Trial by Jury
By Arthur Sullivan
Our new edition of this well-known
operetta has been carefully revised. It
is one of the most popular of all operettas,
for a local production by amateurs. It
has one advantage in the fact that it is
all sung throughout. There is no spoken
dialect. The time of performance is about
three-quarters of an hour, and there is
really good vocal music, both for the
mixed chorus and for the several prin¬
cipals. It is a rare combination of bright
and witty text, sparkling .music and
humorous situations.
For introductory purposes we are offer¬
ing copies at the special rate of 25 cents
per copy, postpaid.

New Standard Collection
for Violin and Piano
This volume is now about ready, but
the special offer will be continued during
the current month. It affords an excellent
opportunity for violin students to acquire
possession of a valuable collection of mis¬
cellaneous pieces at a nominal price. This
volume is printed from our special large
plates, and contains many more pieces
than are usually found in a work of this
kind, and are by the best classic, modern
and contemporary writers.
They are
chiefly for intermediate grade, with a view
for home playing or recital work and such.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 25 cents per copy,
postpaid.

Album of Piano Pieces
By Women Composers
We will extend the special offer on this
unique volume one month longer. The vol¬
ume which we have in preparation will be
representative. Women composers have
made wonderful strides in the domain of
art; this is particularly so with American
women composers. We have now quite a
number of women who have a knowledge
of the intricacies of musical composition
equal to that of any of the male com¬
posers. Women possess qualities by nat¬
ure that are extremely valuable and come
into play in musical comoosition very
prominently. There is a delicacy and re¬
finement and tenderness that only women
possess. There is no reason why we can¬
not have a George Elliot, a Margaret De¬
land, a Harriet Beecher Stowe of musi¬
cal composition.
Our special advanced price is 35 cents,
postpaid.

New Orchestra
Folio
The New Orchestra Folio is still in
course of preparation. It is quite an un¬
dertaking to get a work of this kind done
as it should be—so well that no one will
be disappointed. So it will take a little
time to get the books on the market, but
they will be worth waiting for. The pieces
in this series are selected from our best
copyrights and will not include anything
hitherto published in any collection of
orchestra music. They will be playable in
any combination added to a first violin and
a piano part. Until publication the ad¬
vance special prices are: Piano book, 25
cents; orchestra books, each 15 cents.
Scale and Arpeggio Studies
for Violin, Book I
in the First Position
By A. Blumenstengel
This is a standard work in violin teach¬
ing, which we are about to add to the
Presser Collection. It is used by a ma¬
jority of teachers for daily studies. It
consists of scales studies in all the major
and minor keys, arpeggio studies in all the
major and minor keys, together with a
variety of studies in bowing. Our new
edition of this work v’”l be carefully
edited by a master violinM and it will be
superior in all respects. Our special intro¬
ductory price for Volume 1, in advance of
publication, will be 20 cents per copy, post-

Bohm Album
for the Piano
Among the popular drawing-room com¬
posers there are none that quite equal
Bohm. Take the world over and you will
find there is more of Bohm’s music used
than of Beethoven’s. For the same reason
more of Kipling’s books are sold than of
Dante’s.
Bohm has one distinguishing feature.
All his salon compositions are uniformly
easy under the hands, and none of his
compositions contain difficulties outside of
the particular grade in which the pieces
fall-—in other words, there are no knotty
sections; they all play uniformly. So the New Standard
volume that we are issuing will consist of Four-Hand Collection
pieces of the same difficulty.
This collection is now about ready, but
As the plates for this volume are almost the special offer will be continued during
ready, it will be only a short time before the current month. This is one of the
the offer is withdrawn. For the time be¬ best books that it is possible to obtain
ing, the special advance price for this vol¬ for general use in ensemble practice, sight¬
ume is 35 cents a copy, postpaid.
reading practice and recreation playing.
The duets are both original four-hand
Mozart Album
pieces and transcriptions from classic,
We expected to withdraw the Mozart modern and contemporary writers. They
Album from the special offer this month, are largely of intermediate grade and are
They give
but owing to delays of one kind or an¬ well balanced throughout.
other we will keep this offer in force for plenty to do for both players. The volume
is printed from the special large plates.
another month.
The introductory price in advance of
This volume will be a gem volume. It
will contair all the favorite Mozart pieces. publication is 25 cents per copy, postpaid.
Any one ot the pieces in this volume will
be worth the price of the entire volume.
Marchesi, Elementary
Our price for the special offer is 35 cents
Progressive Exercises
a copy, postpaid.
for the Voice
Mme. Marchesi was for many years one
Biehl, Opus 44, Books II and III
of the most noted vocal teachers of Paris.
Easy Progressive Studies
Herself a pupil of the famous Garcia, it
for Piano
was her privilege to pass on the excellent
We have already published Book I of traditions to a number of pupils who be¬
Biehl’8 Opus 44. and we are now adding came famous, including Gerster, Melva,
to the Presser Collection Books II and Calve, Emma Eames and her own daugh¬
III. Biehl's Easy Progressive Studies, ter, Blanche. Rossini, acknowledging the
Opus 44, serves as splendid introduction dedication of a volume of her Vocalizes,
to velocity playing, and may be used as extols her method as “an exposition of the
preparation for the Czerny School of true art of the Italian school of singing,
Velocity, Opus 299, or for any similar inclusive of the dramatic element.” Sureiy
work. The studies are not too long to be¬ nothing more need be said to endorse this
come tiresome, and each one emphasizes excellent and practical collection of exer¬
and brings out some special point in cises, which are specially adapted for the
modern technic tending towards the de¬ needs of the soprano and mezzo-soprano
voice. This present edition has been edited
velopment of velocity.
The special introductory price for Books and the direction- translated from the
II and III will be 20 cents for each book; French by Mr. Nicholas Douty, the wellor, in addition, for those wishing to pos¬ known tenor and authority on voice, whose
sess all three books, we will offer Book I writings have often appeared in The
for 20 cents per copy, if all three books
The advance of publication price is 25
are ordered, making the price 60 cents
cents, postpaid.
for the three books.

DeBeriot’s Method
for the Violin, Book I
A fine new edition of a standard old
work, which has been reprinted by many
publishers in all parts of the world. Re¬
markable for the melodiousness of its ex¬
ercises, which goes far toward alleviating
some of the drudgery of elementary prac~
tice, it is justly a favorite with both
teacher and pupil.
For the best success in its use, one
should supplement it with other studies m
the first position—for instance, Wohlfahrt’s Melodious Studies—before going
through that portion of the book which
treats of the higher positions, as it is
rather rapidly progressive for the ordi¬
nary pupil. Even so, it is greatly to be
preferred to most of the well-graded but
“dry-as-dust” methods which fill large
volumes.
The advance of publication price is 35
cents, postpaid.
Paul Wach’s Album
for the Pianoforte
The late Paul Wachs was one of the
most successful writers of high-class draw¬
ing room music. A Frenchman himself,
he wrote in the modern French manner.
His works contain rare melodic inventions,
as well as brilliant musicianship. Many
of his pieces, such as Shower of Stars,
Ballet Mignon and Rosy Fingers, have
proven wonderfully successful. We have
now in the process of compilation an
album of his most favorite pieces. It will
be the best Wachs collection ever issued.
In advance of publication we are offer¬
ing this album at the special introductory
price of 25 cents per copy, postpaid.
Useful Gifts for
Etude Subscriptions
So many useful and valuable articles are
given as rewards to those who obtain
Etude subscriptions, that we wish to call
attention of all Etude friends to these
premiums, in order that they may also
enjoy these benefits. Musical supplies,
music books and albums, articles for per¬
sonal and household use, are given for a
very small number of subscriptions, the
number based upon the actual cost of the
article to us.
Send a postal card for the new Illus¬
trated Premium Catalog, which lists
many of these gifts. Below we ckn list
only a few.
For ONE Subscription.
Knitting Needles, amber, 14-inch, size
4%; 10 inch, size 5, one subscription.
Shell Needles, 10 inch, size 3, one sub¬
scription.
Sterling Silver Service Pins, beautifully
enameled in the national colors, with one,
two or three stars.
Wright & Ditson Championship Tennis
Ball.
Gold-filled Shirtwaist Set of three pins
—a bar pin, 2% inches long, and two small
pins, each 1 inch; attractive pattern.
Album of Lyric Pieces. Twenty-six
piano pieces.
First Steps in Pianoforte Study— Theo.
Presser.
Four-Hand Parlor Pieces.
Standard Vocal Album. Thirty songs;
medium voice.
Ladies’ Neck Chain, 18 inches Ion
made of thin gold shell that is guaranty
to wear ten years. Same chain, 40 inch
long, for three subscriptions.'
Brooch of the Allies. A Sterling silv
brooch, showing, in tasteful arrangemei
ali the national colors of the Allied cou
tries.
Keepclean Hair Brush. Black ivo
finish, grooved back; size, 9% x 2%, wi
11 rows of medium-length white b’rist]
anchored in a special composition ai
faced with aluminum.
Black seal grain, morean lined Pocki
book; six inches long by three inches det
with hand strap on back.
Brahm’s Hungarian Dances. Two bool
Any one.
Sonatina Album. Louis Kohler.
Waltzes. Complete. F. Chopin!
Czerny School of Velocity.

For THREE Subscriptions.
Indian Songs. Thurlow Lieurance.
The Organ Player. Pipe Organ. P. \\
Orem.
Well-known Pianoforte Solos; How to
Play Them. Chas. W. Wilkinson.
Solid-gold Lavallieres; diamond shape,
with amethyst and four pearls and one
large pearl; pendant measuring one inch,
or one pearl and large amethyst, size of
pendant one and on -quarter inches.
The Surprise Racket (Wright & Ditson
make) may be had for three yearly sub¬
scriptions, or with Racket Case of felt or
canvas for four yearly subscriptions. The
Surprise Racket has recently been greatly
improved, and is the latest and most popu¬
lar shape. The frame is strongly made
and attractively designed, with stringing
of high-quality gut. Made in light and
medium weights.
One year’s subscription for The Etude.
Etude Renewals—
Special Offer
The Etude again makes its readers a
special offer, good for the month of
August only, whereby they may obtain
excellent music collections for a very
small sum in addition to the yearly sub¬
scription price of The Etude. The fol¬
lowing is the offer in detail:
Every reader who renews his or her
Etude subscription, or sends us a new suiv
scription during the month of August may,
by adding 15 cents to the price, making a
total of $1.65 ($1.90 in Canada), have the
year’s renewal or a new subscription, to¬
gether with a choice of:
First Parlor Pieces.
Modern Dance Album. Eighteen piano
selections.
Mathew’s Standard Graded Course of
Studies. (Any one grade.)
Piano Player’s Repertoire of Popular
Pieces.
Selected Classics for Violin and Piano.
Etude readers should take advantage of
this bargain offer in renewing their own
subscriptions, as well as in urging their
friends to subscribe for The Etude. Any
renewals or new subscriptions received
during the month of August entitle the
subscriber to take advantage of this offer,
upon the addition of 15 cents to the regu¬
lar subscription price.
Order Magazines Now
While Prices are Low
Several of the most popular magazines
have already sent notice of price advances
to become effective early in the fall. It
will therefore be to the advantage of
Etude readers to order their magazines
for the coming year before the end of
August. Don’t wait for subscriptions to
expire. RENEW NOW!
Send for your copy of the Magazine
Guide, listing hundreds of money saving
clubs. Below and on page 541 only a few
are presented.
THE ETUDE.
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A man’s creative individuality is the
outcome of his admirations. It is for this
reason that an artist with too many admi¬
rations never possesses an individuality at
all If one probes deep into the works
of any great creative individualist, it is
not difficult to see from whence his style
has come, but it is not always derived
from the same art. To take Percy Grain¬
ger as an example, it is evident that his
verv marked style is largely called into
being through his intense admiration for
Rudyard Kipling. Again, Robert Schu¬
mann largely owes his style to the ro¬
manticism of Jean Paul Friedrich Rich¬
ter, for whom he had admitted an un¬
bounded admiration; and other examples
could be found and enlarged upon.—Cyril
Scott, in The Musical Herald, London.

Cosmopolitanism in Music
A great deal has been said, one way
and another, about nationalism in music,
but as a matter of fact, there has always
been a great amount of "give and take”
among the various nationalities.
The foundations of one of the most im¬
portant phases of French musical art
were laid by the Italian, Lulli.
The German, Handel, before he finally
found his true metier in oratorio, poured
out one Italian opera after another for
the delectation of the English public—a
most composite paradox!
A performance of Mozart’s Entfiihrvng aus dem Serail recently given in
Berlin, had its scene laid in Turkey, with
some of the characters representing Eng¬
lish persons, such as Constance and Bel¬
mont, with Italianized names, Belmonto
and Constansa, while the opera was sung
in German.
Practically all of the famous music re¬
lating to the Orient, by such composers as
Felicien David, Puccini, Debussy, Cyril
Scott, Mascagni, Amy Woodford Finden, Sir Arthur Sullivan, Granville Bantock, Rimsky-Korsakoff and the like,
has been written by Europeans. (Amy
Woodward Finden, however, is said to
have spent much-of her life in the Ori¬
ent.) Hardly any part of what we are ac¬
customed through convention to identify
as oriental music has actually come to us
irom the Orient, although a few genu¬
ine oriental themes have been occasionally
employed by European composers.
Captain Willard, in his Treatise on the
Musu of Hindustan, says,
“Altogether, I have for a long time
been unable to repel the impression that
the executed music of various ancient
and modern Asiatic nations must have
been, and still is, something very differ¬
ent from the metaphysical or mathemati¬
cal music of their philosophers, whose
theories, the result of mere speculation,
must always have borne but little rela¬
tion to the practice.” "Almost the same
mav be said of our own music,” com¬
ments Carl Engel; "many of the rules
advanced by theorists are seldom, if
ever, applied to practice.
Supposing,
two thousand years hence, some musical
antiquary should be the happy discoverer
of any of our present treatises on coun¬
terpoint and fugue. How far would his
impressions on the nature of our ordinary
popular music, as derived from his dis¬
covery, be derived from the actual truth?

Impossible!
“What made that prima donna demand
ur discharge?”
“I wrote an article” replied the press
ent, “saving that she sings like an angel.
ie said she saw no reason for cotnplimtary reference to anybody’s singing
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Concerted Music as a Part of
Every Pianist’s Education

“Tell Me What You Like and I
Will Tell You What You Are”

The World of Music
(Continued from page h’Jl.)
From all over the musical world come tidings of the great and glorious work that
music is doing at this hour in aiding humanity’s cause. No battle is won with in¬
different, dull, dejected, uninspired fighters. Music is the patriotic stimulus which
instantaneously throws before the mind those things which stand for home and
family and country and right and put that spirit in men and women to make them
want to defend these sacred possessions. At home inusic is one of the greatest
benedictions of the hour and Music Teachers and Music Lovers have now as never
before an opportunity to serve humanity in a way that statesman, scientist and the
man in the street all recognize as vitally important.
Theo. Karle, the well-known tenor, has
been called for military duty.
Los Axgei.es, Cal., enjoys the unique
distinction of having a Whistling Chorus
composed of 33 girls, under the direction of
Agnes Woodward.
._...s
Dr. H. Walford
Davies h been granted
....... „f major in the British army, his
services to the force taking the form of
supervising the development of singing
among the ranks. What n-—v—
*”
__ morale
_ c the soldiers no
keeping up the
adequately, and Dr.
tongue can describe adt„-„,--’—J-mplished
In a:
an
Davies had already
accomplished much in
his appointment.
unofficial capacity b~*—e *■*-—
Richard Arnold, a noted violinist, con¬
cert-master of the Philharmonic Orchestra
of New York, died In June.

e the soloists and chorus drawn from
home talent, but the orchestra, of over
twenty players, and the whole work was
rehearsed and presented within the short
period of twenty-three days.
Mme. Schumann-Heink, ten thousand
soldiers from Camp Fremont, and a civilian
chorus of one thousand all joined in a grand
community song festival at Palo Alto, Cal.,
on the tenth of June.
The Bournemouth (England) Municipal
Orchestra, under the leadership of Dan
Godfrey, recently celebrated Its 25th anni¬
versary with an all-British program.

Why is the Cornet Part in a Different Key?
This question is often asked by young
pianists who are for the first time play¬
ing accompaniments for a cornetist, or
who are having their first experience as
the pianist of a small orchestra. The
same query arises in the case of the
clarinet or the French horn, or in the
case of the “English horn” (which is not
a horn at all, but an alto oboe).
Neither musical instruments nor musi¬
cal notation were invented all at once,
but both have had their gradual historical
growth, and are the product of a series
of experiments, adaptations and compro¬
mises. When once a certain usage of
musical notation is widespread, and thou¬
sands of different pieces are published,
written in accordance with that usage, any
change so radical as to put these editions
out of use and to force players to learn
a different manner of reading notes for
their instrument would encounter such
opposition as to be practically out of the
question.
The cornet is, in its tubing, a compro¬
mise between the trumpet and the bugle,
but fitted with valves whereby a complete
chromatic scale is obtained. When the
trumpet was first introduced into the or¬
chestra it had no valves or keys, and was
only capable of the few “open tones” that
may be produced without their use. Nev¬
ertheless, it was most valuable on account
of its quality of tone, and was provided
with a number of crooks and shanks, by
which it could be prepared to sound in
any given key, the parts for it being writ¬
ten in the key of C, and the trumpet (by
means of its proper crook), automatically
transposing into the key desired.
This usage continued long after the in¬
vention of piston or rotary valves—even
up to some thirty years ago, By about
that time, trumpets were commonly fitted
with valves and also with the old full
selection of crooks” for change of key,
but professional players began to disre¬
gard the crooks, and use only the valves,
transposing the (usually quite simple)
trumpet parts at sight. For various rea¬
sons too long to recount here, the
"trumpet in F” seemed more convenient
as a stand-by than the “trumpet in C’
which sounds the notes as written, and
as the art of transposition had to be prac-

Francesco Berger, a distinguished piano
teacher of London, organized, shortly
after the beginning of his career, classes
for the study of Concerted Piano Music,
the Piano being taken by his pupils, one
at a time, the Violin and the Cello by art¬
ists whom he retained for the purpose.
The enterprise proved very successful, and
he continued it without interruption for
forty years! He held (to quote his
words), that “concerted chamber music
is the highest form which instrumental
music (not orchestral) can take, and that
it should be part of the education of
every pianist to be practically acquainted
with it, comprising as it does masterworks by all the greatest composers.

Syncopation
By Viva Harrison
In solving rhythmical problems, we
insert the word “and,” which lays stress
upon the syncopation, and makes it
familiar to the pupil’s ears.
Count one with the foot, and the lift¬
ing.of it signifies the “and,” which means
that we can better control the hand if we
direct it by the beat of the foot. One
hand marks the time, and the other the
notes, but one must break the current in
both hands, regardless of both having the
same inclination. The use of the metro¬
nome corrects any faulty rhythm, because
if the right conception has been formed
in the mental ear, we can play without it.
In Grieg’s Friihling, the difficulty lies
in shifting the will-force off the triplet
rhythm and concentrating it on the
duplets. Count each hand separately,
strict tempo, feeling the rhythm of it, and
the notes will adjust themselves. The
left-hand triplets and right-hand duplets
must come in right after each other, hav¬
ing the appearance of dropping the notes
unconsciously, one behind the other. Of
course, keeping time with the feet must
be limited to the elementary steps.

natural result, before long, composers be¬
gan to write directly for “trumpet in F.”
(The trumpet in F sounded a fourth
above the notes written: the horn in F,
a fifth below.)
But a still further change was soon to
come. Trumpets and cornets are largely
played by the same people, and B flat and
A had been found the most favorable
keys for a cornet to stand in, the “cornet
in C” having a rather hard unsympathetic
tone, and being used very little. Then
too, Adolphe Sax, the inventor of the
series of brass band instruments com¬
monly in use, had chosen B flat and E
flat as a basis for the series, and in
course of time, trumpets, like cornets were
built in B fiat, so that now the only dif¬
ference is in the bore, the shape of the
mouthpiece, and the quality of tone, the Benjamin Franklin’s Philoso¬
manner of execution being identical.
phy Applied to Music Study
In case the pianist sees the cornet part
written for “Cornet in B flat,” then every
By Benj. E. Galpin
note sounds just a whole-tone below the
note written.
Had Franklin been a music student, he
If for “Cornet in A,” then every note
sounds a minor third below the note would have said: “Save the minutes and
the hour will save itself.”
written.
Had he been a piano student, he would
In the former case, the cornet part will
have two less flats than the piano part: have been tempted to say: "Take care
in the latter case, three less sharps.
of the left hand and the right hand will
It is a curious fact, however, that tra¬ take care of itself.”
ditions of skill in transposition at sight
Had he been a music teacher, he would
are still in evidence among professional have thought: “Take care of your present
players, so that some use only the B flat pupil, and your getting new pupils will
cornet, even when the A is indicated, take care of itself.”
making the necessary transposition men¬
tally.
Be Strict, But Reasonable
The transpositions for the clarinet are
similar to those for the cornet, only in
By Frances A. Freund
the case of clarinets, the player must
actually have two instruments, B flat and
This does not mean, be harsh. Be
A, while the cornetist makes the change
by means merely of a shank, crook, slide always kindly in your manner, but let
or extra valve. Within the writer’s re¬ your pupil feel that you expect from him
membrance, a C clarinet, which did not the highest excellence of which he may be
transpose, was not uncommon, but it was capable at his present stage of progress.
not a favorite with composers, and being If you are lax in your methods, allow
so seldom written for, has gradually careless blunders in the reading of notes,
fallen out of use. Formerly a set of clumsy fingering, or heedless use of the
pedal, your pupils will be more and
clarinets meant three—C, B flat and A.
The French horn, as regards its intro¬ more so.
At the same time, never discourage a
duction into the orchestra, has had a his¬
tory, somewhat similar to the trumpet, pupil by demanding anything from him
except that the key finally settled on for which is absolutely beyond his present
a standard is F, a perfect fifth below the powers.
Keep your own ideals high, but be
notes written. Thu ;f the music is really ,
in F, the part for the K-ench horn would patient in working toward their real¬
ization.
be written in C. a fifth higher.
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Chicago Musical College
V
OO—

I ear

The leading and largest College of Music and Dramatic
Art in America. 100 teachers of world-wide reputation
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THE MAFv: WOOD CHASE SCHOOL OF MUSICAL ARTS
Winter Term Opens September Ninth, 1918
Courses in PIANO, VOICE, VIOLIN, CELLO, EAR-TRAINING, KEYBOARD and APPLIED
HARMONY, DALCROZE EURYTHMICS, DRAMATIC ART, TEACHERS’ TRAINING COURSES
Opportunity for performance
FOR CURRICULUM, Address: 801 LYON and HEALY BUILDING, CHICAGO

Be a Teacher of Music
in the Public Schools
SPECIAL ONE-YEAR COURSE

£

■at

Louise Burton

.

SOPRANO
Avail,.bit* It.: Concerts, Oratoiios and Costume Recitals.

CHICAGO^COLLEGE

Every vear music is becoming a greater
factor in education. Right now the demand
for tea'hers of music in the Public

more than 29 years. We offer a complete
and thorough course in Public School Musi,
may be finished in one
. . J’

DipImmis^lJegrees, Medals^RpfESTHER HARRIS, President

Special Prizes for Next Season beginning September 16th
The Mason & Hamlin Company, of Boston, offers to the successful competitor
in the Graduation or Post-Graduation Classes of the Piano Department a

CONOVER SR GRAND
Carl D. Kinsey offers to the successful competitor in the Graduation or PostGraduation Classes of the Vocal Department a
1

r\Li

Wi 1 conduct in Chicago ti.roughout the Summer
CLASSES FOR PIANISTS

ffivl&'inwpreta'n^nanddevelopnient. ^
Snltv .^Ri.nn JJ^j

T

DURING THE SEASON OF 1919-1920—
ALL EXPENSES PAID

S*lrts
fp«S ER.VATOR.Y

AMERICAN
SSsS 1 CONSERVATORY
of MUSIC J
i
^^
|

gja’c^fiaavat]

< mCOn.ORATIDI
ELIAS DAY. DIRECTOR
“Definite Preparation for a Definite Wor
A superior faculty, t«i bing every branch
Music and Dramatic Art. Diplomas giv,
degrees conferred More than 390 of our atudel
have secured concert positions in the last fi
years.
Fall Term opene September 9, 1918.

and Dancing.

juUnoFraak A. Morgan”Manage^
Dept. E
600-610 LYON & HEALY BLDG., Chics;

S-lmol, supplied Teachers for
I'unils prepared for Lyceum
and ^ Chautauqua engageDurable Dormitory accom-

571

HE FINAL contests are to be held in Orchestra Hall (Chicago) in May, 1919, and the
judges will be musicians of international distinction not connected with T he Chicago
Musical College.
The winner of the Mason & Hamlin and Conover Grand Pianos will
play at the Commencement Exercises in June, 1919.
Contestants must enroll by October 1,
1918 and continue study throughout the season.

THIRTY-FIFTH YEAR
Under State Charter

1 200 Partial Scholarships £S“th£S

... —
Detroit Conservatory of
L. York. M. A., P
h Johnson, Vice P
45th YEAR

MUSIC

60 Free and 140 Partial Scholarships
PROFESSOR LEOPOLD AUER, the World’s most illustrious Violin teacher ha<?
a term of five weeks beginning September 16th. Special circular on request
DR. F. ZIEGFELD,

—T
fw“'

, r

Sd M*"*9er

»«.. Bun„. s°i,Iu-

v: O'. 1. SiUk, Sciontl, Ragna

mi

P*£&u£I£dF£ZlLr

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

Chicago, Illinois

llII
Jj

IOLUMBIA SCHOOL OF

MUSIC
M"”“p,ANa THEOHV- vpHl22EL

>&:±alS&,E!a2±3S&

fALED FR

mm m

”__address-

CARL D-

sally recognized*!^' a school
of the highest standards, and
is one of the largest musical
Eighty artist-instructors,
tat ion.° A partial list follows:
Karleton Hackett, Adolf
Weiflig, Wilhelm Middelschulte .^Enrico Tramonti,

as

Fall Term Opsns September 9, 1918

to be awarded to talented students with limited means September 1st

Kimball Hall

Advertising is one of the
indispensable elements
of modern business

CONSERVATORY
Teachers and Artists to Colleges and Schools. Students
enrolled at any time.
Dormitory Accommodations.
Tuition reasonable and musical advantages unequaled
elsewhere.
Examination free.
Complete catalog on
request.

|

School of Music

■ The Conservatory is located
SroughoutschooieyearS
Am*
in the hearty of ^Chicago’s
mpraTDe^ees3^nf errwf by authority of the State of musical center, in. the i

DURING THE SEASON OF 1919-1920—
ALL EXPENSES PAID

Courses and private lessons in Piano, Voice, Violin,
Organ, Theory, Public School Music, Movies, Dancing,
School of Opera, Orchestral Instruments, Expression,
Acting. Normal training for Teachers in all Branches.
Teachers’ Certificates, Diplomas, Degrees, Medals,
Public Recitals. Unrivaled Free Advantages, Supplies

THE SECRETARY, 3029 West Grand Boulevard, Detroit, Mich.

Thomas Normal Training School

YCEU/n

Felix Borowski offers to the successful competitor in the Graduation or Post-Graduation Classes of the Violin
Department a

PUBLIC RECITAL

and worn'a' -----— rent* free
We l.aVbesn g aduat’ng teachers and
onrequest. For detailed information.

P?ANa ° prFcJ 31,400

The Cable Piano Company, of Chicago, offers to the successful competitor in the
Senior Diploma Class of the Piano Department a

r UDLlt

HAROLD HENRY

JOHN AvDERSON,6U Lyon and Healy Bldg.,Chicago

MASON & HAMLIN

PI TRI IP PI7PIT A I

ANNA M. TOMLINSON’S
nn = ICTDA'-HER8 NORMAL CLASSES I'OKINO AIIOOSI

"■SflSABSa.5-’

S H. BELL, Sac.. Box 7,1013 w

Public School Music
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EASTERN (Continued)

Schools and Colleges
NEW YORK CITY

mm W-

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND ARTS
Opposite Central Park, cor. 95th St., New York City

::

RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director

New York City’s most beautiful and home-like School devoted to Music and the Allied Arts with UNSURPASSED BEAUTY
OF SCENE FACING CENTRAL PARK
No advance in rates and with the same celebrated faculty including Arthur Friedheim, Ralfe Leech Sterner, Aloys Kremer, Harold A. Fix, Clarance de Vaux Royer,
Illuminato Miserendino, Frank Howard Warner, S. Reid Spencer, Mable Rivers Schuler, Annie Grace, Mme. Clara Lopez, Helen Wolverton and others.
DORMITORIES IN SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND PROPER CHAPERONAGE WITH MANY SOCIAL AND RECREATION ADVANTAGES. OPEN THE ENTIRE YEAR
PUPILS MAY
ENTER ANY DAY.
TWO PUBLIC CONCERTS EVERY WEEK. TERMS, INCLUDING TUITION, BOARD, PRACTICING, ETC., ON APPLICATION.
SEND FOR BOOKLET AND TEACHERS’ BIOGRAPHIES
'
MEHLIN PIANO USED EXCLUSIVELY Si

DUNNING SYSTEM

PIANO CONSERVATORY

for Beginners
Has over 1000 Teachers—Classes Larger Every Year—Teachers Earning $250J, $3000 and $4000
a Year with the Dunning Work Alone—Why is This ?
MRS. CARRE LOUISE DUNNING NORMAL CLASS FOR TEACHERS, New York City. Norma!
Classes, Portland, Oregon, June 18th; Chicago, August 1st.
Mrs. Addy Yeargai.i Hall, Normal Claasea, Davenport, Iowa, Dee. 17th. Addreas Musical Art
Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Mrs. Oscar E. Busby, Nashville, Tann., July 22d; Li.tie Rock, Ark., Sept. 16th| Mobile, Ala.,

V

Bacon MacDonald, I
s, October 23th. Addr<
Chas.
.. Sept. 3d; Topeka, Kans.,
a, Kan.
Address U2N. Mato St., Wi<
i, June 5th, 1918, Birmingham, Ala. Address 812,

IRGIL

CONSEKmTORYyMuSIC
PHILADELPHIA
34th YEAR OPENS SEPTEMBER 16th
.gh^-pr breadth* oF*cuJture w'mXI^'co^ combing

A SCHOOL OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

MRS. A. M. VIRGIL,
Director

conservatory

“The School That Makes Players”
Special Courses for Teachers

11 WEST SIXTY-EIGHTH STREET, NEW YORK
Write for Catalog

FALL TERM, SEPTEMBER 3RD

e C. Fuller,
July let, 1918. Rochester, N. Y. Address 50 Erion
aal Cl*
Rochester, P_
>r Mason,
ses, Dallas, Texas, April 20th; Denver, Colo., June
ss soil Worth St.
Has, Texas.
Mrs. Alice Hawley Scothor .
s, Boston, July 29th, 1918. Address P. O. Box 3369,
Boston, Mass.
Miss Mary E. Breckhisen, N.
1 Class, April 2d and June 17th, 1918, Toledo, Ohio. Address
359 Irving St., Toledo, Ohi
Mrs. Harry A. Prentice, Noi
Class, New York City, June 28th. Address 78 W. 103d St.,
New York City.
Mrs. Mattie D. Willis, Nor
5lh and Sept. 16th, 1918.

The American Institute of Applied Music

MUSIC

(METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC;

212 West 59th Street

New York City

Complete courses in Voice, Organ, Piano, Stringed Instruments, Public
School Music, Theoretical and Histor’
*--■
33rd Season—October 1, 1918.
Send for
JOHN B. CALVERT, D. D., Prea,KATE S. CH1TTENDLN. Dean

The Fletcher Music Method
Will open in Brookline, Mo,s. Aug. Uth, doling Od.
V.""' Mrs. Evelyn Fletcher-Copp,

est 40th St., New York City

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART

BURR0WES COURSE of music study
Kindergarten and Primary
„

Correspondence or Personal Instruction

Happy Pupils Satisfied Par.nU-Proep.rou, T.ecbere. Cleeeee are doubled by use of thie method

OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

KATHARINE BURROWES
D. 178 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY, or
t. D. 246 HIGHLAND AVE., HIGHLAND PARK,
’
DETROIT, MICH.

GOETSCHIUS’
SYSTEM OF HARMONY
Also Church and Concert Engagements
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

taught through mail by
E. KILENYI, M.A.
20 E. 90th Street
New York City
Endorsed by Dr. Goetschius. Individual attention.

Crane Normal Institute of Musii

GRANBERRY p£NH°OOL

SUMMER

Training School lor Supervisor* of Music
„ .
,
. both sexes
V “ice culture, eight-singing, ear-training, harmony,
praTtictTteach'1*10^ c^oru4'c^n^j ctins' "wtkodt

&-T

53 MAIN ST.!' C,<> apOTSDAM(hNEW YORK

THE C0URTRIGHT SYSTEM OF MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN

|\ewEngland
Conservatory
OF MUSIC °c“.,
Iffggiipss
BSte
eraduates >re
BOSTON, MASS.

- “**

e^men''

Srs;

™ch

'm”’

[i
||&4hH

I

the
^

Charles Henry Keyes. P«. D. President
Sarah Gr:olev Ross. A. M , De*n
'','r
profession U and rocattonal
tafdhSV,our-> e" *“*■
Publi: School Music. Voice, Piano

Work

of any kind
whatever, de•)mends a thor"T
f rug'> knowlpl
edSe of the
P;t^h eoretical

II

ZECKWER-HAHN
Philadelphia Musical Academy
1617 Spruce Street. Philadelphia
is s consolidation of the Hahn Conservatory and
the Philadelphia Musical Academy. Modern
equipment, thorough instruction, eminent fac¬
ulty. For prospectus, address
CHARLTON LEWIS MURPHY. Managing Director
Advertising is indispensable t
successful school

Skidmore School of Arts

-9Musical

ft
'Stt
P11M *

of this Method—Remember that it was in¬
troduced into Boston 20 years ago and the
Originator still lives there and has proved
every claim she has made for the Method.
Remember that her Method is the only
purely Democratic Method of teaching
Music, and as such is more in demand
every day.
Dr. Henry Holmes of Harvard Univer-

nt-wi

UmUv Helm.,

position'etc
C°m'
positron etc , taught by corres-

assrji&jasarra

ever heard EVEN APPROACHES yours
in the soundness of its educational basis
and the ingenuity of its devices.”
Dr. I.yman Abbott says of the Fletcher
Method—“It is more than a Method, it is
a Revolution and converts Musical educa¬
tion from a mere drill and drudgery into
an inspiration and a life.”

and aster chere *large numbers °f ht3 students holding pr
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND LITERATURE.

PEABODY

For a third of a century THE ETUDE has
championed the cause of good music.
For a third of a century TOE ETUDE has
championed the cause of good teachers as op¬
posed to charlatans.
For a third of a century TOE ETUDE has con¬
stantly done everything in its power to stimu¬
late the greatest possible enthusiasm in mus¬
ical homes.
It i, one of t1-. greater inspirations for the Editors and
Publisher, of THE ETUDE to know that they have
the confidence and loyalty of the teacher body aa well as
that of students and music lovers.

OHIO
CINCINNATI CONSF.RVATORY of MUSIC

One of the oldest and most noted Music Schools in America.

WILSON-GREENE
SCHOOLa OF wMUSIC
The only resident music school for young
ladies in Washington. Endowed by the
world’s greatest musicians and in charge
of the capital city’s recognized muahal
leaders. Voice, Piano, Violin, Harmony,
Grand Opera, Dramatic Art, Languages,
English Literature, Classic Dancing,
Accompanying. Twelve or more con¬
certs by world - renowned artists.
best social and financial references.
THOS. EVANS GREENE, ) Prltl ,n
Mrs. WILSON-GREENE, ) Principa\s

established i867.

Directress,

Atlanta Conservatory of Music
THE FOREMOST SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
IN THE SOUTH
Advantages Equal to Those Found Anywhere
Summer Session Begins June 10th, 1918.

MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
Annual Summer Classes for Teachers of Piano
for the Study of Teaching Material
MONTREAT, N. C.
June 12-25 ^ ^ July 19-23
'montreat! NORTHCAROLINA

:>r h'us. Bac. Degree by mail. Prepi

MISS BERTHA BAUR,

CONSERVATORY

BALTIMORE, MD.
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director

Public School Music and Progressive
Series of Piano Lessons

R .UtM-

LOUISVILLE, KY.

ESTABLISHED 1857

W

SARATOGA SPRINGS, NEW YORK

EXPRESSION :: ART :: LANGUAGES

School

THE STANDARD
SUMMER NORMAL
A complete and practical
course for progressive

= TEACHERS =
HAHN MUSIC SCHOOL

Highland Avenue and Oak St., Cincinnati, 0.

3919-S. Junius St.,
IAaca Conservatory o' Musi-.

Send for Ci,cu"a?arm°nU
F.L.WILI GOOSE, Mac Bte; A. R.C.O.

DANA’S

MUSICAL

INSTITUTE

WARREN, OHIO

D“nd“ St' ‘ London- Canada
|

Etude advertising is the open
door to musical opportunity

DALLAS, TEXAS

Eastern Conservatory of Music
OPENS SEPTEMBER 25th
(A Department of Eastern College)

THE SCHOOL OF DAILY INSTRUCTION IN ALL
branches of music
P, Pres., Mananas,Va.,Box R
£ when addressing 01

NO TEACHER HJ
educational material desired without first
writing our Service Department.
THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

AUGUST

THE ETUDE

SHENANDOAH COLLEGIATE IN¬
STITUTE AND SCHOOL OF MUSIC.
Dayton, Va. Academy fully accredited by State of
■' ind ail leading colleges. Junior College, Piano,
:, Expression, Art, Commercial, Piano Tuning,
’ — u— A
Aro.n «0(Yl m S97*» Mo

ALDERSON BAPTIST^, ACADEMY,

Schools and Colleges ^

ARNOLD SCHOOL OF MUSIC.
Kadiarine M. Arnold. Principal. Affiliated with the
College of Music of CinanDan. Piano. Voice, V.o
aught. Cbm for
idison, St., Tiffin, Ohio.

WESTERN

ANN ARBOR = MICHIGAN
SCHOOL

CONSERVATORY

Kenneth M. Bradley
President and Director

OF MUSIC

“A Gathering-Place for Advanced Students”
DR. ALBERT A. STANLEY. Director
Albert Lockwood, Head of Piano Dep’t
Theodore Harrison, Head of Vocal Dep’t
S. P. Lockwood, Head of Violin and
Orchestra Dep’ts
E. V. Moore, Head of Organ and Theory
Dep’t
Florence B. Potter, Head of Methods
Dept.
Byrl Fox Bacher, Dean of Women.
25-ASSOCIATE TEACHERS—25
Chorus of 300
Orchestra of 50

BUSH

A CA Edgar Nelson
AV^/^'OI V> Associate Director

An Institution of National Prominence
MUSIC
LAIDANC?NG
New building offering unsurpassed equipment
n Chicago m
,t Dorm
FALL TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 16th

WAnhS

SSMSS. of Music affords
I'^did ^rtunky in Voice. Piano and Violin.

CHOWAN
September 30th

July 1-August 23

LUTHERAN LADIES’ SEMINARY,
offers courses as follows: Seminary, 4 years; College
Preparatory, 4 years; Sub-Preparatory,l year; Short¬
hand and Typewriting, Home Economics. Conser¬
vatory of Music, Art and Elocution. Catalog on
request. D. G. Ristad, Pres.. Red Wing, Minn.
MARION COLLEGE AND SCHOOL
OF MUSIC, J^nkmCoUege (4 yearsTitgh ami
2 years college). Music, Art, Expression, Domestic
Science, Literary Courses. Modern building, 2150
ft. elevation. ?200 covers board, room and tuition.
Catalog. Address registrar.

ELON COLLEGE AND CONSERVATflPV Eton College, N. C. For men and
lOKY, womcn An A-grade College, limited
to 400 students. Music and all special departments
also. W. A. Harper. LL.D., President.
FAIRMONT STATE NORMAL
SCHOOL, Prclidem’. W’Va' Joseph Rosier’
FARMVILLE CONSERVATORY OF
MUSIC.
FtaarmvIil°ermVa.COElS

CAROLINA WOMAN’S COLLEGE.
:^cr'Physical c1kurc,' Business. 'Thoroughly
traTned'teachers. Home life. Exceptional climate
irs7nd-hiU region. R. B. John, President, Maxton,

Charles A. Sink, Sec.. 1000 Maynard SI.
Summer Session:

TUTE, Colleges'.0 and also maintains the best
advantages in music of anyschool of its grade in the

BLUE RIDGE COLLEGE,

RICHARD CZEaWKKy,"Violinist"
Hill Auditorium
Capacity 5,000
Cost $300,000

ATHENS COLLEGE, &h™itT“£
Moffett, Director._.
BLACKSTONE FEMALE INSTI¬

||

COLLEGE,

1848-1918.

VB«utdu|1canmiu.^Spl«Sidnfami

MARTIN COLLEGE, LX'cofiegefor
Girls and Young Women. Pulaski, Tenn.
MEMPHIS CONFERENCE FEMALE
INSTITUTE, A Junior College. Jackson, Tenn.

GRACELAND COLLEGE FOR MEN
AND WOMEN,^"1;1”^'^™™:

MERIDETH COLLEGE, FaJc'80hUng*i'men'
Courses in Literature, Music, Art, and Home Eco^

GREENSBORO COLLEGE FOR
WOMEN,
gjSg

SOUTHERN CONSERVATORY OF
music, g?rchc““:N'c' G!lmoreWiirdBrs'ant’
SOUTHWESTERN JUNIOR COL¬
LEGE, Keene, Texas. L. N. Carter, Director.
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL,
Pa. Music and Art. On the Penna. R. R. arid
trolley to Philadelphia. Fits for teaching, colleie
or business. ?220to»280 pays for board, tuition, etc,,
for .school year of 40 weeks. G.M.Philips, Principal
TENNESSEE COLLEGE, w-P^pam-'
tory Department. High standards, Modern equip¬
ment. Splendid location. Strong School of Mu sic and
Fine Arts. Departments of Piano Organ, Voice and
Violin. Conservatory Methods. Geo. J. Burnett,
President, Murfreesboro, Tenn.
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, ^inSfc

Jh&71en?ekErblD0irectdrof School of Music.1”
For1 paltfoulaxs^addre'^Presiden7'°°' scholarshlps-

VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY

VALPARAISO,
ty School of Music offers course
ce. Violin, Organ, Theoi
THE EXPENSES ARE THE LOWEST
uition, 536.00 per quarter of twelve weeks. Board with Furnished Room , $19 to $
igue will be mailed free. Address Henry B. Brown. President, or Oliver P. Kinse
45TH YEAR—STUDE NTS'ACCEPTED AT ANY TIME.

STRONG FACULTY s: THOROUGH METHODS :: EXCELLENT BOARDING*FACILITIES

Millikin Conservatory
of Music
DECATUR, ILLINOIS
Max van Lewen Swarthout - Director
Donald M. Swarthout, Associate Director
Building-One of the finest in existence for Co
Faculty—Foreign trained teachers in all depai
Courses—Leading to Certificate and Diploma
Singing, Piano, Violin, ’Cello and Pipe-Orga
Playing. Unusually strong course in Publ
School Music leading to Certificate as Supe

4525 Olive Stre.

Michigan State Normal College

Conservatory of Music
Ypsilanti, Michigan
Courses in singing, piano, organ, violin
and theory.
Courses for training supervisors and
teachers of public school music.
Graduation leads to a life certificate
valid in most states of the union.
Total living expenses need not exceed
five dollars per week. Tuition and fees
exceptionally low. Write for catalog.
Dir. CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC,
BOX 9, YPSILANTI, MICHIGAN.

Eiceptional Musical Kindergarten Department, al
Degrees—Conferred in Literary-Music Course.

James Millikin University
HORNER INSTITUTE OF FINE ARTS
Charles F. Horner, President Earl Rosenberg, Director
A PRACTICAL SCHOOL OF MpSIC AND DRAMATIC ART

PITTSBURGH
MUSICAL INSTITUTE, Inc.
Fall Term - September
4259 Fifth Ave.

PITTSBURGH

Minneapolis School of Music,

SOUTHERN

EASTERN

- INDIANA.

HUNTINGTON COLLEGE CONSERVATORY

One of the oldest and best Mosic Schools in the United States

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC OF
M0RRIS HARVEY COLLEGE.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
PROGRESSIVE PIANO SCHOOL

AMERICAN
BAKER
'"-‘—Ii:,...
BARTEL"'*»ogato.
BEECHWOODKSBffis®
combs:;
DUNNING Carre Louiae Dunning, 8 W
FAB Rill 82nd SLjSIy ofty*ClrcS
HAWTHORNE
CHRISTIAAN
ComposerKRIENS
MOULTON

BRYANT
CONVERSE COLLEGES™
AMERICAN:
BROWN'
CHICAGC
CINCINNATI'

LOGICAL

Milwaukee-Downer College

Milwaukee, Wis.
Department of Music
Offers Piano, Organ, Viol’
—
of Music and a Teacher!
Public School
a REGISTRAR

82 Eleventh Si.. So. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
N Eight Weeks. Opens Jane 17th

Lake Forest
University School of Music

H m. F. Ileal

•

P1 a n n
A
PROGRESSIVE

SNYDER

SPECIAL COURSES IN PIANO 4 ORGAN PLATING 4 TEACHING. SPECIALTY: LESCHETIZKY PRINCIPLES

Adct°a7ue inc3ini
'®ch"ic’ cahaustiv
lies, chords and arpeggios, dUble^M
taves. trills, tremolo, ghssando and bravura.
Price, $l.SO

THEO. PRESSER

n THE ETUDE when addressing oi

CO.,

JUDSON COLLEGE. SS5d"l 838. “"kS?
Youn? Women^ C^r«.JeadingEtOrB.A.nd^r«.
Economfod,V Edujalilm. Vor catalog, address Dr.

n Organ, Piano, Violin and

ST. JOSEPH ACADEMY, s.ltels'o^St!

We have done this for thousands of discouraged students, musicians
and teachers during the past IS years. No matter what your prob¬
lems are—whether you have lost interest—reached the bounds of
your limitations—lack a perfect technique—incapable of fully ex¬
pressing your musical thoughts or fall short in your interpretative
ability—these clearly written, thoroughly illustrated home-study
lessons by great American and European teachers will help you.

Students or Teachers Normal Training Courses by Wm. H. Sherwood, one of America’s
most famous teachers and concert players. These lessons contain every principle of teachjng ancj playing used so successfully by Sherwood.

f f

Harmonv
*

bv Adolph Rosenbecker and Dr. Daniel Protheroe, both eminent composers
and conductors. This Harmony Course includes Counterpoint, and Composition
and Orchestration.
The Rosenbecker-Protheroe course excels all others in
simplicity and practicability.

r — m

The New Gradus Ad Pamassum
IN EIGHT BOOKS
In this unique work each separate department
beadng uCp,’n”n!"dart!i
*“a,*.*n ,b* “"d.ie*
classified together and'a^ranged"’^ topical a'i2
protrresstv#* r,rds. Ti-_ •_, V_j
I hef, Hand Techni
S. Double Neles.
Right Hand Technic.
6. Octaves and Die
3. Hands Together.
7. The Trill.
4. Arpegg os.
g. V„iou. Difficult!
Price, $1.00 Each

\

1712 Chestnut St.,

COLLEGE,

WESTERN MARYLAND COLLEGE,
Westminster, Md. In the highlands,^one hour from

•

by Glenn Cillard Gunn, noted writer and musician. This
Course includes Analysis and Appreciation of Music.
ValUable library of text books is included in the course.

*"*4“ IX/lllCir* History

*1 Mons'tur Is'dor Philipp (1863) is a leading professor in the Paris Conserratoire.
■ He has specialized in the terhmcal and mechanical side of piano placing ever
since his student days. There it probably no better qualified living authority on
‘ l:rbjer- l". th,e thpee w°rks sP«:ified
M- Philipp has given the results
ot years of practical study and teaching experience.

Complete School of Technic

PROFESSOR
WILLIAM
ER H A RT

H O WA RD- PAY N E

Orafory'. MS‘ro^°|“"^"g^lpY°“™5^°uta]
HtcranrntuUiondorkfh1e'yearl $410.^81For ^aVticufars
address H. E. Stout, President.

What wouldn’t you give to have your musical education completely
analyzed by a master teacher—to have him point out all your faults
and show you how to correct them—to put his unerring finger on
your weak points and tell you how to strengthen them to prove
why you do not make better progress and clearly demonstrate a suc¬
cessful plan for you to follow? In fact, to set you right—revive your
interest—start you forward with a new inspiration to win success.

Modern Technical Pianoforte Works

Preparatory School of Technic

Fomidld n,lM2l.*nCal{alog<on1'requSt^MUs Mmy
L. Cocke. Box 15, Hollins, Va.

URSULINE ACADEMY,

Music Lessons by Master Teachers

COLUMBIANS

DETROIT
KNOX Catalog free

PRACTICAL

Certificate^ Special^courses \n ^Keyboard* Hannony?
chorus! and recitals. Credits allowed by Lake Foresi
College and Ferry Hall for Music School Work. Address

j y°

Music, European Con*crvatory Method*. Mr*. V.

By I. PHILIPP
FALL TERM BEGINS SEPTEMBER 2d
For catalog- addresa 3300 Baltimore Ave
F. E. GORDON, Sec’y
Kansas City, Mo.

CONVENT H. C. J.,

COTTEY COLLEGE AND CON¬
SERVATORY , £"oung women?'

OREGON
WESTERN*

VIRGIL

EdwardPEllsworth Hipxher, Musicai

CONVERSE COLLEGE, |p*r,Aafeof

MARLOWE

NEW YORK -S3
NICHOLS ESI

Suing free.

MT. DE CHANTAL ACADEMY.
Wheeling, W. Va. A select boarding-school tor
tifon”* AdvancednGeneral Course.' Exceptional ad¬
vantages in music. For Prospectus, address The
Directress.
SACRED HEART CONVENT,
Missoula. Mont.
ST. FRANCIS XAVIER’S ACADEMY,
Vicksburg, Miss. For |;ris^and young ladies.^ Day
itfercy^affords superior educational advantages,
classical and scientific, Music, drawing, painting,
shorthand and typewriting specialized.
ST. JOHN’S SCHOOL, Frand’s^n
Sisters.

HOLLINS COLLEGE FOR WOMEN,
Hollins, Va. Exceptionally thorough and complete
Music^SchooHn which musical culture is combined

Philodolphia.

Po.

rTlStOI V vl Iflllwlv

A

m

under the
direction ui
of vuutuuv,
Clarence Eddy «***«
and
^
•
unaer
uie uircuuuu
Daniel Protheroe. Edited and personally
v (aia-ww*
— —-j--conducted by Herbert J. Wrightson, dis¬
rv, _ • andi n—This
Mus
tinguished, Theorist
Composer. This is the most advanced Musical
course given by any School in America.

Advanced Composition
Making claims is easy— Making good is tn
proof letters as you care to read; better sun, we wm

UNIVERSITY

/ test 0f merit An ounce of proof is worth a pound of promise. We will send you as many
lessons selected from any of these courses for your careful personal examination,
s

EXTENSION CONSERVATORY

CLARENCE EDDY, Dean
_
.
CHICAGO, ILL.
4486 Siegel-Myers Building_

Ingram’s miK^ed Ct&atn
It is easier to retain than regain an attractive complexion. But
Ingram’s Milkweed Cream will help you do either. If your
skin is clear and finely-textured you ought to use Ingram’s
Milkweed Cream to keep it so. In many cases loss of beauty
is largely due to lack of proper care.

Englewood, N. J.
August 13,1917
F. f. Ingram Co.

I find that Ingram’s
Milkweed Cream does
just what you claim
for it. It conserves
one’s complexion per¬
fectly under the most
trying conditions. I
would not be without it.

If your skin has come to need help, if your color has lost its
healthful glow, then by all means you should start using Ingram’s
Milkweed Cream. It has an ability to rejuvenate the skin tissues
and restore color and smoothness to the complexion that the
ordinary cream does not possess. And it is cleansing and soft¬
ening, too. Start right tonight by getting a jar of Ingram’s
Milkweed Cream.
i

FJery

Buy it in either 50c or $1.00 size

Jar

Ingram’s
,U .Ls_d J,

*l/clvcola

,

roouvcrawc
Pace Powder.
A complexion powder es¬
pecially distinguished by the
fact that it stays on. Fur¬
thermore, a powder of un¬
excelled delicacy of texture
and refinement of perfume.
Four tints — White, Pink,
Flesh and Brunette—50c.

JngrScm's
Send for
Trial Package

yfbupe
“Just to show the proper glow” use
a touch of Ingram’s Rouge on the
cheeks. A safe preparation for deli¬
cately heightening the natural color.
The coloring matter is not absorbed
by the skin. Delicately perfumed.
Solid cake. Three shades —Dark,
Light and Medium—50c.

Send us 10c in stamps for our
Guest Room Package con¬
taining Ingram’s Face Pow¬
der and Rouge in novel purse
packets, and Milkweed
Cream, Zodenta Tooth Pow¬
der and Perfume in Guest
Room sizes.

FREDERICK F. INGRAM CO.
Established 1885

Windsor, Canada

\

*

43 Tenth St, Detroit Mich., U. S. A.
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